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PREFACE

The purpose of this volume is to provide a reference handbook for

radio engineers whose work is related to microwave systems or com-

ponents. The subject matter deals with microwave transmission lines

and associated components. No attempt is made to deal with related

topics such as generation and reception, propagation, or measurement

techniques.

The first three chapters deal with general transmission-line theory,

which may be applied to all types of microwave transmission lines.

These chapters are not intended to develop a thorough treatment of

the theory, but are intended rather to deal with those aspects of the

theory which are most useful at ultrahigh frequencies, and which may
be inadequately covered in the average engineer’s education.

The next three chapters cover the topics of coaxial lines and

flexible cables, but again only from the ultrahigh-frequency point of

view. An attempt has been made here, as in other parts of the book,

to include the material which will prove most useful to the engineer

whose work brings him in contact with these types of transmission

lines.

Chapters 7 through 11 cover the subject of wave guides. The
basic theory of wave guides is treated in a number of excellent texts

which have appeared in recent years. This volume is intended to

supplement these texts by providing information on practical struc-

tures and components; the type of information an engineer must have

to design a transmission system employing wave guides.

Finally, Chap. 12 is a discussion of dielectric materials and their

properties at microwave frequencies, and Chap. 13 deals with cavity

resonators, which find extensive use at these frequencies.

This volume had its origins in 1943, in the Measurement Develop-

ment Laboratory of the Sperry Gyroscope Co. At that time, the

subject of microwave transmission lines had assumed considerable

importance in connection with the wartime development of radar, and

a great many engineers in a great many places were obtaining infor-

mation of engineering importance. It was felt that a worth-while

service would be performed by compiling these data and making them
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generally available. This project grew in scope once it was under way,

and culminated in the publication by Sperry in 1944 of a Confiden-

tial” volume (subsequently declassified) titled “Microwave Trans-

mission Design Data,” which had wide distribution in the armed

services, government laboratories, and private organizations.

The present volume is in a sense a revision of that earlier volume,

although it has been almost completely rewritten and much new
material has been added. Four complete new chapters have been

added, those dealing with transmission-line theory and flexible

cables; and the material in the other chapters has been greatly revised

and extended. This has been done for two reasons: to take advantage

of material which became available subsequent to the publication of

the original volume, and because the present volume was designed

from its inception to be a book, in contrast to the Sperry publication

which was originally intended to take the form of loose-leaf notes.

The material in this volume has been drawn from a large number
of sources, including publications, wartime reports of the M. I. T.

Radiation Laboratory and other organizations, and the work of the

author and many of his colleagues at Sperry. Particular acknowledg-

ment is made to W. W. Hansen, from whose unpublished notes much
information was gleaned; to E. L. Ginzton, who inspired this work;

and to H. E. Webber and W. T. Cooke, under whose direction the

author worked while the present volume was in preparation.

Cambridge, Mass.

March, 1948

Theodore Moreno
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
FOR MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION LINES

1. Microwaves

It is difficult to define precisely the portion of the electromagnetic

spectrum termed ‘^microwaves/^ but the low-frequency boundary is

somewhere between 300 and 3,000 me, and the high-frequency bound-

ary somewhere in the millimeter region, where radio and infrared

techniques begin to overlap. It is a portion of the spectrum where

nearly all circuit components have dimensions that are an appreciable

fraction of a wavelength or greater. For this reason transmission-line

theory, particularly ‘‘long-line theory, is well adapted to handling

many engineering problems that arise at these frequencies.

2. The Nature of Transmission Lines

Definition.—A transmission line is a system of material boundaries

forming a continuous path from one place to another and capable of

directing the transmission of electromagnetic energy along this path.

If the geometrical dimensions and constants of the materials are

identical in all transverse sections, the line is said to be uniform. Any
changes in the physical configuration of the transmission line are

termed “nonuniformities or “discontinuities^^ in the system.

Nature of Traveling Waves.—Electromagnetic energy is carried

along a transmission line in the form of guided electromagnetic waves.

These waves are composed of electric and magnetic fields that interact

while varying periodically with time and that adjust their configura-

tions to fit the material boundaries in a manner that satisfies Maxwell’s

equations. In general, the variation with time of the various electric

and magnetic field components will be considered here as sinusoidal.

If the material boundaries of the transmission line are composed

wholly or in part of conducting material, currents will in general

flow in these conductors At low frequencies, the transmission line

is usually formed of two or more separated conductors, and the char

acteristics of an electromagnetic wave being carried along the line

are specified in terms of the voltage existing between the conductors

1
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and the currents carried by them. Concepts arrived at in this manner

are generally useful when extended to microwave frequencies but are

often insufficient for complete understanding of the behavior of trans-

mission lines at these frequencies. This is particularly true for hollow-

pipe and dielectric wave guides, for in the former a single conductor

is sufficient to guide electromagnetic waves, and in the latter no con-

ducting boundaries whatsoever are required.

To obtain a more complete understanding of these systems, it is

necessary to consider instead the fundamental nature and behavior

of electromagnetic waves and the electric and magnetic fields that

compose them. This does not mean that ordinary transmission-line

theory should not be used with these systems. On the contrary, most

engineers find that practical application of high-frequency transmission

lines is most easily done in terms of this theory and is facilitated when
the behavior of various components is expressed in terms of their

equivalent lower frequency circuits.

Whenever analogues of this sort are used, it must be done with due

consideration of the restrictions that have been imposed. Many of

these restrictions can be pointed out, but others become apparent only

as one gains familiarity with the microwave lines. For example, a

narrow crack in a metallic shield that is unimportant at low frequencies

may radiate large amounts of energy at microwave frequencies.

The following discussion will concern ordinary transmission-line

theory. The validity of this theory when extended to microwaves will

then be pointed out, and it will be shown how microwave components

and structures can often be dealt with in terms of this theory.

3. Ordinary Transmission-line Theory

Consider a uniform transmission line that is composed of two sepa-

rated conductors. If an electro-

magnetic wave is carried along the

line (in the principal mode), a volt-

age V will exist between the con-

ductors and a current I will flow in

the conductors at all points in the

line. The current I will encounter

1

\

1

i

1 E
Fig. 1-1.—A uniform transmission

line, illustrating the notation used in

transmission-line equations.

an impedance Z per unit length, given by

Z = 72 4“ jo)L

where R is the equivalent series resistance per unit length, taking into

account all series loss elements, and L is the series inductance per unit
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length. The voltage V between the conductors appears across a shunt

admittance Y per unit length, given by

Y =^G+ jcoC

where G is the equivalent conductance per unit length, taking into

account all shunt loss elements, and C is the shunt capacitance per

unit length.

The four parameters 7£, L, (?, and C will usually change slowly if at

all with frequency.

The distribution of voltage and current along the line is best

expressed in terms of two derived parameters. The first of these is the

propagation constant y, defined by

y = ^/ZY = V(« + + jccC) (1-1)

The propagation constant is in general a complex quantity and may,

therefore, be divided into real and imaginary parts

7 = a +

where a is the attenuation constant and /? is the phase constant.

The physical significance of these quantities will be discussed later

in further detail. For most high-frequency transmission lines, the

phase angle of y will be close to 90 deg, and y will become a pure

imaginary when R and G are zero, which occurs when there are no

power-absorbing elements in the transmission line.

The second derived parameter that is important is the character-

istic impedance Zo, defined by

or its reciprocal, the characteristic admittance Fo, defined by

This is also a complex quantity, but in general it will be very nearly a

pure real quantity.

At high frequencies, the resistance and conductance of the line

are frequently neglected for purposes of calculation. When losses are

small.
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The voltage Vt appears across the load impedance Zr, and the cur-

rent flowing through the load impedance is It = Fr/Zr. At a dis-

tance I from the load, the voltage V across the transmission line and

the current I flowing in the line are given by

V — Vr cosh yl + 7rZo sinh yl (1-3)

V
I — Ir cosh 7 i + -^ sinh yl (1-4)

These equations may be rewritten as

V = + V2e-y^

I = l,ey^ - l^e-y^

(1-5)

(1-6)

Vi and V 2 are voltages, and Ii and 1 2 are currents the significance of

which becomes apparent in the following discussion. The values of

these various coefficients may be obtained from the following equations:

(1-7)

Vr= V,+ (1-8)

Ir = II- h = ~ P (1-9)
^0 /jo

It should be kept in mind that all voltages and currents are quantities

that vary periodically with time. Consider, for example, the first

term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1-5). The alternating voltage Vi

may be written

Vi =

where Fio is defined as the peak amplitude of Fi. The first term then

becomes

Vioe^'^^ey^ =

The physical nature of this term is now apparent. It represents a

wave train of voltage traveling along the transmission line toward the

load (in the direction of decreasing 1), The second term in Eq. (1-5)

represents a wave train of voltage traveling in the opposite direction,

away from the load. The corresponding two terms in Eq. (1-6)

represent current waves traveling to and from the load. The ampli-

tude and phase of each voltage wave are related to the values of the

corresponding current wave by the characteristic impedance of the
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line Zo, i.€.,

A physical interpretation of the conditions that exist on a trans-

mission line is now possible. The voltage and current that are meas-

ured at any point on the line may be said to result from the vector

addition of two wave trains of voltage and current that are traveling

along the line. The voltage and current of each wave train are related

by the factor Zo, the characteristic impedance of the line. One wave
train is traveling toward the load and is referred to as the incident

wave. The other wave train is traveling in the opposite direction along

the line, away from the load and toward the generator, and is termed

the reflected wave.

The relative amplitude of the incident and reflected waves is estab-

lished at the load, where Eqs. (1-7), (1-8), and (1-9) must be satisfied.

These equations may be solved to give

Zo

Vl Zr + Zo
( 1

-10)

A very important conclusion to be drawn from Eq. (1-10) is that the

relative amplitude and phase of the incident and reflected waves at

any point on the line is affected only by impedance conditions on the

load side of the point of measurement and is unaffected by impedances

on the generator side of the point in question. The absolute magnitude

of the incident and reflected waves will, of course, be determined in

part by impedances on the generator side.

4. Validity of Ordinary Line Theory

If the transmission-line problem had been approached from the

point of view of electromagnetic-field theory, it would have yielded a

similar result. The answers would be in terms of electric field E and

magnetic field H rather than in terms of voltage and current, but would

have yielded the same concepts of traveling waves and characteristic

impedance. The more rigorous approach of field theory would have

given additional information, however, which greatly complicates the

problem in some ways. But at the same time this additional informa-

tion leads to a more thorough understanding of the behavior of all

kinds of transmission lines.

It is found that there can exist on the transmission line not one

traveling wave of a given frequency, but rather an infinite number of

types of waves, or modes. Each of these possible modes of transmission
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has its own distinctive configuration of electric and magnetic fields,

and all these configurations satisfy MaxwelFs equations and fit the

boundary conditions imposed by the transmission line. The infinite

number of modes may be separated into three classes. If there are

not more than two separated conductors, the first class consists of a

single mode, termed the “principaT' mode. The other two classes

are both infinite in number and are commonly termed transverse

electric and ^‘transverse magnetic modes.

The principal mode is distinguished from the infinite number of

other (higher) modes in a number of ways. The following statements

apply to uniform lines, assumed lossless except where otherwise noted:

1. Only the principal mode of transmission consists solely of electric

and magnetic fields that are transverse to the direction of energy flow.

It is a purely transverse wave. All other mpdes have field components

in the direction of energy flow. For this reason, the principal mode is

sometimes referred to as the transverse electromagnetic (TEM) wave.

The higher modes will have components of either electric or magnetic

field that are in the direction of energy flow. This leads to a means

commonly used to distinguish the two families of higher modes. If

the magnetic field has a component in the direction of energy trans-

mission, the electric field will be everywhere transverse, and the waves

having this characteristic are referred to as H waves or transverse

electric (TE) waves. Modes of the other family have electric field

components that are in the direction of transmission, the magnetic

field is everywhere transverse, and the modes are termed E waves or

transverse magnetic (TM) waves.

2. The transverse electromagnetic waves will transmit energy at all

frequencies down to and including zero cycles per second (direct cur-

rent). All the higher modes have low-frequency limits or cutoff fre-

quencies below which energy will not be transmitted along the line.

These cutoff frequencies are in general different for different modes.

If the line is excited in one of these higher modes at a frequency below

its cutoff frequency, there will be no real transmission of energy along

the line and the fields will diminish very rapidly with increasing dis-

tance from the point of excitation.

3. To be capable of supporting a transverse electromagnetic wave,

a transmission line must consist of two or more separated conductors.

Coaxial lines are the most common examples of this type of transmis-

sion line at microwave frequencies. The higher modes of transmission

can exist on such a line, but they can also be supported by a trans-

mission line that has only a single conducting boundary, or none at
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all, and is not capable of supporting the principal mode of transmission.

Hollow-pipe wave guides will therefore support the higher modes, but

not the principal mode.

4. When field penetration into the conductors is neglected, which is

permissible at high frequencies, the instantaneous electric-field con-

figuration of the principal mode at any point on the line is always the

same as would exist if only a static charge properly distributed were

present on the line.

5. By neglecting the effect of losses in the conductors, and assum-

ing a uniform dielectric medium separating the conductors, the velocity

of propagation of the principal mode is the same as the velocity of

propagation of an unguided plane wave traveling in the medium that

separates the conductors. All the higher modes, at frequencies higher

than their cutoff frequencies, will have phase velocities in excess of this

amount which approach infinity as the frequency approaches their

respective cutoff frequencies. The group velocities of these higher

modes will always be less than the velocity of the unguided plane wave
and will approach zero as the frequency approaches cutoff for the

respective modes.

6. For a high-frequency line with finite losses, assuming that the

properties of the dielectric and conductors remain constant, the

attenuation of the principal mode will always decrease with decreasing

frequency. With the higher modes, however, the attenuation will

increase rapidly with decreasing frequency as the cutoff frequency is

approached.

7. In the high-frequency region, assuming that losses are zero and

that the dielectric properties remain constant, the characteristic

impedance of the line for the principal mode will be independent of

frequency. The characteristic impedances of the higher modes will

in general differ from each other and from the impedance of the prin-

cipal wave and will depend upon the ratio of the operating frequency

to the cutoff frequency of the respective modes.

6. The Effects of Below-cutoff Modes on a Transmission Line

Higher Order Modes {Local Waves) at Launching Elements and Dis-

continuities .—A practical transmission line is nearly always designed

so that it is able to carry energy in only one mode of transmission.

For this reason, the line is restricted in size so that only the principal

mode (or only the dominant mode in the case of wave guides) can

transmit energy, and the line is then below cutoff for all the infinity

of higher modes. This does not mean that these higher modes can
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be neglected in the determination of operating characteristics of a

transmission line.

Any physical structure that launches a traveling wave in a line

will generally excite a large number of modes at the point of excitation.

Only the modes that are above cutoff, usually only one mode, are

able to carry energy down the line, and the other modes that are below

cutoff are unable to carry any real energy down the line. They

attenuate rapidly with distance from the point of excitation and are

usually negligible at a distance roughly

5
III equal to the transverse dimensions of the

IT
attenuation is reactive rather

‘ 11 1 11 than dissipative, and there is no energy

consumption in these below-cutoff waves.

i,,,— - Nevertheless, they may be of large ampli-

Fio. 1-2.—Fringing electric tude in the immediate vicinity of the
fields at a discontinuity in a launching structure, and contribute greatly
parallel-plane transmission ”

. - . . ,

line, resulting from higher to the reactive component of its impedance.
order modes excited at the Sufficiently low frequencies, when all the
discontinuity.

higher order waves are a long way from

cutoff, they add to give the fringing fields that are predicted by

static-field theory.

The higher order modes may also be set up by a discontinuity in

the line. If there is an abrupt change in cross section, and it is not

possible to meet the boundary conditions at the discontinuity by
addition of components of the principal and above-cutoff modes only,

below-cutoff modes will be excited at the discontinuity. Consider

for example a step in a parallel-plane transmission line, as illustrated

in Fig. 1-2. The line may be restricted in size so that only the prin-

cipal mode of transmission can carry energy down the line. But this

principal wave alone is unable to satisfy the boundary conditions

imposed by the step discontinuity. The distortion and fringing fields,

which exist principally in the region A, result from higher modes
that are excited at the discontinuity, but which attenuate rapidly

with distance.

This is a reactive attenuation, and energy is not dissipated in these

higher modes. Nevertheless, there is energy storage in these fringing

fields similar to the energy storage in a reactive circuit element. It

is possible to show that there is a net energy storage in the electric

fields if the higher order modes that are excited are of the transverse

magnetic (TM) type. If the higher order modes are of the transverse

electric (TE) type, the net energy storage will be in the magnetic fields.
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Equivalent Circuits of Discontinuities.—We shall consider here

transmission lines which are above cutoff for only a single mode of

transmission. If there is a plane discontinuity at the junction of two
such transmission lines at which additional below-cutoff waves are

excited, the effect of this discontinuity may be taken into account by
replacing it with an equivalent reactive network for purposes of cal-

culation.^ This equivalent circuit is valid only at a distance from the

discontinuity where the below-cutoff waves are of negligible amplitude.

In the general case, an unsymmetrical tee network is required to

account for the discontinuity.

A convenient approximation, which is rigorously correct in many
problems of practical interest, leads to an equivalent circuit of an ideal

transformer shunted by a simple reactance. Where the discontinuity

consists of a thin obstacle ^nth no change of cross section of the line,

the equivalent circuit may be reduced to a simple shunt reactance.

If TM waves are excited by a thin obstacle, the discontinuity will

be equivalent to a simple shunt capacity, and if TE waves are excited,

the equivalent circuit is a shunt inductance. In general, both types of

higher order waves are excited. Resonance effects are then possible,

and both series and parallel resonance effects may be expected from

different kinds of discontinuities.

One effect of these shunt admittances set up by discontinuities is

that the current flowing down the line is divided and part of the current

flows through the discontinuity reactance. The voltage is still con-

tinuous when the discontinuity is equivalent to a reactive element in

parallel with the line.

Effect of Changing Frequency.—If the higher order modes are far

from cutoff, the equivalent circuit of a simple discontinuity is a

shunt capacity or inductance the magnitude of which is nearly inde-

pendent of frequency. But as the frequency increases so that the

line approaches cutoff for the higher modes, the magnitude of the

equivalent circuit elements will change, and resonance effects can be

expected as the higher modes reach cutoff. ^

Interaction between Multiple Discontinuities.—In a simple step

discontinuity, as shown in Fig. 1-2, the fringing fields are principally

^ See, for example, Schelkunoff, S. A., ^‘Electromagnetic Waves,’’ pp. 490“

494, D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., New York, 1943; Whinnery, J. R., and

H. W. Jamieson, Equivalent Circuits for Discontinuities in Transmission Lines,

Froc. Inst. Radio Engrs., 32 (No. 2), pp. 98-114 (1944); Miles, J. W., The Equiva-

lent Circuit for a Plane Discontinuity in a Cylindrical Wave Guide, Proc. Inst.

Radio Engrs., 84 (No. 10), pp. 728-742 (1946).

’ See, for example, Whinnery and Jamieson, loc. cit.
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in the region if the higher modes are far from cutoff, and only extend

on one side of the step. When two steps are placed close together,

they may be treated as separate circuit elements if the fringing fields

set up by each step are in separate regions and, therefore, do not

interact with each other. But if the fringing fields tend to occupy

the same region, they will interact with each other and the equivalent

susceptance of each discontinuity will be modified by the presence of

the other. ^ Examples of some double discontinuities that do not

DOUBLE DISCONTINUITIES DOUBLE DISCONTINUITIES

THAT INTERACT THAT DO NOT INTERACT
Fig. 1-3.— Multiple discontinuities in a parallel-plane transmission line.

interact to a first approximation and some that do interact are shown

in Fig. 1-3. The required modification of the equivalent circuits of

the individual steps will increase with increasing interaction of the

fringing fields and will, therefore, increase as the steps are moved
closer together. The presence of a short circuit in the region occupied

by the fringing fields of a discontinuity will also modify the equivalent

circuit. In fact, any structure that is close enough to a discontinuity

to affect the higher order fields will have a corresponding effect upon
the equivalent circuit that accounts for these fields.

* See, for example, Whinnery and Jamieson, loc. cit.



CHAPTER 2

ATTENUATION, IMPEDANCE MATCHING,
AND REFLECTIONS ON TRANSMISSION LINES

1. Attenuation in Transmission Lines

General Relationships.—An electromagnetic wave being carried by
a transmission line is continuously attenuated or weakened by lossy

elements in the line. This is apparent from the traveling-wave terms

that appear in Eqs. (1-5) and (1-6), e.g., the incident voltage wave
V If the propagation constant y is split into its real and imaginary

parts

7 = V(R + + ia,C) (2-1)

= a +

then this term for incident voltage becomes

The rate at which the wave attenuates with decreasing I is given by
the factor The quantity a is therefore called the ‘‘attenuation

constant.” When a is used as above to measure the decrease in inten-

sity of a traveling wave, it will be in units of nepers per unit length. To
express the attenuation in the more common units of decibels per unit

length, a in nepers should be multiplied by the constant 8.69.

a (db/unit length) = 8.69a (nepers/unit length)

When the attenuation is small, it may be expressed by the approxi-

mate formula

i? G
a - + BiT nepers/unit length (2-2)

Z/JO ^10

where R is the resistance per unit length, G is the conductance per unit

length, Zo is the characteristic impedance, and Yo is the characteristic

admittance of the transmission line.

Special Cases Where One or the Other Parameter Is Supplying Losses.

Case 1: The series resistance per unit length R only is not zero,

ft 5^ 0. G = 0.

Defining Q = o)L/Rj the following formulas hold approximately:

11
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1. The loss per wave length is small {11 is small):

" 2Q ^ 2Z,

2. The loss per wave length is large {li is large)

;

= _ q\^o>Vlc

(2-3)

(2-4)

Assumption (1) is generally valid for microwave transmission, but

assumption (2) is useful for attenuators.

Case 2: The shunt losses only are not zero. G 0, 7^ = 0.

This is infrequently true in practice, but in most solid dielectric

lines the shunt losses exceed the series losses at microwave frequencies.

Q is defined here as Q = wG/G.

1. The shunt losses are small (G is small):

= A = A
“ 2Q 2r„

2. The shunt losses are large (G is large)

:

V2Q \ 2/-

(2-5)

(2-6)

Causes of Attenuation and Numerical Formulas.—There are five

possible causes of energy loss in microwave transmission lines: (1)

ohmic losses resulting from currents flowing in conductors of finite

resistivity, (2) hysteresis losses in ferromagnetic conductors, (3) dielec-

tric losses resulting from imperfections in the dielectric medium through

which the electromagnetic fields travel, (4) radiation of energy from

the line, (5) reflections caused by impedance mismatches. Microwave
transmission lines are usually shielded well enough so that the radia-

tion does not contribute appreciably to the attenuation. The prob-

lem of reflections is dealt with in Sec. 2-2.

Conductor Losses .—At microwave frequencies, the conduction cur-

rent flowing in the conductors is concentrated in the surface layer.

The current density is a maximum at the surface and decreases expo-

nentially with depth into the conductors. The depth at which the

current density has fallen to l/e of its surface value is known as the

‘^skin depth 5.” This skin depth is a function of frequency and also

of the conductor material. It is given by the formula

(2-7)
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where p is the resistivity of the conductor in ohm-centimeters, p is the

permeability of the conductor, X is the free-space wavelength, and 5

is the skin depth in centimeters. For copper the permeability is unity,

the resistivity is p = 1.72 X 10“® ohm-cm, and the skin depth is

5 = 1.2 X 10~* cm for X = 10 cm.

The losses that result from the current being concentrated near the

surface are the same as if the total current were of uniform density to

Fiq. 2-1.—Skin depth as a function of frequency for a number of different metals.

a depth 6. Because of this the conductor losses in a transmission line

operating in the principal mode increase as the square root of increasing

frequency.

The skin depth 5 is plotted as a function of frequency in Fig. 2-1

for a number of different metals. These are ideal values which are

derived from handbook values of conductivity. Because of skin

effect, the attenuation resulting from conductor losses in high-fre-

quency transmission lines will vary as the square root of the resistivity

of the metals and will also increase as the square root of increasing

permeability. Table 2-1 gives the resistivity of a number of metals

and also their high-frequency attenuation as compared with the attenu-

ation of copper.

Effect of Machining.—The values in Table 2-1 are again standard

handbook values of resistivity and represent minimum limits of

experimental results at microwave frequencies. Because of the
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surface concentration of the current, the condition of the metal sur-

face has considerable effect upon the attenuation, which is nearly

always higher than that predicted by theory. The difference will

generally be small at the low-frequency end of the microwave spec-

trum; but at the higher frequencies, any surface roughness will tend

to increase the losses. At 25,000 me, a well-machined surface will

frequently have only two-thirds the theoretical conductivity of an

ideal surface. This difference will depend upon whether the tool-

marks are parallel or perpendicular to the direction of current flow,

as well as upon the smoothness of the machined surface. Attenua-

tion will be less if the current flow is parallel to the toolmarks, but for

most applications this can be ignored.

Effect of Plating.—The skin depth in most metals is so small that,

if one metal is plated on another to a thickness of a thousandth of an

inch, essentially all the current will flow in the plated surface metal.

But a variety of factors will cause the effective resistivity of the plated

metal to be somewhat higher than its low-frequency value. For one

thing, plated surfaces are porous to a certain extent, although polish-

ing or burnishing will reduce this porosity. The type of base metal

Table 2-1

Relative Attenuation in Metals at High Frequencies

Metal
Resistivity

(ohm-cm)

Attenuation relative

to copper

Aluminum 2.828 X 10-« 1 .28

Brass 6.4-84 2

Cadmium 7.54 2.09

Chromium
1

2.6 1.23

Copper 1.724 1.00

Gold 2.44 1.19

Lead 22 3.57

Magnesium 4.6 1.63

Manganin 44 5.05

Palladium 11 2.52

Phosphor bronze 10.5 2:47

Platinum 10 2.41

Rhodium 5 1 .71

Silver 1.629 0.97

Tin 11.5 2.58

Zinc 6.1 1 .89

upon which the surface metal is plated will affect the electrical quali-

ties of the surface, as well as its adhesion and corrosion resistance.
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The losses in the plated metal will be affected by aging, tarnishing, and
corrosion and may vary somewhat in a random manner from day to

day. The surface finish of the base metal will also have an effect.

The plating technique will have considerable effect, but even samples

of plating made in the same bath at the same time upon the same base

metal will usually have losses that are not identical. Accurate meas-

urements are difficult to make. For these reasons, exceptions can be

drawn to almost any general statements that are made about losses

in plated surfaces, but the following remarks are usually applicable.

The difference between theoretical and measured losses will usually

increase with increasing frequency. But at even the highest fre-

quencies, the losses in a high-quality plated surface, especially when
polished, will be approximately equal to the losses in a well-machined

surface of solid metal. Frequently a plating with the best electrical

characteristics does not have the best mechanical characteristics. The
effective resistivity of a plated surface at 10,000 or 20,000 me will

frequently be twice again as large as the theoretical value, but it

seldom exceeds five times the theoretical value unless the plating is of

poor quality or has corroded. For best results, the thickness of a

plated surface should be several times the skin depth {e.g,, 0.5 mil

minimum is recommended for silver plate at 9,000 me).

Effect of Insulating Coatings.—If the surface is coated \vith a thin

protective layer of high-resistance material, the conduction current

will flow under this layer in the base metal, and the attenuation will

not be greatly affected by the presence of the insulating layer. For

example, if aluminum wave guide is anodized, the losses will not be

greatly different, and may even be less than in the unanodized guide

(which, of course, still has a very thin layer of nonconducting aluminum

oxide on the surface). Covering a conducting surface with a thin

coating of lacquer will also usually have little effect upon the losses

in the surface and may greatly improve its corrosion resistance.

Dielectric Losses .—Any dielectric or insulating medium other than

a vacuum will absorb part of the energy from an electromagnetic wave

passing through that medium. This loss may be taken into account

by considering the dielectric constant € as complex and of the form

c = e' ~ je" (2-8)

where e' is known as the real part and €" the complex part of the dielec-

tric constant. The loss tangent of the dielectric is defined as
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Usually 6 is small, and it can then be said that the loss tangent is

approximately equal to the power factor of a condenser using the

dielectric. The true power factor is defined as

Power factor = cos 6 (2-10)

with

(9 = 90° - 6

The dielectric constant and power factor of many materials may vary

with frequency over the microwave spectrum. The properties of

dielectric materials are discussed in further detail in Chap. 12.

If the dielectric constant and power factor of an insulator remain

constant with changing frequency, the dielectric losses in a transmission

line operating in the principal mode with the given insulator separating

the conductors will increase linearly with frequency. It was noted

above that conductor losses in such a line increase only as the square

root of increasing frequency, and for this reason dielectric losses

become increasingly important with respect to conductor losses at

higher frequencies. Over most of the microwave frequency band,

the dielectric losses in a solid dielectric line will be greater than the

conductor losses for even the best dielectrics. For this reason, a solid

dielectric is seldom used when low attenuation is desired—air dielectric

is preferred.

Corrosion by Salt Spray . ^—Experiments in which a section of wave
guide is exposed to a salt spray for periods up to 200 hr indicate that

the attenuation in the guide can usually be expected to increase as a

result of this treatment. The amount of increase will, of course,

depend greatly upon the material of the guide and upon the finish or

plating. The increase in attenuation is usually small in unplated

brass guide. If the brass guide is plated with any of the standard

finishes, such as silver or gold, its attenuation will be less, but the

relative increase of attenuation resulting from exposure to the salt

spray will be greater. The attenuation in unprotected aluminum
guide will increase enormously when the guide is subjected to a salt-

spray test, but an anodizing coat will greatly increase the guide’s

resistance to corrosion. Various plated coatings have also been

found beneficial in improving the resistance of aluminum guide to

corrosion, but in general it will alw^ays be inferior to brass guide in

this respect. Coatings of protective varnish or lacquer can be of

great benefit to either aluminum or brass guide.

* Walker, R. M., X-Band Waveguide Corrosion Proofing, M.I.T. Radiation

Laboratory, Rept. S-29, Oct. 6, 1945.
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Corrosion by Spark Discharged—A metal conductor will corrode

when exposed to a spark discharge, such as might occur inside a wave

guide or coaxial line carrying high power. The extent of the corrosion

will depend upon the metal and upon the gaseous dielectric, and also

STANDING WAVE RATIO- LOAD
Fiq. 2-2.—The incroase in transmission-line attenuation caused by terminating the line

in a mismatched load.

upon whether the gaseous dielectric is dry or moist. A compromise

must be made between dielectric strength and corrosion resistance.

Dry helium, which does not corrode any metal when activated by a

spark discharge, has a relatively poor dielectric strength. Dry nitro-

gen has intermediate values of both dielectric strength and corrosion

resistance. Freon No. 12, which has great dielectric strength, will

* Pearsall, C. S., Report on Corrosion of Copper, Brass, and Aluminum by

Gaseous Dielectrics, M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory, Rept. 53-17, Jan. 13, 1943.
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cause serious corrosion when activated by a spark discharge, especially

in aluminum lines.

The results of a number of tests of protective coatings for brass

and aluminum lines indicate that, with the exception of paraffin, the

protective coatings have little effect upon the resistance to spark cor-

rosion. Plating the base metal with silver or gold does not help;

because the plating is porous, the base metal still corrodes.

Increase in Attenuation When the Transmission Line Is Not Prop-

erly Terminated.—When a transmission line is not terminated in its

characteristic impedance, there will be two traveling waves on the

line, one carrying power toward the load and one carrying power away
from the load. The net power delivered to the load will be the

difference between the power contained in the two waves, but the trans-

mission line will absorb power from both waves, and the effective atten-

uation will be increased. The increase in line attenuation for a given

minimum attenuation and a given load mismatch is shown in Fig. 2-2.

2. Reflections and Standing Waves

The fields that exist on a uniform transmission line far from a dis-

continuity may in general be considered to result from two traveling

waves that are present on the line.® One, the “incident wave,” carries

power toward the impedance at the load end of the transmission line.

The other carries power in the opposite direction, away from the load,

and is therefore called the “reflected wave,” for it is the fraction of the

incident wave that is reflecfed from the load impedance of the trans-

mission line.

Both of these traveling waves are attenuated as they travel along

the line. The phase of each traveling wave is a linear function of the

position on the line, the more advanced portions of the wave being

more retarded in phase. The relative amplitude and phase of the

two traveling waves are established at the load impedance.

Characteristics of Standing Waves.—The presence of two traveling

waves gives rise to standing waves along the line. The voltage and

current (or electric and magnetic fields) vary periodically with distance.

The points of maximum field strength are found where the two travel-

ing waves add in phase, and the minimums are found where the two

waves are in opposing phase. If the two traveling waves are equal in

strength, the minima will fall to zero. If the reflected wave is smaller

than the incident wave, the minima will be finite, and the ratio between

* This assumes that the size of the line and its excitation are so chosen that

only one mode of propagation is carrying energy along the line.
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maximum and minimum will decrease as the reflected wave becomes

relatively weaker compared with the incident wave.

The successive maxima of these standing waves are spaced

apart by a half wavelength. The maxima of the voltage standing

waves coincide with the minima of the current standing waves;

f.e., the voltage standing waves are displaced one-quarter wavelength

along the line from the current standing waves. Correspondingly,

LOW ATTENUATION

Fiq. 2-3.—The effect of changing attenuation upon the voltage distribution on an open-
circuited transmission line.

of course, the standing waves of electric field are displaced one-quarter

wavelength along the line from the standing waves of magnetic field.

Effect of Line Attenuation and Phase Velocity ,—The rate at which

the individual wave trains decay is determined by the attenuation

constant of the traveling waves. The effect of changing this attenua-

tion constant is shown in Fig. 2-3. If the attenuation is zero, the

standing-wave pattern is independent of position along the line. But

if the attenuation is appreciable, the reflected wave attenuates with

increasing distance from the load, while the incident wave is stronger.
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The standing-wave pattern therefore becomes less pronounced with

increasing distance from the receiver.

For high-frequency low-loss lines, the phase constant will be a

linear function of frequency if the line is operating in the principal

mode; otherwise it will be a more complex function. The effect of

changing the phase constant while leaving the attenuation constant

unchanged is shown in Fig. 2-4. The envelope of the standing-wave

Fio. 2-4.—The effect of changing phase constant upon the voltage distribution on an
open-circuited transmission line.

pattern remains unchanged, but the distance between successive

maxima decreases with increasing phase constant.

Standing-wave Ratio (Definition of).—When the attenuation in the

line is sufficiently low so that the standing-wave pattern is essentially

independent of position along the line, the concept of standing-wave

ratio is applicable. The standing-wave ratio (SWR) is defined as the

ratio of maximum to minimum field strength as the position along the

line is varied through a distance of at least a half wavelength. Several

ways of expressing this ratio have been used. Sometimes the ratio of

field strengths is taken as always less than unity. But usually the

ratio of the field strengths is expressed directly as a ratio greater than
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unity and is called ‘Voltage standing-wave ratio {VSWR or

This is the method in most common usage and will be adhered to in

this book. Another method that is sometimes used arises from the

.

fact that the detectors used in instruments that measure standing

waves are frequently square law (e.g., low-level crystal detectors and

hot-wire detectors) . The ratio of maximum to minimum meter reading

is called “power standing-wave ratio (PSWR),*’ as the readings are

then proportional to the square of the field strengths. Actually, the

power level in the line does not vary with line position, only the imped-

ance level changes. The two standing-wave ratios arc related by

PSWR = (7^ (2-11)

A third method is to express the ratio of field strengths as a decibel

ratio

SWRidh) = 20 logio cr (2-12)

This is, of course, a technically improper use of the term decibel,

which is correctly used for power ratios only.

The points of maximum field strength along the line Em^x are

found where the two traveling waves add in phase

Ainax = lA'll -|- ]E2\ (2-13)
I

and the minima where they tend to cancel

^.nin = 1A\| - \E2\ (2-14)

The standing-wave ratio a is given by

__ A’n.ax _ lA'll + lA^l
1 +

\E2

\E^

l^’il

(2-15)

The ratio Et/Ei is commonly known as the “reflection coefficient

(p).” Equation (2-15) may be rewritten to give p in terms of a as

follows

:

(7+1
(2-16)

Relation between Standing Waves and Impedance Matching.—An
incident wave traveling dowm a uniform transmission line will be

reflected in part at any point where it encounters an impedance other

than the impedance of the line on which it travels, and standing \vaves

will then be set up on the line on the input side of the reflecting imped-

ance. The magnitude and phase of this reflection will depend upon
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the amplitude and phase of the reflecting impedance. If an arbitrary

load of impedance Zr is used to terminate a line of characteristic

impedance Zo, the ratio of the reflected to incident wave will be given

by
E2 Zr “ Zo

El Zr + Zo
(2-17)

This is an equation involving complex quantities, and the ratio E2/E1

Fio. 2-6.—Standing waves of voltage and current on a lossless transmission line with

various load impedances.

will give not only the relative magnitude but also the phase difference

at the load of the electric fields associated with the incident and

reflected waves. All the incident wave will be absorbed in the load

impedance when Zr = Zo.
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A number of typical standin^jj-vvave patterns that may be set up
on uniform lossless transmission lines are illustrated in Fig. 2-5. It

is seen that the standing-wave ratio is infinite when the load impedance

is zero, infinite, or a pure reactance. None of these load impedances

is capable of absorbing electromagnetic energy from the incident wave,

and the two traveling waves are therefore equal in magnitude. It is

apparent, however, that the standing-wave patterns are distinguished

from one another by their phase with respect to the load impedance.

When the load impedance is zero, no voltage can be developed across

it, and the two traveling waves of voltage must cancel one another at

the load, while the corresponding current waves will add. The stand-

ing waves of electric field are therefore a minimum at the load.

The converse is true for a load of infinite impedance, through

which no current can flow. The current waves will therefore cancel

at the load and the voltage waves add, giving a voltage maximum
at the load. A capacitive load is equivalent to an additional length of

open-circuited line, while an inductive load is equivalent to an addi-

tional length of short-circuited line.

Load impedances that have a resistive component will absorb some

fraction of the incident load and reflect the rest. If the load imped-

ance is real and greater than the characteristic impedance Zo, the

phase of the standing waves will be the same as for the open-circuited

line. If the load impedance is real and less than Zo, the phase of the

standing waves will be the same as for the short-circuited line. For a

load impedance equal to Zo, there will be no standing waves on the

line, as this load impedance absorbs all the energy of the incident

wave.

Reasons for Impedance Matching.—An arbitrary microwave

transmission system is composed of a number of component parts,

and associated with these components will be lengths of low-loss trans-

mission line that are likely to be electrically ‘Tong” although physically

short. To know the power transfer between the component parts,

the impedance of the components must be known, and also the laws

governing the power transfer between these components as a function

of their impedance.

In most microwave systems, the impedance of many component

parts is made equal to the impedance of the transmission line between

the components. When this is done, the component or “load” is

said to be “matched” to the line. There are several reasons for

matching components to the interconnecting transmission line. Some

of these are as follows:
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1. If the generator and load are both matched to the transmission

line between them, the generator will always deliver maximum power

to the load whatever the length of line. If the load and generator do

not match the line, the power delivered to the load by the generator

will then depend upon the length of line between them and, in gen-

eral, will be less than the maximum power that the generator is capable

of delivering. This does not take into account line losses.

2. If a generator and load whose impedances are not equal to that

of a long interconnecting transmission line are matched to each other

by the proper length of mismatched resonant line, this match will

be good only at a single frequency, or over a narrow band of frequencies.

But if both generator and load are matched to the interconnecting

line, they will be matched to each other at all frequencies.

3. Having the load match the transmission line will minimize losses

in the transmission line.

4. Having the load match the transmission line keeps the possibility

of voltage breakdown in the line at a minimum.

Techniques of Impedance Matching.—Components of a micro-

wave transmission system that are designed to absorb or transmit

energy are usually matched to the interconnecting transmission lines

by means of some kind of reactive impedance matching network.

The components of these matching networks may in themselves be

lengths of transmission line, or they may take the form of diaphragms,

holes, rods, etc., whose behavior at microwave frequencies is equivalent

to the action of more conventional radio components at lower fre-

quencies. Sometimes the impedance-matching network is a structure

in itself, usually tunable, which may be placed between the transmis-

sion line and the component that it is desired to match to the line.

This sort of “impedance transformer^' is especially valuable in labora-

tory or bench setups.

Frequently the elements of the impedance-matching network are

built into the component, sometimes adjustable and sometimes not.

In transmission systems that are designed for field service, the aim is

usually to have each component fitted with fixed reactance elements

where they are necessary to match the impedance of the component
to that of the interconnecting lines.

Power Lost in the Reflected Wave.—The reflected wave on a

transmission line may be considered as the fraction of the incident

wave that is reflected from the load impedance and carrying that frac-

tion of power not absorbed by the load impedance from the incident

wave. Since the power associated with each of these traveling waves
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varies as the square of their field strengths, the per cent of power

reflected from an arbitrary load impedance is given by

Per cent of power reflected = 100
Ip 2_

where Ei is the voltage associated with the incident wave and

is the voltage associated with the reflected wave. The extent to

which the line and load are mismatched is usually determined experi-

Fio. 2-6.—The per cent of the incident power reflected from a mismatched load as a

function of the standing-wave ratio on the input transmission line.

mentally by measuring the standing-wave ratio in the input line.

The relation between the percentage of power reflected and the stand-

ing-wave ratio is given by

Percentage of power reflected = 100 (2-18)

where <r is the voltage standing-wave ratio. The relationship expressed

in this formula is plotted in Fig. 2-G.

Decrease on Power Transfer with Mismatch between Generator

and Load.—Another way of looking at this problem is to consider the

generator as having an internal impedance equal to the impedance of

the line, and therefore delivering its maximum power output to a load

whose impedance is that of the line. Terminating the line with a

mismatched load will result in some impedance other than that of the

line being presented to the generator, wdth a corresponding decrease

in power output. (For a detailed discussion of impedance relation-

ships on a transmission line, see Chap. 3.)

If the generator will deliver its maximum possible output to the

impedance Zo, the per tent of this maximum possible power that will

be delivered to an arbitrary load Zl is given by
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Per cent of maximum possible power delivered

= 100
4/?-Ro

(«o + Rl+ jXtY
(2-19)

In this expression, Zo being a pure resistance is called /?o, and

Zl = Rl + jXh

This gives the same results for net power transfer as the equations of

the previous paragraph.

RATIO OF LOAD RESISTANCE TO LINE RESISTANCE

Fia. 2-7.—Variation of power transfer from transmission line to load impedance as a

function of changing load resistance, with zero load reactance.

For a load that is purely resistive, the percentage of maximum
possible power delivered to the load by a generator matched to the

line is given by Fig. 2-7. For a load with resistance that is equal to

the line impedance, but with reactance that is finite, the percentage

of maximum possible power delivered to the load is given in Fig. 2-8.

A reactance mismatch is seen to be more serious than a resistance

mismatch of the same magnitude.

Power Delivered When Neither Generator Nor Load Is Matched to

the Transmission Line.—A more general case than that considered

previously is encountered when neither the generator nor the load is

matched to the interconnecting transmission line. When this is true,

the power delivered by the generator to the load will depend upon the

length of line between the generator and load, as well as upon the

impedance of the load and the internal impedance of the generator.

If the generator may be considered as a source of voltage in series
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with a linear impedance/ it will deliver its maximum power output

into a load impedance that is the complex conjugate of its own internal

impedance. If it is required to deliver its maximum power output

into a matched transmission line of different impedance, an impedance

transformer must be placed between the generator and the transmis-

sion line in order to maximize the generator output.

RATIO OF LOAD REACTANCE TO LINE RESISTANCE

Fig. 2-8.—Decrease in power transfer from transmission line to load impedance as

a function of load reactance. Resistance component of load maintained equal to charac-

teristic impedance of transmission line.

This transformer may be avoided, and maximum power may be

delivered to the terminal load (neglecting line losses) if the impedance

of the load is tuned so that the impedance presented to the generator is

the optimum load impedance of the generator. Of course, the load

will no longer match the line, and there will be a reflected wave present,

as indicated by standing waves on the line. But in spite of this

reflected wave, the net power delivered to the load will be increased

over the power that Avould be delivered to a load that matched the

line, because of the increased generator output.

If the internal impedance of the generator is equal to that of the

transmission line, the strength of the incident wave on the transmission

line will remain constant as the load impedance is varied, and maximum
power will be delivered to a load that matches the line. But if the

generator impedance is not equal to the line impedance, the strength

of the incident wave will depend upon the load impedance presented

to the generator, and maximum power will be delivered into a mis-

matched load.

^ Most microwave oscillators will not act as constant impedance generators

unless followed by a lossy attenuator.
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At microwave frequencies, the impedance of the load is usually

found by measuring the standing-wave ratio in the line feeding the

load, while the internal impedance of the generator may frequently

be found by removing the source of power and measuring the standing-

wave ratio in the line with a signal being fed into the generator from

Fio. 2-9.—Possible loss in delivered power when neither generator nor load is

matched to the interconnecting transmission line. Solid lines represent the worst

possible loss, broken lines the least possible loss relative to maximum capabilities of

generator.

the load end of the line. Maximum power output from the generator

will be found when the standing-wave ratios of the generator and load

are properly phased and equal. For arbitrary standing-wave ratios,

the generator output will decrease by an amount depending upon the

phase of the standing waves. The range of decrease in power (below

the maximum capabilities of the generator) that can be expected with

loads of arbitrary phase is given in Fig. 2-9. In this figure the ordinate

is standing-wave ratio looking into the load, while the abscissa is

standing-wave ratio looking into the generator. The solid lines indi-

cate the greatest decrease in power delivered from the generator that

will be found with given standing-wave ratios, while the broken lines
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indicate the least possible decrease of power from the generator. The
actual decrease in generator output Avill fall somewhere between these

limits.

For example, if a standing-wave ratio o- = 2 was seen looking into

the load, and a- = 3 was seen looking into the generator, the position

of the intersection of these values with respect to the diagonal lines

determines the loss in output from the generator. In this example,

the output of the generator may be a maximum of 3.1 db or a minimum
of 0.19 db below its maximum capabilities. The actual generator

zo

I-

Fio. 2-10.—The effect upon voltage and current distribution of adding a discontinuity

to a matched transmission line.

output will fall somewhere between these limits, depending upon the

phase of the load impedance.

Effect of Adding an Impedance Element to a Matched Transmis-

sion Line.—If a passive impedance network is added at some point to a

transmission line that is terminated at its far end by a matched load,

standing waves may be set up on the line, as pictured in Fig. 2-10.

Regardless of the character of the network, there will be no standing

waves between the network and the matched load impedance. But in

general there will be standing waves on the line between the network

and the generator. To determine these standing waves, the input

impedance to the network should be calculated with the characteristic

impedance of the line (Zo) considered as replacing the matched line

feeding the load. The input impedance then serves as a load imped-

ance for the section of line between the network and the generator.

Multiple Reflections on a Transmission Line.—A problem that

frequently arises at microwave frequencies is the effect of the addition

of a lossless reflecting network to a transmission line on which standing

waves already exist (Fig. 2-11). If the network is capable of setting

up a reflected wave on a matched line, how will this interact with a

reflected wave already present? An analogous problem arises with a

junction between two similar or dissimilar lines. The junction,

although absorbing no power, may be imperfect in the sense that it
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sets lip standing waves in the input line although the output line is

matched. What will be the effect of this junction when standing

waves are already present in the output line?

(27

Fio. 2-11.—Possible effects upon voltage and current distribution of adding a
discontinuity to an already mismatched transmission line. The mismatch may be made
worse, or may be improved.

The reflected wave in the input line set up by the added junction

or discontinuity will tend to add to or cancel on the input line any

reflected wave that already exists on the output line. This addition

or cancellation will depend upon the phase relationship between the

two reflected waves. The problem is complicated by the fact that the

reflected wave on the output line that is traveling toward the generator

is again reflected in part at the added discontinuity. The following

relationships are exact and take into account the infinite series of

multiple reflections that occurs.

If the junction or discontinuity sets up a standing-wave ratio <ti

on the input line when the output line is matched, and the output line

is not matched, but has standing waves specified by (r2, the maximum
standing-wave ratio that can then exist on the input line is given by

O’max == O’ 1(7 2

and the minimum standing-wave ratio by

(2-20)
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if cTi > (Ta, or by

(Todo - - (2-22)

if <ri < (72.

These relationships may also be expressed in terms of reflection

coefficients. If pi is the reflection coefficient associated with the

standing-wave ratio ai and p2 is the reflection coefficient associated

with the standing-wave ratio (72, the maximum reflection coefficient

that will be encountered on the input line is

Puiax = Pi + P'i(I

and the minimum

Pmin = Pi - P2(l

Pi
) 1 ,

1 + Plp2
(2-23)

pr)
1 - PlP2

(2-24)

If the two reflections add in arbitrary phase, the total reflection coeffi-

cient is given in terms of an arbitrary phase angle by

P Pi + P2(l - Pl^)
e}4>

1 + PlP2^^^
(2-25)

3. Power-carrying Capacity of Transmission Lines

Effect of Altitude.—The maximum power that can be carried by a

transmission line is usually limited by the dielectric strength of the

Fig. 2-12.—Variation of power-carrying capacity with altitude of unpressurired, air-

dielectric transmission line.

medium carrying the electromagnetic waves. For air-dielectric lines,

the maximum potential gradient at sea-level pressure is about 30,000

volts/cm. The potential gradient at which breakdown will occur

decreases with altitude because of the change in atmospheric pressure,

and the maximum power that can be transmitted along the line will

decrease accordingly. In Fig. 2-12, the ratio P/Po is plotted against
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the altitude where Po is the maximum power that can be carried

at sea-level pressure and P is the maximum power that can be carried

in the same line at an altitude H, This is a theoretical curve which

assumes that Paschen^s law holds at ultrahigh frequencies and takes

a seasonal average air density. That this curve is pessimistic was

indicated by some laboratory tests^ at about 9,000 me, which showed

that a reduction in pressure to an equivalent altitude of 41,500 ft.

would reduce the power-carrying capacity of a wave guide to about

10 per cent of its sea-level value.

Effect of Standing Waves.—If a transmission line is not properly

matched, and standing waves are present, the peak voltage will be

increased over that of a matched line for the same net power delivered

to the load. For a given net power flow down the line, the peak voltage

will increase as the square root of the voltage standing-wave ratio.

Stated differently, the maximum power that can be carried on a line

for a given maximum voltage gradient is inversely proportional to the

standing-wave ratio on the line.

* Saad, T. S., X-Band Ix)w Pressure Tests, M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory,

Kept. 53^10, Dec. 10, 1942.



CHAPTER 3

IMPEDANCE RELATIONSHIPS ON TRANSMISSION LINES

1, Characteristic Impedance

The impedance at the input of a transmission line is usually defined

as the ratio of applied voltage at the input to the resulting current

that flows. The general equation that gives this impedance, derived

from ordinary transmission-line theory, is

/Zr Zq tanh yl\
Z, = Zo + z, tanh 7/)

For ordinary low-frequency transmission lines, this equation is

straightforward, and the input impedance is seen to depend upon four

quantities: (1) /, the length of line; (2) 7, the propagation constant of

the line; (3) Zo, the characteristic impedance of the line; and (4) Zr,

the load impedance. For transmission lines operating at microwave

frequencies, the first two of these quantities still have obvious physical

significance, but the significance of the last two is nob so obvious.

This is particularly true of wave guides or other forms of transmission

line that operate in modes of transmission other than the principal

mode. The characteristic impedance of these transmission lines is a

more obscure quantity than it is for a lower frequency line, and the

absolute value of the load impedance is no less difficult to interpret.

The situation is not helped by the fact that the voltage and current

have become ambiguous quantities that may be defined in a number

of ways.

To resolve these difficulties, it is well to consider the basic meaning

of the term ‘‘characteristic impedance’^ of a transmission system.^

Fundamentally, there are impedances associated with any traveling

wave, no matter what its nature, whether electromagnetic, mechanical,

acoustic, or otherwise. The “characteristic wave impedance’’ is the

ratio of applied force to resulting response, when both force and

response are periodic functions of time represented by complex expo-

nentials. The characteristic wave impedance of a traveling electro-

^ An excellent discussion of the impedance concept is contained in Schelkunoff,

S. A., Impedance Concept in Wave Guides, Quart. Appl. Math., 2, 1-15 (1944).

33
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magnetic wave is therefore defined as the ratio of the electric and

magnetic field components that are transverse to the direction of

energy propagation. For a transmission system with two or more

separated conductors operating in the principal mode of transmission,

the characteristic wave impedance Zu, expressed in practical units is

always

= 377 ohms (3-2)

where n is the permeability and e is the dielectric constant (both

unity in free space) of the medium separating the conductors, through

which the wave propagates.

For a wave guide or other transmission system operating in one of

the other higher modes, and assuming that m = 1, the characteristic

wave impedance is given as follows:

For TE waves

For TM waves

(3-3)

(3-4)

where is the wavelength on the wave guide or line and X is the free-

space wavelength. It is seen that a single transmission line will have

values of wave impedance that depend upon both the frequency and

the mode of transmission.

For wave guides below cutoff, the equations for wave length (see

Sec. 7-4) will give answers that are imaginary, and the wave impedance

then becomes a pure reactance.

The net power flow down any transmission line may be obtained

at any cross section of the line by integrating Poynting^s vector over

the cross section. For low-frequency transmission lines operating in

the principal mode, it is customary to integrate the field components

and obtain the total voltage and current. This is an obvious and

natural thing to do and leads to a simple interpretation of character-

istic impedance as the voltage to current ratio associated with a

traveling wave on the line. The characteristic impedance may also

be specified in terms of power flow W and either voltage V or current 7

by the equations
V W

^0 = 7 = ^ = J,
(3-5)

Those who are accustomed to thinking in terms of voltage and
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current are often left in a state of uncertainty when dealing with high-

frequency transmission lines, such as wave guides, operating in the

higher modes of transmission. In these lines, there is no unique value

of voltage or of current. Although the power flow is calculable, any
number of values of characteristic impedance may be calculated,

depending upon what voltage or current is chosen as reference.

Actually, this is of little importance. Consider what would hap-

pen if a set of measurements were made on a low-frequency trans-

mission system and all measurements were made with a current meter

that was in error by a constant factor. The data obtained would be

completely self-consistent, and they would remain consistent so long

as the meter readings had accuracy relative to each other. The error

in the meter would be apparent only when the measurements were

checked with a meter that gave the true values of current.

For a low-frequency line, the choice of total voltage and current

is an obvious and natural one, but is still in a sense arbitrary. Any
other choice would have led to an equally consistent set of results,

different only in their relative values. For high-frequency lines, there

is not always such an obvious and natural choice, but this should not

lead to confusion.

All the foregoing problems that arise in attempting to define the

characteristic impedance of a wave guide may be avoided by dealing

with normalized impedances rather than by trying to specify their

absolute values. The absolute value of the characteristic impedance

of a high-frequency line may be an indeterminate quantity, but it is

really unimportant. Results will still be complete and consistent if

the impedances of all components are normalized with respect to the

line impedance Zq. Instead of the resistance R and the reactance X
of a circuit element, the normalized resistance (R/Zo) and normalized

reactance X/Zq are used. When dealing with shunt elements, it is

frequently more convenient to normalize conductances and suscept-

ances with respect to the characteristic admittance Fo of the line

(i.e.y G/Yq and B/Yq). These normalized impedances and admittances

may be determined experimentally from their effect upon the standing-

wave pattern in a transmission line, and the question of absolute

impedance values is completely circumvented.

2. Sending End Impedance of Transmission Lines

The normalized sending end impedance Z,/Zo of a transmission

line is related to the normalized load impedance Zr/Zo and the propaga-

tion constant 7 of the line by
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When there are standing waves on the line, the impedance will reach

a maximum value greater than Zo at the voltage maxima, and reach

a minimum value less than Zq at the voltage minima. At these points

ZERO /KTTENUATIOM

Fio. 3-2.—Variation of iroi>edance with position on a short-circuited transmission line,

with different values of attenuation.

the impedance will be a pure real, but at all other points on the line

it will be a complex quantity, the phase angle changing from positive

to negative at the voltage maximums and minimums. The character

of these impedance variations becomes apparent from the results of a

few special cases, which follow\
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For an open-circuited receiver (Zr/Z^ the input impedance

becomes

% “ tanh

and for zero losses reduces to

Zo j tan

The variation of impedance with position along the line is illustrated

in Fig. 3-1 for zero attenuation and for moderate attenuation in the

line.

For a short-circuited receiver (Zr/Zo = 0), the results are similar

Zo
and for zero loses

Zo

tanh yl (3-10)

j tanh 01 (3-11)

The variation in impedance with position along the line is illustrated in

Fig. 3-2.

FREQUENCY

Fio. .3-3.—Variation of iinpeclance with frequency of an open-circuited transniiuHion

line, with different values of attenuation. The attenuation is assumed to be independ-
ent of frequency.
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For a matched or nonresonant line (Zr/Zo = 1), the input imped-
ance is constant and independent of position along the line.

If the length of line is held constant, the variations of input imped-

ance with frequency are similar in character to the results obtained

when the frequency is unchanged and the length varied. In Fig. 3-3

are shown the variations with frequency of input impedance for an

open-circuited receiver.

3. Transmission Lines as Circuit Elements

Lengths of transmission line are frequently used in microwave

apparatus to perform the functions that ordinary circuit elements

serve at lower frequencies. At very high frequencies the required

lengths of line are small enough to be practical, and the efficiency of the

lines employed as circuit elements is often very high.

Reactances.—As can be seen from Eqs. (3-9) and (3-11) and Figs.

3-1 and 3-2, lengths of low-loss transmission line that are terminated

in an open or short circuit will serve as reactance elements. The input

impedance of a shorted transmission line will be an inductive reactance

if the line is shorter than a quarter wavelength. From a quarter to a

half wavelength long, the input impedance will be capacitive, and the

sign of the reactance will continue to reverse each time the length

of the line is increased by a quarter wavelength.

A similar variation in reactance with changing length is found for

the open-circuited line, but the reactance is capacitive rather than

inductive for lengths less than a quarter wavelength.

Resistance.—The input impedance of a low-loss transmission line

on which no standing waves exist is a pure resistance. The magnitude

of the resistance is equal to the characteristic impedance of the line.

Resonant Circuits.—Low-loss transmission lines that are not

terminated in their characteristic impedances will act much like reson-

ant circuits over certain narrow bands of frequencies. This will be

apparent by inspection of Fig. 3-3. The variation of impedance with

frequency as the impedance passes through a maximum is similar to

the behavior of a parallel resonant circuit. When the impedance

goes through a minimum, its variation with changing frequency is

similar to that occurring in a series resonant circuit.

If line losses are low, and the load at the far end does not absorb

or radiate power, the Q of a resonant circuit made in this fashion may
be quite high, of the order of several thousand. In spite of the low
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inductance, large shunt impedances (of the order of megohms) may be

developed.

The effective L/C ratio of the equivalent resonant circuit will

depend upon the length of line and its characteristic impedance. The
parallel resonant circuit most commonly used in practice is the shorted

line a quarter wave long. The equivalence is illustrated in Fig. 3-4.

- ATTENUATION CONSTANT
(NEPERS/UNIT LENGTH) R»h

A. - 41 ® * 21TfoL'

Fio. 3-4.—A quarter-wave shorted transmission line, and the parallel resonant circuit to

which it is equivalent.

For this special case, the constants of the equivalent resonant circuit

may be found from the following equations (c = velocity of light =

3 X 10^^^ cm/sec.). With the length I specified in centimeters and

the characteristic impedance Zo in ohms, the equivalent inductance is

given by

L' =^ henry (3-13)
TT^C

the equivalent capacitance by

C' = farads (3-14)

and the shunt impedance by

Rsh = ^ ohms (3-15)

where a is the line attenuation in nepers per centimeter,

given by

An interesting relationship is

The Q is

(3-16)

(3-17)

If the line were 3X/4 in length rather than X/4, the Q and resonant

frequency would be unchanged, but the shunt impedance and the

equivalent inductance would be reduced by a factor of three.
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4. Impedance Diagrams for Transmission Lines

Analytical solutions of low-loss transmission-line problems may be

very time-consuming. A great deal of time may be saved by graphical

analysis, and a number of charts have been developed to facilitate

calculations. These are called impedance or admittances^ dia-

grams because they simplify impedance and admittance calculations.

Sometimes they are referred to as circlets diagrams, because the

families of curves that give the desired information are usually circles.

The charts are most suitable for calculations in which line loss may be

neglected.

The normalized sending-end impedance ol a lossless transmission

line Z,/Zo is given by

1-

Zo

^ + j tan

(3-18)

The normalized sending-end admittance Y./Yo is

V- ^ + j tan

^
"

1 + i v""
tan I3l

r 0

(3-19)

In these equations Zr/Zo = l/(Fr/I o) is the normalized load imped-

ance, I is the line length, and 13 is the phase constant of the line

{0 = 2’k/\). The similarity between these two equations is apparent.

The same charts may be used for either impedance or admittance cal-

culations, with only a corresponding change in the labeling of the

various coordinate axes. Two types pf charts have been found most

generally useful, and the choice between these two depends upon the

type of problem to be solved.

Rectangular Impedance Chart.—Examples of the rectangular

impedance chart are given in Figs. 3-5 and 3-6. The chart is plotted

on a base of a Cartesian coordinate system. The horizontal axis of

these coordinates is labeled in values of normalized resistance /?/Zo,

and the vertical axis in normalized reactance A/Zo. Any value of

normalized impedance may be plotted as a point on this impedance

plane. The point (1,0) represents the characteristic impedance of the

line. In Fig. 3-7, the impedance (Zr/Zo = 1.3 + jO.75) is also

plotted on the impedance plane.
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It will be seen from Fig. 3-5 that a family of eccentric circles is

grouped around the point (1,0) and that a circle of this family may
be drawn passing through any point on the impedance plane. For

e 'X

example, the particular circle that passes through the point

(I
. 1.3 +10.75)

is the one labeled 2.0, which passes through the point (2.0,0) on the
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real impedance axis. The input impedance to the transmission line

at any arbitrary point on the line Vvill fall somewhere on this circle

(see Fig. 3-8). The exact point on the circle which determines the

input impedance will depend upon the length of line between the

load impedance and the point on the line at which the input impedance

is measured.

Some properties of this family of circles are worth noting. For
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one thing, the center of all circles fall on the real axis of the impedance

plane. The circles intercept this real axis at two points, one at a value

greater than unity, and one at a value less than unity. These two

intercepts are reciprocal values, and

the points of interception represent

the maximum and minimum imped-

ances that will be measured on the

input line. Furthermore, it can be

shown that the value of maximum
normalized impedance is equal to

the standing-wave ratio <t that will

be measured on the input line. The
corollary of this statement is that if

a on the.input line is measured the

circle is then specified on which all

measured input impedances and the

load impedance must fall. So the values that are labeled on circles of

this family represent the maximum impedance that will be measured on

the line for any load impedance falling on a given circle, and are also

X
r.

(Zr/Z#* 1.3+10.75)

20 R/Z*

...0
|

Fig. 3-7.—Method of locating a

given impedance on a rectangular

impedance plane.

Fiq. 3-8.—Method of finding the sending-end impedance of a length of transmission
line, when the load impedance is known, by use of the rectangular impedance chart.

equal to the standing-wave ratio that will be measured on the input line.

For the example that we have been following (Zr/Zo = 1.3 +j0.75),the

maximum normalized impedance that will be measured is /2/Zo = 2.0,

the minimum is R/Za =* 1/2.0 = 0.5, and o* * 2 on the input line.
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It will be seen in Fig. 3-5 that there is a second family of circles

superimposed upon the coordinate system which is orthogonal to the

first family. All these circles pass through the point (1,0) on the imped-

ance plane, and their centers are distributed along the reactive axis

of that plane. These circles are labeled in electrical degrees of length

and enable one to determine how far one must move around one of the

first family of circles to account for a given length of transmission line

between a known impedance and the impedance one wishes to know.

For example, assume that the load impedance of a transmission

line is known to be (Zr/Zo = 1.3 + jO.75) and that one wishes to

know the input impedance to a transmission line looking toward this

load and a distance one-twelfth wavelength away. The load imped-

ance has already been located as falling on the circle labeled 2.0, and

the input impedance is also known to fall at some point on this circle;

the problem is how far to proceed around this circle to account for the

length of line in order to arrive at the precise point that represents the

input impedance. It is this problem that the second family of circles

enables one to answer.

First, in traveling along the transmission line from the load imped-

ance toward the generator^ one should proceed in a clockwise direction

around the appropriate first circle that links the point (1,0). It is

necessary to proceed in that direction a distance of one-twelfth wave-

length or 30 deg as measured by the second family of circles. The
required operation is illustrated in Fig. 3-8. The point representing

the load impedance is intercepted by the circle of the second family

labeled 25 deg. To account for the 30 deg of line, it is necessary to go

beyond the real axis to the circle labeled 5 deg. This 5 deg of travel

below the real axis added to the 25 deg of travel above the axis gives

the full 30 deg of travel that is required by the given length of line.

The required normalized sending-end impedance is given by the point

of interception of the 2,0 circle and the 5-deg circle as

It will be seen from Fig. 3-5 tiiat moving along the transmission

line a distance of 180 deg or a half wavelength will bring one back to

the original impedance. So if the load impedance and the sending

end are separated by a considerable length of line, the sending-end

impedance may be calculated by subtracting from that length of line

as many half wavelengths as are required to bring the remaining
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length below a half wavelength. The calculation can then proceed as

outlined above.

A type of problem more commonly encountered is the calculation

of an unknown load impedance when the standing-wave ratio and

position of the minimums are known on the input transmission line.

For example, assume that the standing-wave ratio on the input line

has been measured as <r = 2.5 and a voltage minimum is known to

exist 210 deg away from the load. It is therefore known that the

load impedance falls on the 2.5 circle and that, if there is a voltage

Fig. 3-9.—Method of determining the load impedance of a transmission line with
the use of the rectangular impedance chart. The standing-wave ratio and position of

the minimums on the line are known.

minimum 210 deg from the load, there must be another minimum a

half wavelength closer, or 30 deg from the load. At the voltage

minimum, the normalized input impedance is known to be a pure real

quantity less than unity, which may be located on the impedance

plane at the intercept of the 2.5 circle and the real axis at a real value

less than unity, in this case 0.4. To proceed toward the load impedance,

it is necessary to travel from this point in a counterclockwise direction

around the 2.5 circle. This graphical solution is illustrated in Fig.

3-9. It is necessary to go 30 deg, which brings the impedance from

the 90-deg circle to the 60-deg circle. The load impedance is then at

the intercept of the 60-deg circle below the real axis and the 2.5 circle,

and has a value {ZrIZo = 0.51 — ^0.46).

Figures 3-5 and 3-6 may be used with equal facility for impedance

and admittance calculations, as is indicated by the labeling on the

coordinate axes. When using the charts to calculate admittances,

one should still proceed in a clockwise direction around the impedance
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circles when traveling toward the generator and in a counterclockwise

direction when traveling toward the load. But it should be kept in

mind that voltage minimums correspond to admittance maximums
and that positive reactances are negative susceptances.

Flo. 3-10.—The Smith chart, an impedance chart used in transmission-line calculations.

Methods by which additional transmission-line problems may be

solved with the use of this chart arc indicated in Sec. 3-5, which deals

with some simple impedance transformers.

Smith Chart.—A different version of this impedance diagram was

developed by P. H. Smith. ^ The impedance plane has been trans-

formed from a system of Cartesian coordinates to a system of two

orthogonal families of circles. This chart is illustrated in Fig. 3-10.

The family of straight lines that represent contours of constant react-

* Smith, P. H., A Transmission Line Calculator, Electronics^ 12 (No. 1), 29

(1939). Also Smith, P. H., An Improved Transmission Line Calculator, Electron-

ics, 17 (No. 1), 130 (1944h
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ance and that include the horizontal axis have been transformed to

one family of circles, and the family of lines that represent contours

of constant resistance and include the vertical axis have been trans-

formed to the other family of circles. For any point that represented

a given impedance on the original impedance plane, a corresponding

point exists on this transformed plane. The point (1,0) which corre-

sponded to the characteristic impedance of the line is now located at

the center of the chart. This is shown in Fig. 3-11, which also gives

the location of a point representing the normalized impedance

(I- 1.3 +,0.75)

The family of circles that represent the locus of impedances along

mismatched transmission lines [cor-

responding to the eccentric family

of circles grouped around the point

(1,0) in the original diagram] have

not been plotted in Fig. 3-10.

They have become, however, a

family of concentric circles centered

at the point (1,0) in the center of

the impedance chart which corre-

sponds to the characteristic imped-

ance of the line. Once the location

of a point representing the load im-

pedance on a transmission line has

been found, the impedance at any

other point on the line will fall an equal radial distance from the center

of the chart.

The standing-wave ratio that a given load impedance will cause

on the input line may be found by drawing one of these circles, which

is centered at the point (1,0) and passes through the load impedance,

and noting where this circle intercepts the real impedance axis at a

value greater than unity. This value then represents the maximum
impedance that will be measured on the input line and also gives the

standing-wave ratio <t that will be set up on the transmission line by

the known load impedance. This is illustrated in Fig. 3-12, where it

is seen that a load impedance (Zr/Zo = 1.3 + jO.75) will give a

standing-wave ratio <r = 2.0 on the input line, and the maximum
normalized impedance value will be 2.0.

It is worth noting that, although the standing-wave ratio varies in

Fia. 3-11.—Method of locating a given
impedance on the Smith chart.
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a nonlinear way with changing radius from 1.0 at the center of the

diagram to infinity at the edge, a radial scale that is drawn in terms of

reflection coefficient is linear and varies from zero at the center of the

chart to unity at the edge.

The second family of circles in the rectangular impedance diagram,

which were labeled in electrical degrees and represented contours of

constant position on the transmission line, are also not plotted on the

/.263 W/WELENGTHS TOWARD
GENERATOR

Fio. 3-12.—Method of finding the sending impedance of a length of transmission line,

when the load impedance is known, by use of the Smith chart.

Smith chart. These have transformed, however, to a family of uni-

formly spaced straight lines radiating from the center of the chart.

The azimuth reading that corresponds to a given position on the

transmission line is given on the graduated scale that forms the border

of the chart. There are two scales, one measuring from the real axis

toward the load and one toward the generator. Both scales are gradu-

ated in fractions of a wavelength, rather than in electrical degrees of

line length, which were used in the first chart. So to move along the

transmission line a given distance, it is only necessary to move at a

constant radial distance to a new azimuth position as indicated by the

scale on the border. For example, suppose that it is desired to know
the normalized input impedance at a distance of one-twelfth wave-

length from a normalized load impedance (Zr/Zo = 1.3 +i0.75).
The solution of this problem is indicated in Fig. 3-12. The load

impedance is located on the concentric circle that passes through a

maximum impedance of 2.0 and at an azimuth setting of 0.18 wave-

length on the scale labeled ^‘wavelengths toward generator. To
find the input impedance one-twelfth (0.0833) wavelength away, it
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is necessary to travel around the circle to a new azimuth setting of

0.18 + 0.0833 = 0.2633 wavelength. This new point falls on the

impedance plane at a value (Z^/Zo = 1.95 — jO.25), which is the

normalized input impedance.

The more common problem of an unknown load impedance at the

end of a line on which the standing-wave ratio and position of a voltage

minimum are kno\vn is as easily solved. For example, assume again

Fig. 3-13.—Method of determining the load impedance of a transmission line,

with the use of the Smith chart. The standing-wave ratio and position of the minimums
on the line are known.

that a standing-wave ratio <r = 2.5 has been measured on the input line,

and a voltage minimum is known to exist 210 deg away from the load

impedance (see Fig. 3-13). If there is a voltage minimum 210 deg

from the load, there must be one a half wavelength closer, or 30 deg

(0.0833 wavelength) from the load. At the voltage minimum, there

is known to be an impedance minimum that has a value of

A
Zo

1

2.5
= 0.4

and is located on the real axis. This sets the radius of the circle on

which the load impedance falls.

The azimuth setting at the voltage minimum corresponds to a

scale reading of zero on the ‘‘wavelengths toward load'' scale. So it

is necessary to move at the specified radial distance to a scale setting

of 0.0833 wavelength toward the load. This will bring one to a point
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on the impedance plane that corresponds to the desired load impedance

{Z./Zo = 0.51 - jO.46).

The Smith chart has several advantages over the rectangular chart,

including the following

:

1. On the rectangular chart the impedance plane is semiinfinite,

but on the Smith chart all impedances are confined within the limiting

radius.

2. If a locus of points is plotted on the Smith chart to represent

the variation of impedance with some parameter, this locus of points

will maintain a constant size and configuration as the reference point

on the line is changed. On the rectangular chart, the curve that

represents the locus of impedances will be distorted as the position

on the line chosen as the reference point is changed. In one section of

the chart the curve is compressed; in another, it is greatly expanded.

3. Line attenuation may be taken into account in the Smith chart

by a simple reduction in radius. The problem is more complicated

with the rectangular chart.

On the other hand, certain types of problems, notably those involv-

ing changes in line impedance, are more easily solved on the rectangu-

lar chart. Which one is generally preferred is largely a matter of

individual training.

6, Some Simple Impedance Transformers

Some of the reasons for matching the impedances of various micro-

wave components to the impedance of the interconnecting lines have

been outlined in Sec. 2-2. Some of

the general principles and simpler

techniques are outlined in this sec-

tion, and additional information on

specific devices that are applicable

is contained in Chaps. 6 and 10,

which deal with coaxial lines and

wave guides, respectively.

Half-wave Lines.—Values of sending-end impedance repeat every

half wavelength along a mismatched transmission line. A line that

is a half wavelength or any integral multiple half wavelengths long will

therefore match any two impedances that are equal.

Quarter-wave Lines.—A quarter wavelength of transmission line of

characteristic impedance Zo' will match any two resistive impedances

of which Zo is the geometric mean. A generator of known resistive

internal impedance R\ may be matched to an unequal load resistance

Ao/4 »|

Fig. 3-14.—A quarter-wave trans-

mission line used to match two unequal
resistances.
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Ri (as illustrated in Fig. 3-14) by a quarter wavelength of interconnect-

ing line whose characteristic impedance is given by

Zo' = \/0; (3-20)

At microwave freciuencies, the generator impedance is frequently

the characteristic impedance of a transmission line Zo, and the quarter-

[- Ao/4 ^

h input impedance at this

POINT A PURE RESISTANCE R«

Fig. 3-15.—A quarter-wave transmission line used in conjunction with an additional

length of line to match a complex load impedance to a transmission line.

wave section will match the resistive load R2 to the line impedance Zo.

If the load impedance Zr of the transmission line is not a pure

resistance, it may still be matched to Zoby
a quarter-wave line, plus an additional

length of line between Zr and the quarter-

wave matching section. This additional

length of line should be of such length

that the impedance looking into its input

terminals is a pure resistance R 2 . This

means that the load end of the matching

section should be placed at a voltage maxi-

mum or minimum in the input line, at

which points the input impedance looking

A«/4 X»/4

K hhij'-' ^
Fig. 3-16.— Multiple quarter-wave

transmission lines used to provide a

broad-band impedance match between
a resistance and a transmission line.

toward the load is real. The various impedances must then satisfy the

relation.

Zo' (3-21)

This is illustrated in Fig. 3-15.

Multiple Qtiarter-wave Lines.—A single quarter-wave line used

as a transformer has the disadvantage that it is resonant; i.e., it

Fig. 3-17.—Illustrating on

a rectangular impedance chart

the broad-band operation of

multiple quarter-wave match-
ing sections.
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matches perfectly at only one frequency. The band width over which
the match is good can be extended by using two or more quarter-wave
matching sections, placed together and properly chosen in impedance.

This is illustrated in Fig. 3-16. The design equation for such a trans-

former is

2(log Zo - log Zo') = (log Zo' - log Zo") = 2(log Zo" - log R-,)

(3-22)

where as before 7^2 is the purely resistive impedance measured at a

point of minimum voltage in the input line (R^ = Z^ja ox R^ = Zo<t).

The compensating action of a two-section matching transformer is

illustrated in Fig. 3-17, where the variation of impedance with posi-

tion along the line is shown on a rectangular impedance chart, not

normalized.

Devices using multiple sections can be made less and less frequency

sensitive by using more and more sections. The increment in the

logarithm of the impedance between succeeding sections should follow

the binomial coefficients:

1 2 113 3 1

1 4 6 4 1

The first of these is the double section illustrated in Fig. 3-16, the

second is a three-section transformer, and so on. It should be observed

that nothing is to be gained by the use of multiple sleeves if the fre-

quency sensitivity of the load im-

pedance rather than the trans-

former is the limiting factor.

Tapers.*—It would appear from

the preceding discussion that a fre- 3-i8.—A tapered section con-

. . . 1 1 i
necting coaxial lines of different charac-

quency-insensitive match between teristic impedance,

two impedance!^ can be obtained

by using a length of tapered transmission line whose impedance varies

continuously but slowly throughout its length, and whose impedance

at each end is equal to the impedance to be matched at that end. This

is nearly true, provided that the change in line impedance per wave-

length is sufficiently small. Such a tapered section in coaxial line is

illustrated in Fig. 3-18.

* Frank, N. H., Reflections from Sections of Tapered Transmission Line and

Wave Guides, M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory Sec. 43, Rept. 17, Jan. 6, 1943.

Also from some unpublished notes of W. W. Hansen.
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An approximation to the reflection intr(xl\iced by the tapered sec-

tion is given by

where Vi is the incident wave of voltage and W is the reflected wave.

In this expression, the subscript 0 means the value for the taper at

point Xo, while the subscript 1 means the value for the taper at the

f" (Z)

Fig. 3-19.—Impedance functions a.ssociatcd with a tapered transmission line of the type

shown in Fig. 3-18.

point xi. The terms d{ In Z)/dx are discontinuous at the points Xi and

Xo, so the values that are approached as a limit at the ends of the taper

should be used. The term y is the propagation constant of the line.

To the extent for which the above expression is valid, i.e.y for small

reflections, the standing-wave ratio a introduced by the taper is

<r = 1 + 2 ip (3-24)
1
y 1

The optimum condition corresponding to minimum reflection

occurs when no discontinuity exists in the function /(Z) = In Z or

any of its derivatives. This means that the impedance variation

between Zi and Zo should be such that

In In fi f"
dx

^0 Vir ^0 J
(3-25)
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In this expression x is the distance as measured from the center of the

taper, Z is the impedance at the point x, and h is an arbitrary constant.

Example: Consider the case where /(Z) = In Z varies linearly with

distance throughout the region Xo to Xi. This is illustrated in Fig.

3-19. The reflection introduced by the taper is given by

Yl
Fi

^
1 ^ /i

Sirjd Zo

4irjd

e~ ^ ) (3-26)

The variation of reflection with length of taper as calculated by this

formula is illustrated in Fig. 3-20 for a taper from 46-ohm to 75-ohm

exA(,r LI MITIN 1 VA .UE

\

1

T I]
1

52 —.

UMOTH or TATEJI

Fig. 3-20.—Standini?-wave ratio introduced by a linear-tapered line, 76 to 46 ohms,
theoretical calculation.

Fio, 3-21.—Use of a shunting susceptance to match a load impedance to a transmission
line.

line, and it is seen that the standing-wave ratio will be less than 1.06

for any frequency at which the taper is more than two wavelengths

long.

Shunt Susceptance.—A mismatched load on the end of a trans-

mission line is frequently matched to the line by inserting a shunt

susceptance at the proper point in the line (see Fig. 3-21). The
required value of susceptance is determined by the standing-wave ratio
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which must be matched. This value of susceptance is the one that

will set up the same standing-wave ratio on the input when shunted

across a matched line. The required susceptance is related to the

standing-wave ratio <t by

J? __ (T — 1

Yo y/c

which may also be written as

(3-27)

a = (3-28)

This relationship between <s and B/Y^ is shown graphically in Fig.

3-22.

— -rr=FR
—
—1~ i 1

/
--

-/
1

j

1

5 — —

t

k.

——_L —

Fio. 3-22.—The standing-wave ratio introduced by a susceptance of magnitude B shunt-
ing a matched transmission line of characteristic admittance Y o.

When BfYo i^ of the proper magnitude, it sets up a reflected wave
on the line which just cancels the one already present from the mis-

matched load. But the phase relationship must be right for complete
cancellation, which means that the susceptance must be properly

positioned along the line. This proper position is given by

di

(7r/2) — tan""^ I—
12^01

4t
(3-29)
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where d\ is the distance between the matching susceptance and a

voltage minimum. If the susceptance is inductive (B/Fo is negative),

it should be placed at a distance d\ on the load side of a minimum;

Fio. 3-23.—The distance between the voltage minimum of standing waves and a

shunt susceptance positioned to eliminate the standing waves, plotted as a function of

the required susceptance.

Fia. 3-24.—Illustrating on a rectangular admittance chart the operation of a shunt
susceptance used for impedance matching.

if it is capacitive, it should be at a distance di on the generator side of

a minimum. The distance di is plotted against B/Fo in Fig. 3-23.

The required susceptance and position may be determined by

graphical calculation. The impedance chart in Figs. 3-5 and 3-6
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is chosen for illustration, but as shunt elements are being dealt with,

it is used as an admittance chart. An arbitrary load admittance

Yi/Yo will fall on some constant standing-wave ratio circle, as shown

in Fig. 3-24. The two positions at which a shunt susceptance will

match the line are the points A and B on this circle. At point A,

a distance di on the generator side of a voltage minimum, a capacitive

susceptance +B 1/F0 added to the load admittance will match the line

admittance. At point J5, a distance di on the load side of a voltage

minimum, the inductive susceptance —Bi/Yo added to the load admit-

tance will match the line.

The shunt susceptances used in actual practice take a variety of

forms. Shorted stub lengths of line are frequently used, and in wave

guides metallic diaphragms find wide application. Metallic posts

may be used in either coaxial lines or wave guides. Particular struc-

tures that may be suitable are discussed in Chaps. 6 and 9.



CHAPTER 4

GENERAL FORMULAS FOR COAXIAL LINES

1. Introduction

Coaxial lines are transmission systems in which electromagnetic

waves are transmitted through a dielectric medium bounded by two

coaxial cylinders. The skin depth at microwave frequencies is small

enough so that for most purposes of calculation the conducting boun-

daries may be considered to be of infinite thickness.

Fio. 4-1.—A section of coaxial transmission line, illustrating some of the notation used.

Having two separated conductors, coaxial lines are capable of

carrying energy in the principal (TEM) mode of propagation and are

generally used with this mode carrying energy. Operated in this

fashion, they are used at low frequencies. At high radio frequencies

the dimensions of the line are generally restricted to an extent that

the line is unable to transmit energy in any of the modes other than

the principal mode. The characteristics that follow should therefore

be considered applicable only for the principal mode of transmission,

except where otherwise noted.

The principal symbols used in this chapter are defined as follows,

and some are illustrated in Fig. 4-1:

X wavelength

/ frequency

Q) angular frequency = 27r/

V velocity of propagation

c velocity of light = 3 X 10^® cm/sec

a outer radius of inner conductor

h inner radius of outer conductor

59
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c dielectric constant = unity in free space

€i dielectric constant of propagating medium
/i permeability = unity in free space

Ml permeability of medium separating the conductors

R resistance per unit length

L inductance per unit length

G conductance per unit length

C capacity per unit length

Zo characteristic impedance

2. Parameters of Coaxial Lines

The inductance per unit length of a coaxial line is

L = 0.4605 Ml ^logio X 10~® henry/cm (4-1)

This formula neglects penetration of the fields into the conducting

boundaries.

The capacitance per unit length between conductors is

C = ^ farad/cm (4-2)

log.o
â

The resistance per unit length is given by

IEp(} + 1)
\10»\6 ^ aj

(4-3)

where 6 is the skin depth in centimeters (see Chap. 2), / is the fre-

quency in cycles per second, p is the resistivity in ohm-centimeters, m
is the permeability, and the radii of the line are in centimeters. It will

be seen that the resistance of the line is proportional to the square root

of the resistivity of the conductors; this is because of the skin effect.

For copper conductors,

ohms/cm (4-4)

If the inner and outer conductors are constructed of materials of

different resistivity, the effective line resistance per unit length is

R '~T (Vp«Mo
I

y/pbuA

VlO’V o h J
(4-5)

where p. is the resistivity of the inner conductor, pt is the resistivity
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of the outer conductor, and /la and fxh are the respective permeabilities

of the two conductors.

The appearance of fx in these equations is mostly of theoretical

interest, as m = 1 for most practical conductors. When n is greater

Fio. 4-2.—The characteristic impedance of an air-fillod coaxial line as a function of the

ratio of radii of outer and inner conductors.

than one, the above formulas give the loss resulting from finite con-

ductivity, but do not include the hysteresis loss which may also be

present.

The conductance per unit length of a coaxial line may usually be

neglected if the line has an air or gaseous dielectric. But for a solid

dielectric line, there is an effective conductance resulting from the

energy loss in the dielectric. With a dielectric medium of loss tangent

(tan 6), the effective conductance is

G ^ o}C tan 6 (4-6)
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The characteristic impedance (surge impedance) of a low-loss coaxial

line is

Zo = (4-7)

The characteristic impedance as a function of diametric ratio of outer

and inner conductors is given in Fig. 4-2.

Where losses are not small, the characteristic impedance may be

calculated from the formula

Zo 4
R + j(jjL

(r -h jbiC
(4-8)

The characteristic wave impedance (ratio E/II) in a coaxial line

carrying energy in the principal mode is always 377 \/mi/^i ohms. Vari-

ous symbols appearing in the preceding equations are defined at the

beginning of the chapter.

3. Propagation Characteristics

Phase Velocity,—The propagation constant y of a transmission

line may be derived from the usual transmission-line formulas

Y = \/(/i -b ja)L)(?7 + Jo^r)

= a+i0 (2-1)

where a is the attenuation constant and ^ is the phase constant. The

phase constant 0 is related to the wavelength in the system Xi by the

formula

X. = I (4-9)

The velocity of propagation v in the transmission line is given by

V =
(j)

Where losses are small, this velocity becomes

(4-10)

V ==
c

Vmi€i
(4-11)

which is the same as the velocity of an unbounded plane wave in the

dielectric medium characterized by €i- air-filled line, the

velocity of the wave is very nearly equal to the velocity of light in a

vacuum.
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The wavelength in the line Xi is related to the wavelength in free

space X by

An air-filled coaxial line operating in the principal mode may
therefore be used as a Lecher-wire system on which wavelength meas-

urements are made directly.

Attenuation.—For nearly all coaxial lines used at microwave fre-

quencies, the attenuation per wavelength is small enough so that the

following approximate formula may be used

R G
a = ^ + 75^ nepers/unit length (4-13)

It is usually simpler, however, to divide the sources of attenuation

into conductor losses and dielectric losses.

Attenuation Resulting from Conductor Losses .—The attenuation

resulting from conductor losses in a coaxial line is given by

etc
I ^ 1 A 4-

V
2XbV^a)^^b

a

a

nepers/unit length

db/unit length (4-14)

where 6 is the skin depth, X is the wavelength, b and a are the outer

and inner radii of the line, all in similar units. Also, is the permea-

bility of the conductors, and €i is the dielectric constant of the medium

separating the conductors. For a copper line, this formula reduces to

Uc = 2.98 X 10-* V7^ (l + db/cm (4-15)

a

with the dimensions b and a in centimeters and the frequency / in

cycles per second. If the inner and outer conductors are of different

material, the attenuation formula may be written

ttc = db/unit length (4-16)

where the subscripts a and b refer to the inner and outer conductors,

respectively.
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The attenuation increases as the square root of frequency, assum-

ing that «i is independent of frequency, and also varies as the square

root of the resistivity of the conductors. Table 2-1 gives the resistivity

of a number of conducting materials and also the attenuation as com-

pared with the attenuation of copper.

Fio. 4-3.—Various characteristics of a coaxial transmission line plotted as functions of

the ratio of radii of outer and inner conductors.

An optimum ratio b/a = 3.6 exists for a fixed dimension of the

outer radius 6, and minimum attenuation occurs at this value. This

corresponds to a characteristic impedance of 77 ohms for a line with

air dielectric. The minimum is rather broad, and impedance values

can vary considerably about this value without a marked change in the

attenuation. The variation of attenuation with diametric ratio,

assuming a fixed diameter outer conductor, is shown in Fig. 4-3.

Attenuation Resulting from Dielectric Losses .—Solid dielectric

coaxial lines are not widely used at microwave frequencies when low

attenuation is important because even a very good dielectric has losses

that are very appreciable at these frequencies. To express these
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losses mathematically, it is convenient to consider the dielectric con-

stant e as complex and of the form

« = e' - jt" (4-17)

The loss tangent of the dielectric is defined as

tan S = ^ (4-18)

Usually the angle d (not to be confused with skin depth) is small, and

it can be said that the loss tangent is very nearly equal to the power
factor of a condenser using the dielectric. The true power factor is

defined as

with
Power factor = cos B (2-10)

0 = 90® ~ 6

The attenuation in a coaxial line ao resulting from dielectric losses is

given by

an tan 6 nepers/unit length

- 27.3
V*

tan 8 db/unit length (4-19)

Attenuation in a Coaxial Line with Both Conductor and Dielectric

Losses .—The total attenuation in a coaxial line is the sum of the

attenuation resulting from the conductor losses and the dielectric

losses, i.e.,

ar = occ A" otD (4-20)

where ar is the total attenuation, ac is the attenuation resulting from

conductor losses, and a/? is the attenuation resulting from dielectric

losses.

It will be seen from an inspection of the attenuation formulas that,

if the dielectric constant and power factor are independent of fre-

quency, the following is true:

1. The conductor losses are proportional to the square root of

frequency.

2. The dielectric losses are linearly proportional to frequency.

Hence at higher frequencies the dielectric losses become increas-

ingly important.

4. Field Configuration

The field configuration of the principal mode of transmission is

illustrated in Fig. 4-4. Solid lines are used to indicate the electric
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field and broken lines the magnetic field. Where Jo is the conduction

current amplitude along the inner conductor associated with the inci-

dent wave, the field is specified by the following equations, which

Fio. 4-4.—Field distribution for the principal mode in a coaxial line.

apply throughout the dielectric medium separating the conductors:

H. = 0

H, = ^ (ex-i-i- _ pe>‘>‘+y‘)
JnrT

H, = 0

Er = 377 ^ (4-21)

E$ = 0

= 0

With lo in amperes, the magnetic field H is in ampere turns per meter,

the electric field E is in volts per meter, and the radius r is in meters.

The term p indicates the reflection coefficient, 7 the propagation con-

stant, M and € the permeability and dielectric constant of the dielectric

medium (both unity in free space). The coordinates are indicated in

Fig. 4-1. It will be seen that the electric and magnetic field intensities

decrease inversely with radial distance from the axis of the line.

The field patterns for other higher modes of transmission are illus-

trated in Sec. 4-8.

6. Breakdown in a Coaxial Line

Breakdown will occur in a coaxial line when the maximum voltage

gradient exceeds a limiting value. This limiting gradient is approxi-

mately 30,000 volts/cm for an air-filled line under ordinary atmospheric

conditions.

The electric field intensity E at any point in the region between

the inner and outer conductors of a coaxial pair is given by
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]<; « volts/cm

r In -
a

(4-22)

when the voltage between conductors is V. The gradient is a maxi-

muni when the radius r is equal to the radius of the inner conductor a.

For a specified outer radius b and maximum field strength Emy the

allowed potential difference between conductors is

V = E„b volts
b

a

(4-23)

For maximum voltage between conductors, the optimum ratio b/a is

2.718. This corresponds to a characteristic impedance of 60 ohms.

The variation in breakdown voltage as a function of the ratio of radii

with a constant-radius outer conductor is shown in Fig. 4-3.

6. Maximum Power That Can Be Carried by a Coaxial Line

The power that can be transferred by a matched line will

upon the ratio V^/Zq. Hence the maximum power P that

carried in a coaxial line is

I
watts

depend

can be

(4-24)

where Em is the maximum allowable voltage gradient. For a specified

outer radius 6, the maximum power can be carried by a line when the

ratio b/a = 1.65. This gives a characteristic impedance of 30 ohms.

Fio. 4-5.—Choke connection for a coaxial line.

This is the theoretical maximum power-carrying capacity, but in

actual practice it is necessary to limit maximum powers to values
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considerably less than the theoretical limit. The maximum voltage

that will exist on the line for a given net power flow will increase if the

load is mismatched (see Sec. 2-3). Also, gradients may be higher at

line supports, and there is more likelihood of breakdown in a rotating

joint, or choke connection. The breakdown in a choke connector is

most likely to occur at the center conductor. As Fig. 4-5 shows,

the maximum gradient in the line will be increased as the ratio a/ri,

and the power-carrying capacity is therefore reduced by a factor

(a/ri)*.

Information on the variation of power-carrying capacity with

altitude for an air-filled unpressurized line is given in Sec. 2-3.

7. Impedance of Resonant Lines

At microwave frequencies, it is often desirable to use concentric

lines as circuit elements, particularly as resonant circuits in which the

line presents a minimum or maximum resonant impedance.

Case 1: Minimum Impedance of an Open-circuited Line.

—

Neglecting losses, the input impedance Z of an open-circuited trans-

mission line of length I and characteristic impedance Zq is given by

Z = -jZo cot fil (4-26)

This would indicate that the input impedance passes through zero at

the odd quarter-wave points. Actually, because of the presence of

conductor losses, the input impedance does not reach zero at these

points but is given by the expression

as the reactive component approaches zero. In this expression, Z is

in ohms. The length /, wavelength X, skin depth 5, and radii b and a

are dimensionally alike. The input impedance is a function of the

diametric ratio, reaching a minimum when the ratio b/a is equal to

unity.

Case 2 : Maximum Impedance of a Short-circuited Line.—Neglect-

ing losses, the input impedance of a short-circuited line of length I

and characteristic impedance Zo is given by the equation

Z = jZo tan (4-27)

indicating that the input impedance passes through infinity at odd

quarter wavelengths. Because of the presence of conductor losses,

the impedance, although high, is not infinite and is given by the
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equation

Z
l^X 6

T b I

ohms (4-28)

where the terms are defined as in Eq. (4-26). This neglects losses in

the shorting plug or plate. The optimum ratio of b/a for high resonant

impedance occurs when b/a = 9.2, corresponding to a line whose

characteristic impedance is Zo = 133 ohms, but the maximum is quite

broad. The variation in resonant impedance with changing diametric

ratio for a constant-radius outer conductor is plotted in Fig. 4-3.

8. Higher Modes in Coaxial Lines

Coaxial lines are usually operated with energy transmitted in the

principal (TEM) mode and will transmit a wave of any frequency in

this mode. But higher order (wave guide) modes can also exist.

For these higher modes, the coaxial line acts like a high-pass filter, and

a given line will carry energy in one of the higher modes only if excited

at a frequency above the critical or cutoff frequency for the given mode.

This cutoff frequency depends upon the mode in question. At fre-

quencies below cutoff, the higher modes may be excited at a source of

energy or at a discontinuity in the line, but will attenuate rapidly with

distance and draw no real power.

Lines that are designed to operate at a given frequency are usually

restricted in size so that none of these higher modes can carry energy

down the line. An approximate formula that specifies this critical

wavelength within 8 per cent is

X = T(b + a) (4-29)

i.e., the limiting wavelength is approximately equal to the circumfer-

ence at the arithmetic mean diameter.

The configuration of all these higher modes will approach the con-

figuration of modes that exist in round wave guide as the diameter of

the center conductor approaches zero. In Fig. 4-6, the electric fields of

a number of these higher modes are shown, and their notation is that

of the corresponding limiting modes in round wave guide. The cutoff

wavelength K of some of these modes is given in Fig. 4-7 as a function

of the diametric ratio of the coaxial line.

The field components for all higher modes may be expressed in
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Fio. 4-6.—The electric field of some of the higher modes in a coaxial line.

terms of the cylindrical coordinates r, 6, z as follows

For TE waves;

H.

H,

Hr

A- [AJnikr) + BN„{kr)] cos nO

y_ dH,
rk^ ae

— 2.

fc* dr

= wave impedance

(4-30)

' In Eqs. (4-30) and (4-31) rationalized mks units are used. In this system

the fundamental units are the meter, kilogram, second, and coulomb. The dielec-

tric constant < is in farads per meter, equal to 8.86 X 10"*’ in empty space. The
permeability i* is in henrys per meter, equal to 1.26 X 10"* in empty space.
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For TM waves:

E, [AJn{kr) + BNn{kr)] cos nd

Ee^ -

Er= -

rk^ ee

k^ dr

For all waves :

Er = Zu,H9

Ee = — ZwHr

= fco2 + 72

ko
2fTr

Y

(4-31 )

In these equations, Xi is the wavelength in the line and X is the

wavelength of a plane wave in the material forming the line dielectric

Fia. 4-7.—Cutoff wavelengths of higher modes in a coaxial line.

(assumed lossless). The values of k for the various modes are the roots

of the following transcendental equations in the unknown fc, w'hich

ensure that the proper boundary conditions are met.

For TE waves:
B _ Jn'(ka) _ Jn'ikb)

A NJika) N/(kh) (4-32)
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For TM waves:

B Jn(A:<l) J /j

A ^ Nnika)
" N.m

where Jn and Nn are Bessel functions of the first and second kind,

respectively. The prime denotes differentiation. The modes are

identified by the subscripts n, m where n is the order of the Bessel

functions involved and the value of k used is the mth root of Eq.

(4-32) or (4-33). The cutoff wavelength Xc is

X. = y (4-34)

for any mode. The attenuation of any mode in the cutoff region is

db/unit length (4-35)



CHAPTER 5

FLEXIBLE CABLES

1. General Information^

A large number of designs of flexible coaxial cable were developed

during the war years for higher frequency use. The development and

production were the work of a number of cable manufacturers and were

coordinated by an Army-Navy R.F. Cable Coordinating Committee.

As a result of this work, there are a number of types of high-frequency

cable, all of which are produced by several manufacturers, and all of

which have been assigned Army-Navy type numbers of the form

RG-n/U, with the n identifying the particular type of cable. A num-
ber of these have been adopted as standard cables. A list of these

cables and their characteristics as of Oct. 15, 1944, is given in Table 5-1.

The expected attenuation of these cables is given as a function of

^ The tabulated information and charts in this chapter are taken from the

Index of Army-Navy R.F. Transmission Lines and Fittings (Army No. 71-4925

Navships 900102), issued by the Army-Navy R.F. Cable Coordinating Committee.

73
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frequency in Fig. 5-1. A list of nonstandard cables still in use is given

in Table 5-2. In Table 5-3 is a list of standard radio-frequency cables

in order of diameter over dielectric, and in Table 5-4 is a list of manu-

facturers of radio-frequency cables. Figure 5-2 gives the power-

handling capacity of various cables as a function of frequency.

The high-frequency cables all have the common feature of a solid

dielectric of stabilized polyethylene separating the inner and outer

rncoucMCY - neeAcvcas

Fig. 5-2.—Power-carrying capacity of cables.

conductors. Pulse cables used at lower frequencies and lossy high-

frequency cables may have synthetic-rubber dielectric.

The inner conductor may be solid or stranded and is usually copper,

although Nichrome is used in some lossy cables. The outer conductors

are single or double layers of braid, usually copper, which may or may

not be tinned. The outer protective cover is usually vinyl, and some

of the cables are armored for additional protection.

Most of the cables are still in a state of development, and changes

are being made in their design and construction. It is to be expected

therefore that not all the characteristics outlined in the various tables

will still apply at some future date. These changes have been and

are being dictated by troubles that are encountered in the use of these

cables. Their performance is not yet completely satisfactory, and

some care must be taken when they are used.
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2. High-frequency Phenomena

Attenuation.—At lower frequencies, the attenuation in a cable is

primarily the result of conductor losses and, therefore, increases as

the square root of frequency. But the dielectric losses increase

linearly with frequency and become increasingly important at high

frequencies. When they are appreciable, they increase the frequency

sensitivity of the cable attenuation.

The conductor losses are somewhat higher than predicted by simple

theory because of the “braid factor/^ the ratio of resistivity of the

outer braid to the resistivity of a solid outer conductor. There is

some experimental evidence to indicate that the braid factor may
increa.se with increasing frequency. In particular, the frequency

sensitivity at the highest frequencies is somewhat greater than

expected.

The attenuation in the cable is also likely to vary with time for a

variety of reasons. For one thing, it was found for an early design

of cable that, with prolonged temperature cycling, the polyethylene

dielectric was sufficiently contaminated by the outer cover material

to raise the attenuation at high frequencies (9,500 me) by as much as

300 per cent. This situation has been greatly improved by addition

of a stabilizer to the dielectric and by use of a noncontaminating vinyl

jacket.

Chemicals in the outer jacket are also likely to increase attenuation

by corroding the outer braid. Bare copper is most susceptible; silver

braid or tinned copper have shown more resistance to corrosion. When
the braid has corroded, it is sometimes found that repeated flexing of

the cable will reduce attenuation by polishing the braid contacts.

But if the braid is not corroded, the attenuation may be increased by
flexing, which tends to loosen the braid. When this has happened, the

former characteristics may be regained by leaving the cable motionless

for a period of a day or so.

Some experiments show that repeated flexing or temperature

cycling may cause the center conductor to drift or wander through the

dielectric. With severe temperature cycling, the differential expansion

of the metal and polyethylene may cause the center conductor to short

against the outside braid.

Another effect that has been observed with temperature cycling is

that the plasticizer from the outer covering may diffuse through the

polyethylene and form a waxy deposit around the center conductor.

Temperature cycling and flexing will cause increasingly erratic
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llemarka

General-purpose

small-fiiae

flexible

cable

General-purpose

medium-eiie

flexi-

ble

cable

Same

as

RG-8/U

armor

for

naval

equipment

1

g

A,—

l|
2 1

Same

as

RG-17/U

armor

for

naval

equipment

1

'S'l

g^S

MS
>> 5

Same

as

RG-19/U

armor

for

naval

equipment

Small-size

flexible

cable

1

1
1

1
CO

Medium-size

low-level

circuit

1

ll

Max. oper-
ating voltage (rms)

1,900 4,000 4,000
11,000 11,000 14,000 14,000

1,900 2,000 4,000 5,500

lis€
28.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 28.5 28.5 30.0

to

3 C is
S-3-|-§
Sis

63.5 52

0
52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0 52

0 »o
53.5 019

o
fi

JO ^
0.025 9010 0.146 0.460 0.585

o

d
0.925 0.034 0.087 0.150 0.216

Nomi- na)
over-all

diam. On.)
0.195 0.405

0
475

(nuu)

o
So

d
(XTOl)

0
1.120

1
195

(max)

dsi. d 0
420 i

d

Protective

covering

Vinyl Vinyl Vinyl

(noncon-

taminating)

and

armor

Vinyl

(noocon-

tanunating)

Vinyl

(noncon-

tammating)

and

armor

V'inyl

(noncon-

taminating)

Vinyl

(noDcon-

taminating)

and

armor

Polyethylene

Vinyl

a
8

i.l

1

a
oO ..-N

a 3>.3

Shielding
braid

Tinned

copper

Copper Copper Copper
1a
O

Clipper Copper Tinned

copper

Copper Inner—

silver-

coated

copper,

outer—

copper

1

Nomi-
nal

diam-
eter

of

dielec-

tric(in.) 0
116

0.285 0.285 0.680

d
0.910 0160

d
0.185 0.280 0.370

Dielec. mate-
rial* < < < -< -< < -< <

Inner conductor

No.

20

AWG

copper

7/21

AWG

copper

7/21

AWG

copper

0.

188

copper

0.

188

copper

0.250

copper

0
.

250

copper

No.

20

AW’G

copper

O

7/21

AWG

silvered copper

O

o 9

nl
ic

s?
RG-8/U

0

1
RG-17/U RG-18/U RG-19/U RG-20/U RG-55/U

§
RG-9/U

9

1
'TS

1

®*2
Double braid
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Same

u

RG-14/U

armor

for

mral

eqiiipmect

1

1

i
b

Medium-eiae

flexible

video

and

com-

municatioD

cable

1
Same

as

RG-ll/U

armor

for

iMiYal

equipment

Small-sise

video

and

i-f

cable

I-f

cable

1

Small-eiae

twin

conductcr

cable

£
1
6

1
8
a

I

1
Special

attenuating

cable

with

small

temperature

coeflScient

cf

attenua-

tion

High-impedance

video

caUe.

High

delay

ii
Small-size

low-capacitanoe

air-

spaced

cable

Medium-size

low-capacitanoe

air-

spaced

cable

Small-sise

low-capacitance

air-

spaced

cable

for

i-f

purpoeee

5,600 2,300

1

4.000 2,700 4,000 1,000

n
2,700

000

1
s

1,000

s

*o
21.0 20.5 20.5 20.0 20.5 16

0
16

0
29.0

1

44.0 13

5

(max

14.5)

(0

ll0
01

13.5

(max

14.5)

52.0 73.0 75.0 75.0 76.0 74.0 95

0
j

95

0
53.0

!

950 93.0 g 93.0

0.310

0
032

960

0
0.141

0
082

0.126

0
107

I
0.225

t'-*
o

960

0
0.0382

0
0832

0.0457

0
615

0
242

0
405

1

0.475

i
0.332

i
0
420

1

0
405

0.625

d 0
405

j
0.242

0
405

0.250 (max)

;

Vinyl

(noncon-

taminating)

and

armor

!
Vinyl Vinyl Vinyl

(noncon-

taminating)

and

armor

Vinyl

(noncon-

1
taminating)

i
Vinyl Vinyl Vinyl

(noncon-

taminating)

Vinyl Vinyl Vinyl 1
Polyethylene

i

1
Copper Copper Copper Inner—

silver-

coated

copper,

outer

—copper

Copper

j

Single—

tinned

copper

1

Single—

tinned

copper

j
Hi:

lei Single

copper

1

Copper Copper

Inner—

plain

copper,

out-

er-tinned

Conner

0
370

1
0
146

0
285

0
285

0
185

0
280

0
285

0
472

0
185

o 0
146

to
oc

o
0.146

< < < <

1No.
10

AWG

1

1

copper

So.

22

AWG

copperweld

7/26

AWG

tinned
copper

7/26

AWG

tinned
copper

No.

21

AWG

copperweld

7/26

AWG

tinned
copper

2
Cond.

7.

No.

18

AWG

copper

2
Cond.

7/21

AW'G

copper

No.

16

AWG

resistance

wire

No.

32

For-

mex

F

Helix

diam.

0.128

in. AWG

copper-

weld

< %
M ^

® s No.

22

AWG

copperweld

RG-74/U

RG-ll/U

RG-12/U
RG-6/U

RG-13/U

s
RG-57/U RG-21/U

RG-65/U

1
RG-62/U 1

s

t-

Single
braid

Double braid

Twin

conduc-

tor High

attenu-

ation

.£ c
a.*CJ

P Double braid

8011(0

08-01
Cables

of

special
cnarac-

teris-
tics

Low

capaci-

tance
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•

Dielectric

m&teri&ls;

A
—

Stabilised

polyethylene.

C
—

Synthetic

rubber

compound

D
—

Layer

of

synthetic

rubber

dielectric

between

thin

layers

of

conducting

rubber,

tT1^

Tihie

is

the

diameter

over

the

outer

layer

of

conducting

rubber.
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Dielectric
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A

—

Stabilized

polyethylene.

B

—

Polyieobutylene

mixtures.

C

—

Synthetic

rubber

compounds.
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Table 5-3

Standard R.F. Cables in Order of Diameter over Dielectric

DO.D.
RG-/U
type

No. of

braids

Nomi-
nal im-

ped-

ance,

(ohms)

Jacket

type
Armored Remarks

0.116 55 2 53.5 III Small-size i-f cable

0.116 58 1 53.5 I General-purpose small-size

flexible cable

0.146 59 1 73 0 I General-purpose small-size

video cable

0.146 62 1 93.0 I Low-capacitance cable

0.146 71 2 93.0 III Ix)w-capacitance cable

0.185 5 2 53 5 I Small microwave cable

0.185 6 2 76.0 II Small microwave i-f cable,

double shielded

0.185 21 2 53.0 II Special attenuating cable

0.250 41 1 67.5 IV Cable designed for twisting

0.280 9 2 51.0 II Medium-size low-level cir-

cuit cable

0.280 13 2 74.0 I Double-shielded i-f cable

0.285 8 1 52.0 I

1

General-purp>08e medium-
size flexible cable

0.285 10 1 52.0 II
1

X Armored RG-8/U
0.285 11 1 75.0 I Medium-flexible video and

communication cable

0.285 12 1 75.0 II X Armored RG-ll/U
0.285 22 1 95.0 I Small-size twin conductor

cable

0.285 65 1 950.0 I High impedance-delay line

video cable

0.285 63A 1 125.0 I Ix)w-capacity cable

0.285 79A 1 125.0 I X Armored RG-63A/U.
0.475 in. max. diam. over

armor

0.288 25A 2 48.0 V Replaces RG-25/U. Uses
field-assembly connectors

behavior at the higher frequencies, because of the greater importance

of the braid contacts.

Periodicity.—Periodicity is the name applied to the anomalous

behavior of different cables at different specific frequencies or frequency

bands and their harmonics. Periodicity shovv^s as a high standing-

wave ratio and increased attenuation. No cable checked has been

found completely free of this effect.
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The sources of this effect are periodic variations in the physical

construction of the cable that result from the process of manufacture.

When the spacing of the variations is some multiple of a half wave-

length, the effects add in such a fashion as to affect seriously the over-

all behavior of a length of cable.

Table 5-4

R. F. Cable Manufacturers

1

Cable type
|

Mfgs.

Manufacturer Poly-

ethylene
Pulse Rubber

index

no.

American Phenolic Cbrp X 3

American Steel & Wire Co X 6

.Xnaconda Wire & Cable Co X 7

Federal Telephone <fe Radio Corp X 31

General Cable Corp X 32

General Electric Co X X 33A
Okonite Company X X X

1

56

Phelps Dodge Copper Prod. Co X 59

Philadelphia Insulated Wire Co X 60

Simplex Wire & Cable Co X X X 69

Western Electric Co X X 77

Whitney Blake Wire & Cable Co X X X 79

The most serious cause of periodicity is variation in the outer

diameter of the dielectric. The wavelengths corresponding to the

frequencies of measured disturbances have been checked experimentally

with mechanically measured variations in the core diameter, and varia-

tions of 1 or 2 mils are sufficient to cause pronounced resonances in the

region of 3,000 me. Other sources are variations in braid uniformity,

pitch of braid, jacket uniformity, and armor.

In general, the smaller diameter cables are likely to show periodicity

effects in the region of 1,000 to 10,000 me, while larger diameter cables

have shown effects at frequencies as low as 175 me.

Heating cables to 85°C for several hours and subsequent cooling

increases the number and severity of the periodicity effects. This

indicates that the polyethylene is not stress-free when extruded.

In general, periodicity effects are serious enough to warrant careful

consideration when it is planned to use the cable in a critical application.

Power-handling Capacity.—The power-handling capacity of a

high-frequency cable is usually limited by the heating of the cable,

and the maximum voltage is limited by the dielectric strength of the

polyethylene and fittings. The two ratings do not necessarily agree,

and if a cable is nin at its maximum voltage rating, the service must
usually be interrupted if the power rating is not to be exceeded.



CHAPTER 6

COAXIAL LINE STRUCTURES AND TRANSFORMERS

1. Miscellaneous Structures

Sleeves.—A quarter-wave line is frequently used as an impedance-

matching device at high frequencies (Sec. 3-5). In coaxial lines this

matching section frequently takes the form of a metal sleeve placed

over the inner conductor or inside the outer conductor, as in Fig. 6-1.

The impedance of the transformer section is then less than the line

1 1

’ITTTTTTy ^ y X y J

—A/4-^

Fio. 6-1.—Quarter-wave sleeves used for impedance matching in a coaxial line.

impedance, and the resistance that is matched to the line must be

less than Zq. This means that the end of the sleeve facing the load

must be placed at a voltage minimum in the line.

The dimensions of sleeve necessary for matching are determined

by the standing-wave ratio a to be eliminated. If the sleeve is on the

inner conductor, its outer diameter d\ should be

di (6-1)

where h and a are the outer and inner radii of the line, respectively.

If the sleeve is inside the outer conductor, its inner diameter should be

(It. = 2a (6-2)

The ratios di/2a and di/2b are plotted as functions of the standing-

wave ratio they will match in 46-ohm line in Fig. 6-2. For minimum
82
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frequency sensitivity, the sleeve should be placed as close to the load

as possible.

This simple theory neglects the discontinuity capacities set up by

the fringing fields at the ends of the transformer. This is usually

justified because, even if the capacities are appreciable, their spacing

is such that tlS effects tend to cancel.

Multiple quarter-wave sleeves may be used to increase the band

width of the matching transformer. Tapers may be even more satis-

factory if their length is not too short. The general principles that

should be followed in their use are outlined in Sec. 3-5.

Flo. 6-2.-- The dimensions of quarter-wave sleeves used for impedance matching in a

46-ohm coaxial line.

Sometimes the quarter-wave transformer is constructed by using

a slug of dielectric material that reduces the line impedance. If the

dielectric completely fills the line, the characteristic impedance of the

line is reduced by a factor \/c. The phase velocity and wavelength

are also reduced by the same factor, and the length of the dielectric

slug must be X/4 aA if it is to be electrically a quarter-wave long.

If the dielectric only partially fills the line, the characteristic impedance

and phase velocity are reduced by a lesser amount. The reduction

in characteristic impedance and phase velocity will be proportional

to the square root of the increase in capacity per unit length between

conductors.

A combination metal and dielectric sleeve may be used; this is

advantageous when the matching transformer is required to serve the

additional function of supporting the center conductor or sealing or

pressurizing the line. It also enables higher standing-wave ratios to

be matched than the dielectric transformer alone is capable of matching.
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Besds in Coaxial Lines.—The center conductor of a coaxial line

must be supported clear of the outside conductor. This is often done

in cables by using a continuous solid dielectric material between the

conductors. But at microwave frequencies, even the best solid dielec-

trics introduce such a high amount of attenuation that solid dielectric

cables cannot be used for transmitting power over any very large

distances. A gaseous dielectric is required when low attenuation is

desired, and the center conductor is supported only at discrete inter-

vals. These supports must be used with care, because they represent

discontinuities that are likely to cause reflections at microwave

frequencies.

Single Beads .—The center conductor is sometimes supported by

dielectric beads that are spaced along the line. A single bead intro-

duced into an air-filled coaxial line will cause a partial reflection of an

incident electromagnetic wave, resulting from the changed impedance

of the line in the presence of the dielectric material. The magnitude

of this reflection will depend upon the length of the bead.

Neglecting losses, the exact reflection coefficient p from a single

bead is given by

^ 1 \ ^
27r Ve 1

-J
{
V« 7=

)
tan

. 1 v.y

where I is the length of the bead and c is its dielectric constant. If the

value of tan — is small, this reduces to

i ( 1 \
P = - 2

(* - 1) X
The absolute value of this expression is

IpI = X

(6-4)

(6-5)

The magnitude of the standing-wave ratio introduced by a bead is

given graphically in Fig. 6-3. In this figure the standing-wave ratio

is plotted against Z/X. Curves are given for several values of dielectric

constant. These curves assume no loss in the dielectric. A bead that

is electrically a half wavelength long introduces no net reflection.

The advantages of a low dielectric-constant bead are apparent. The
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effective dielectric constant may be reduced at the cost of mechanical
strength by cutting away part of the dielectric material of the bead.

Fio. 6-3.—Standing-wave ratio introduced hy a single dielectric l^ead in a coaxial line.

Undercut Beads .—The reflection from a dielectric bead may be

minimized by adjusting the diametric ratio at the bead so as to hold

constant the characteristic impedance. This is illustrated in Fig.

6-4. To maintain the characteristic

impedance constant, the radius a' of

the inner conductor at the bead should

be

(6-6)
Fiq. 6-4.—Undercut dielectric

bead used to support the center

conductor of a coaxial line.

where € is the dielectric constant of the bead and h and a are the outer

and inner radii of the air-filled line. This formula is derived from
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simple theory and neglects fringing effects. These effects are great

enough to affect appreciably the performance of these beads at fre-

quencies where the outer radius is not negligible compared with a

wavelength. The discontinuity at each end of the bead is equivalent

to a small capacity shunted across the line at those points, but the

interaction of the fringing fields increases the difficulty of calculating

these equivalent capacities. When the wavelength does not greatly

exceed the transverse dimensions, it is usually necessary to reduce the

diameter of the inner conductor at the bead a greater amount than

predicted by Eq. (3-6). For example, the preceding formula predicts

an optimum inner diameter of 0.265 in. for a bead in. long, of

material whose dielectric constant is € = 2.10 in a 46-ohm line with

2a = 0.375 in. Experimentally' it was found that a bead of this diam-

eter set up a standing-wave ratio

<r = 1.10 in a matched line at a

frequency of 3,000 me, while if the

diameter was reduced to 0.245 in.,

the standing-wave ratio remained

less than 1.02 for all frequencies

below 4,000 me.

In general, undercut beads are not very frequency selective, and it

is not too difficult to pick a design that will introduce only a small

reflection over a very broad band of frequencies in the microwave

spectrum Mechanically, they are somewhat difficult to handle in

long lines, where split or molded beads seem to offer the best solution.

Pairs of Beads^—The reflection introduced by a single bead may be

eliminated at a single frequency by inserting another similar bead

which will introduce a reflection of such magnitude and phase as to

cancel the reflection of the single bead. For the two reflections to

cancel, the effective distance between the bead centers should be

approximately a quarter wavelength. Referring to P'ig. 6-5 the exact

formula for proper spacing X between beads to cancel reflections is

—^ 8 [— X—-I i k-

Fio. 6-5.—Paired dielectric beads in a

coaxial line.

X =
2t

tan~' (6-7)

where € is the dielectric constant of the bead material. A disadvantage

of pairing beads to cancel reflections is that the device is resonant and
will introduce a reflection at frequencies differing from the designed

frequency. For example, consider a concentric line in which the inner

conductor is supported by two beads of dielectric constant

‘ Experimenta performed in laboratories of Sperry Gyroscope Company, Inc.
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« 2.6. If the beads are properly spaced for no reflection at X = 10

cm (X = 0.548 in.), the standing-wave ratio introduced into the line

as a function of wavelength is given in Fig. 6-6.

Fio. 6-6.—Standing-wave ratio introduced into a matched line by two dielectric beads
properly spaced for a wavelength of 10 cm.

Multiple Beads .—If it is desired to use a long coaxial line for trans-

mission of microwave signals, and the center conductor is supported

by multiple beads of dielectric, some

care must be taken in choosing the

spacing between the beads.

Consider a large number of thin

beads, of thickness d and uniformly

spaced a distance I apart. This is

illustrated in Fig. 6-7. It is readily

apparent that, if the distance I were approximately a half wave, the

reflections introduced by each bead would add in phase and the line

would have very high attenuation, even if the dielectric were perfect

and absorbed no power. The presence of this reflected wave makes

Fia. 6-7.— Multiple dielectric beads
equally spaced in a coaxial line.
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the input impedance highly reactive and prevents power from entering

the line.

An approximate calculation based on filter theory and assuming

that d X/2 shows that this region of high attenuation is found for

values of I between X/2 — de and X/2 — d, as illustrated in Fig. 6-8.

The presence of losses will modify this curve and leads to the general

form shown in Fig. 6-9.

i

I
z
Ul

A

Fio. 6-8.—Attenuation charac- Fic;. 0-9.—Attenuationcharacter-
teriatics of multiple dielectric l)eada istics of multiple dielectric beads as

in a coaxial line. modified by losses.

A surprising distance exists between I = X/2 and the region of

high attenuation, and with losses present, a spacing of X/2 actually

gives less attenuation than a spacing of X/4. But the X/2 spacing is

critical enough to frequency that it is very seldom used, a slight change

in frequency resulting in a marked increase in attenuation. The X/4

spacing has proved most satisfactory for general use.

Still another approach to the long line has been developed by
Lawson. This starts with two beads, properly spaced so as to mini-

mize reflections. Then two of these units are placed with their centers

an odd number of quarter wavelengths apart. This means that in

the neighborhood of the correct frequency the reflection will be a

quadratic instead of a linear function of frequency. If the process of

adding beads is continued by doubling sections and keeping section

centers an odd number of quarter wavelengths apart, the reflections

in the immediate vicinity of the correct frequency become less, but

for greater deviations of frequency they become greater. As the

number of sections increases, the pass band becomes narrower, until

for an infinitely large number of sections, there is an infinitely narrow

pass band.

Stub Supports for Coaxial Lines. Straight-through Stubs ,—A loss-

less shorted transmission line that is electrically a quarter wavelength

long has an infinite input impedance, and a stub line of this length
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may be used to support the center conductor of a coaxial line. It is a

resonant device, however, that will introduce no reflection at only the

designed frequency. The band width over which the reflection will be

below a specified limit depends upon the ratio of the characteristic

impedance of the stub line to the characteristic impedance of the main
line and will increase as this ratio increases. But a higher impedance

stub means reducing the diameter of its center conductor, which

weakens the mechanical support that is provided. So a compromise
must be made between mechanical strength and electrical band width.

At microwave frequencies where line diameters are usually an

appreciable fraction of a wavelength, the behavior of the stub is con-

Fio. 6-10.—Broad-band tee stub support for a coaxial line.

siderably affected by the higher order modes or fringing fields that

are set up at the junction. For instance, there is no one answer to the

problem of whether the quarter wavelength should be measured from

the inner or outer conductor, or somewhere in between. This must be

determined experimentally for each size of line and frequency.

The band width over which a stub support introduces a small

reflection may be increased by the addition of compensating devices.

A good example is the half-wave transformer on the center conductor

centered at the stub, developed by Pound. ^ This support is illus-

trated in Fig. 6-10. The transformer on the center conductor is made
half a wavelength long at a wavelength Xo in the center of the band
over which the line is to be used and provides a section of line of differ-

ent impedance Zi, but introduces no reflection at this center wave-

length. Neither will the stub support, which is adjusted in length

until it is electrically Xo/4 long. The behavior of this support at

resonance is illustrated on an admittance diagram in Fig. 6-11. If the

load impedance is matched to the line, the admittance at point r in

* Pound, R. V., Stub Supports in Coaxial Line, M.I.T. Radiation Labora-

tory, Sec. 63, Rept. 2, May 19, 1942.
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Fig. 6-10 will be Fq. From r to s is a quarter wavelerxgth, bnnging

the admittance at point s back to the G-axis. The stub is exactly a

quarter wavelength long, so the admittance at point t will be the same

as at point s. From t to u is another quarter wavelength, and the

admittance at u is again Fq.

There are two other wavelengths, Xi and X 2 ,
one less and one greater

than Xo, at which no reflections occur. At Xi < Xo, illustrated in

Fia. 6-11.—Illustrating operation of Fia. 6-12.—Illustrating the operation
a broad-band stub at center wavelength of a broad-band stub at wavelength
on a rectangular impedance chart. shorter than center wavelength on a

rectangular impedance chart.

Fig. 6-12, from r to s is greater than Xi/4, and the admittance at s

will therefore fall below the G-axis. But the stub is now longer than

Xi/4 and introduces a capacitive or positive susceptance that brings

the admittance at i above the G-axis. From
^ to u is greater than Xi/4, bringing the ad-

mittance at u around to F o.

At X 2 > Xo, illustrated in Fig. 6-13, the

section from r to 5 is less than X 2/4 ,
and the

® admittance at s therefore falls above the

G-axis. The stub is now inductive and adds

a negative susceptance that brings the ad-

mittance at t below the G-axis. The sec-

tion from ^ to w is less than X 2/4 ,
but brings

Fio. 6-13.—Illustrating the admittance at u back again to Fo.
operation of a broad-band

1 • i i

stub at wavelength greater The relation between the character-
than center wavelength on a

jg^ic impedance of the line, Zo, and the
rectangular impedance chart.

. ,

impedance of the Xo/2 transformer, Zi,

obtained from transmission-line theory is as follows
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where p is a compromise value taken from the two results given by
the equations

p = tan ~ and p = tan^ (6-9)
ZiAl aA2

As an example, consider a coaxial line in which Xi = 9.1 cm, Xo = 9.9

cm, and X 2 = 10.7 cm. The two equations for p yield values of

p = +8.15 and p = — 7. As a compromise, let p^ = 50, which gives

Zi/Zo = 0.835.

With proper adjustment of the stub length, this type of sup-

port centered about Xo = 10.0 cm will exhibit the standing-wave ratio-

Fio. 6-14.—Standing-wave ratio introduced by a typical broad-band stub.

wavelength relation shown in Fig, 6-14. As indicated, the stub will

introduce standing-wave ratios no greater than 1.02 for any wave-

length between 8 and 12 cm.

The design procedure that has been found satisfactory is to calcu-

late the dimensions of the half-wave transformer and then to fix the

stub length by adjusting it experimentally until there are no reflections

introduced at Xo. The discontinuity effects at the ends of the half-

wave transformer are compensated for by proper adjustment of the

stub length.

There is phase distortion in one of these broad-band stub supports

which makes the electrical and mechanical lengths unequal.* This is

usually not important, but should be considered when measurements

are made of impedances on the far side of a stub support. The dimen-

sions of some typical broad-band stub supports are given in Table

6-1. In referring to the size of coaxial lines, the dimension given is

the outer diameter of the outer conductor.

Stub supports are best applied where a very low standing-wave

* Pound, R. V., Phase Distortion in Broad Band Stub Supports, M.I.T. Radia-

tion Laboratory, ^c. 63, Rept. 6, Aug. 17, 1942.
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ratio is desired over a moderate band of frequencies. For narrow

band work, a simple stub is satisfactory. For very wide bands, the

broad-band stub is not adequate, and undercut beads are preferred.

Table 6-1

Tee Stub Supports
(All dimensions in inches)

Line

size
/Zo

\o/2 transformer Conductor Length of stub

short to center

lineLength
1

Diameter O.D. inner I.D. outer

51.0 0.630 0.218 0.187 0.437 0.516

% 46.0 1.950 0.425 0.374 0.811 1.450

53.3
i

1.950 0.725 0.624 1.527 1.750

Fio. 6-15.—Stub support
right-angle corner.

at

Right-angle Corners ,—A right-angle corner and stub support for

coaxial line, as shown in Fig. 6-15, is frequently much more difficult to

design than a stub support for a

straight-through line. If a simple stub

is used, and the position of the short

is varied, it may be found that the

minimum reflection from the stub and
corner is not zero, but finite. For ex-

ample, with 1-in. 75-ohm coaxial line,

it is found that at a wavelength of 20
cm a stub can be designed with very

little reflection. But at 1 1 cm the min-
imum standing-wave ratio is about 1.2, and at 7.75 cm the minimum
is greater thah 1.5. A completely reflectionless stub and corner must
have some sort of transformer designed into it in larger diameter lines

or at higher frequencies.

An adaptation of the broad-band stub is the universal stub shown
in Fig. 6-16, which permits transmission around a right-angle comer
without appreciable reflection over a fairly broad band of frequencies.

If a short is properly located on the stub section (dotted lines), a

straight-through tee support results which functions like the one
described above. By placing a short slightly beyond one end of the

Xo/2 transformer and leaving the stub open, a signal may be fed around
the comer without reflection. The transformer on the stub line

cancels reflections at wavelengths Xi and X 2 as in the straight-through

stub. The diameter of the transformers may be obtained by Eq.
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(6-8), but Li, L 2 ,
and d must be determined experimentally for each

size line and frequency. A typical design is given in Fig. 6-16.

.0 1

1

Urn — I Cl^n . -

1

Fig. 6-16.—Broad-band stub support for a right-angle corner.

Resonant Beads for Coaxial Lines. ^—The quarter-wave stub

line often is a satisfactory support for the center conductor of a coaxial

line because it is ccpiivalent to a parallel resonant circuit shunting

the transmission line. It is possible to build other structures that are

parallel resonant and that are capable of supporting the center con-

ductor. These may be built entirely of metal, or part metal and part

dielectric, and at high frequencies they may be enclosed completely

within the outer conductor of the line, in which event they are called

‘Tesonant beads. Band widths may be obtained that are comparable

or superior to ordinary stub supports, and broad-banding devices

such as the half-wave sleeve mentioned in the previous section are

equally applicable. Because of the smaller size of the circuit, losses

are generally greater than for conventional stubs, but are not great

enough to be of serious consequence for most purposes.

Four typical structures are shown in Fig. 6-17. All these structures

when built approximately to the scale shown will be parallel resonant

in the neighborhood of 3,000 me in 50-ohm coaxial line. The

resonant beads have both lumped and distributed constant circuits.

In some, such as No. 3, the inductance and capacitance forming the

resonant circuit are fairly well separated from each other. But in

* These resonant beads were first investigated by E. T. Jaynes, Sperr>’^ Gyro-

scope Company, Inc.
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others, such as No. 1, the resonant wavelength will be found when the

slot is approximately a half wave long, as in the well-known resonant

slot in wave guide, and the lumped constants are not apparent. Yet

each of the four examples shown was developed from the preceding

one in an attempt to obtain a mechanically rugged structure with a

high L/C ratio and corr^pondingly

great band width. Of course, the

use of these resonant beads as well

as stubs is not restricted to line

supports; they are often convenient

to use in microwave filter designs.

Unfortunately, there is little

quantitative design information

available on the characteristics of

these beads. Their losses have not

been measured, but their shunt im-

pedance is many times greater than

the line impedance. The power-

handling capacity of the line is

obviously reduced, and the per-

formance of the beads, such as Nos.

I and 2, can be seriously affected by
particles of dirt catching in the gap.

In a 50-ohm line, the band width of

beads Nos. 1 and 2 (which depends

upon their characteristic impedance

Zo = V^/U) is somewhat less than

a simple stub support; the band
width of Nos. 3 and 4, somewhat
greater. It is possible to measure

the resonant frequency of a bead

by determining the wavelength at which the bead introduces minimum
reflection into a matched line. The characteristic impedance may be

measured by determining the slope of the susceptance-frequency

characteristic at resonance and applying the equation

N0.4

.010 CXA. WIRE

Fio. 6-17.—Resonant beads in a

coaxial line, electrically equivalent to

parallel resonant circuits shunting the

transmission line.

df

2

/o

1

4
(6-10)

Coaxial-line Junctions.—When three coaxial lines meet at a

common junction, as illustrated in Fig. 6-18, the behavior at low fre-
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quencies is what would be expected, and any one of the lines may be
considered as feeding the other two in parallel. If, as illustrated, the

three lines are of equal impedance, the calculation of junction effects

is further simplified. But there are higher order modes excited at the

junction and at microwave frequencies these modes, though still

CHARACreRlSTIC POINTS AT P

Fio. 6-18.—Illustrating the notation used with an equivalent circuit of a coaxial junction.

Hi * 03 BY SYMMETRY
OF FIG.2I-I8

(irfr

Fio. 6-19.—Equivalent circuit of a coaxial junction.

below cutoff, may appreciably change the behavior of the junction.

For any given size line operating at a given frequency, it is possible to

describe the behavior of the junction in terms of an equivalent circuit,

but the parameters of this circuit will be functions of frequency.

The nature of the equivalent circuit will depend upon what cross

sections of the three lines are chosen as reference planes. One of the
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simplest equivalent circuits results when the reference planes or points

are chosen by the following procedure.®

It is first necessary to introduce the concept of ‘^characteristic

points'^ on the three lines. These characteristic points are located

as follows. Energy is fed in one line and extracted from a second,

while the third is short-circuited. It will be found that there are a

number of positions of the short circuit, spaced a half wavelength

apart, at which an infinite standing-wave ratio will be set up in the

input line. These positions of the short are termed the “character-

istic points’^ of the third line. A series of characteristic points may
be established on all the three lines in this manner. The equivalent

circuit shown in Fig. 6-19 will then apply if characteristic points on

the three lines are chosen as reference points.

This equivalent circuit consists of the three transmission lines

coupled together in a perfect transformer, with an additional reactor

coupled in at the junction. At low frequencies the turns ratios of the

various windings will be equal, and the reactor can be neglected.

But at high frequencies, the turns ratios will no longer be equal, and

the susceptance of the reactor may be appreciable.

The results shown in Table 6-2 are illustrative. Measurements®

were taken at two different wavelengths, and the effect of the fring-

ing fields is seen to be greater at the shorter wavelength.

Table 6-2

Measured Constants of Equivalent Circuit of Coaxial Line Stub

26 = 2,54 cm. 2a = 0.715 cm. Zo = 75.9 ohms

Mean
11X circumference

inwavelength.s

1

y' X

10.88 cm 2.13 0.81 0.28 0.422X
1 0.475X

7.74 1.52 0.64 0.35 0.380X 0.477X

Discontinuities in Coaxial Lines.®—General considerations that

apply to abrupt changes in the cross section of a coaxial line were

‘Lamb, J., The Experimental Behavior of the Coaxial Line Stub, J. Inst,

Elec, Engrs, (London), May, 1946, p. 188-190.

* The material in this section is largely from the following two papers: Whin-
NERY, J. R., and H. W. Jamieson, Equivalent Circuits for Discontinuities in

Transmission Lines, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs., 32, 98-114 (1944); and Whinnery,
J. R., H. W. Jamieson, and T. E. Robbins, Coaxial Line Discontinuities, Proc,

In$t, Radio Engrs., 82
, 695-709 (1944).
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discussed in Sec. 1-5. It is assumed here that the coaxial line is

restricted in diameter so that higher modes cannot carry energy at the

operating frequency. To summarize, higher modes that are below

cutoff (local waves) are excited at discontinuities and account for

fringing fields that are present at abrupt changes in cross section. If

the discontinuity has longitudinal dimensions that are small compared

with a wavelength, the effect of these fringing fields is equivalent to a

STEP IN INNER CONDUCTOR

EOUIVI^LENT CIRCUIT EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

Fta. 6-20.—Step discontinuities in coaxial lines, and their equivalent circuits.

lumped susceptance shunted across the line at the point of discon-

tinuity. This equivalent shunt susceptance must be considered in

addition to any change in impedance at the discontinuity, but if both

the impedance change and the shunt susceptance are considered, the

behavior of the discontinuity is completely predictable. It is the

purpose of this section to discuss the equivalent susceptance that

results from the higher order modes.

Simple Discontinuities .—For a step in the inner conductor, shown

in Fig. 6-20, the discontinuity capacitance divided by the outer cir-

cumference is plotted in Fig. 6-21 as a function of a = (6 — c)/ (6 — a).

There are several curves, each corresponding to different values of the

parameter (r = 5/a), and intermediate values may be obtained by

interpolation. It is assumed here that the line diameter is small

compared with a wavelength.

For a step in the outer conductor, shown in Fig. 6-20, the discon-

tinuity capacitance divided by the outer circumference is plotted in

Fig. 6-22 as a function of a = (c — a)/ (5 — a). Again several curves

are required for different values of the parameter (r = h/a).

Complex Discontinuities .—The equivalent capacitance associated

with more complex discontinuities can often be determined by con-
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sidering the structure as composed of two or more simple discontinui-

ties. This is permissible if the fringing fields of the simple discon-

tinuities do not occupy the same region and hence do not couple

together and affect each other. For example, the discontinuity

capacitance associated with an infinitely thin disk on the center con-

ductor of a coaxial line is twice the capacitance associated with a step

^ '(e-oj/Ck-o)

Fio. 6-21.—Discontinuity capacity Fia. 6-22.—Discontinuity capacity of a
of a step on inner conductor of a coax- step on outer conductor of coaxial line,

ial line.

up to the disk diameter. There are fringing fields on both sides of the

disk, and the over-all effect may be considered as the sum of two steps,

one up to disk diameter, and one back down.

A number of these more complex discontinuities are shown in Fig.

6-23, along the with formulas by which their equivalent circuits may
be calculated when the diameter is small compared with a wavelength.

The Effect of Dielectric Materials ,—If the fringing fields of a step

discontinuity occupy a region filled with dielectric material, the equiva-

lent capacitance of the discontinuity as obtained from Figs. 6-21 and
6-22 must be multiplied by the dielectric constant of the material.
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Fiq. 6-23.—Miscellaneous coaxial discontinuities and means by which their equivalent

circuits may be calculated from the data of Figs. 6-21 and 6-22.

Two steps are shown in Fig. 0-24. For the left-hand step the fringing

fields are in the dielectric-filled

region, and the equivalent capacity

must be multiplied by e. The

fringing fields of the right-hand step

are not in the dielectric-filled re-

gion, and the dielectric therefore

does not affect the equivalent ca-

pacitance of this step.

A number of examples in which

a dielectric discontinuity coincides

with a step discontinuity of the
Fig. 6-24.—Coaxial discontinuities that

coincide with dielectric interfaces.
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Posts in Coaxial Line.—A round post or wire that connects the

inner and outer conductors of a coaxial line has a finite inductance

that may present an appreciable reactance at microwave frequencies.

To a first approximation the equivalent circuit of the post will be a

shunt inductance. This neglects

the series component of the equiva-

lent circuit that results from the

post’s finite thickness, and at high

O 0 100 O-tOO

oiamctcr of post-ihchc*

Fio. 6-31.—The measured shunt sus- P'lG. 6-32.—The measured shunt sus-

ceptance of some round posts short- ceptance of some round metal probes
circuiting a coaxial line. extending into a coaxial line. X » 6.0 cm.

frequencies the magnitude of the equivalent inductance will also be

modified by a frequency factor. The results of some measurements^

are plotted in Fig. 6-31.

Probes in Coaxial Line.—A probe extending from the outer

conductor of a coaxial line part way toward the center conductor will

cause reflections. To a first approximation, its equivalent circuit is a

shunt susceptance, whose magnitude varies with the probe length.

For short lengths the probe is equivalent to a shunt capacity. As the

end of the probe nears the center conductor, the probe impedance

’ Measurements performed in laboratories of the Sperry Gyroscope Company,
Inc.
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passes through a series resonance, becoming inductive when very close

to the center conductor. It should be noted that the probe must

be very close to the center conductor before introducing a large

reflection.

No theoretical solution has been attempted. The susceptance as a

function of probe depth is plotted in Fig. 6-32 for two experimental

measurements.^ The residual susceptance at zero probe length results

from imperfections in the trap through which the probe was fed.

2. Impedance Transformers in Coaxial Line

Single-stub Transformer.—The input admittance F of a shorted

length I of lossless transmission line is a pure susceptance given by

Y = —iFo cot

where Fo is the characteristic admittance of the line and is its phase

constant. A shorted stub line is often placed in shunt with a trans-

Fig. 6-.33.—The length and location of a shorted stub line used for impedance matching,

plotted as a function of the standing-wave ratio to be canceled.

mission line for the purpose of matching the load impedance of the line

to the line impedance. The general principles that apply to its use

were given in Sec. 3-5. The required length of a stub line and its posi-

tion on the line are plotted as functions of the standing-wave ratio in

Figs. 6-33 and 6-34 for two possible solutions, in one of which the stub is

inductive and in the other capacitive. In both of these figures the

length is given in electrical degrees, as is also the distance between

the voltage minimum and the required stub position. As shown, the

distance between the voltage minimum and stub should be measured

from the minimum toward the load.

A shorted stub line whose length and position may be continuously

and separately varied is an impedance transformer capable of matching
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any generator impedance to any load impedance within limits set by
losses in the system, provided that neither impedance is a pure

reactance.

Fia. a-34.—An alternative length and poGition of a shorted stub line used for impedance
matching, plotted as a function of the standing-wave ratio to be canceled.

Double-stub Transformer.—Another type of transformer used for

impedance matching consists of two tunable shorting stubs, fixed in

position. This is illustrated in Fig. 6-35. The range of impedances

Fia. 6-35.—A tunable double-stub transformer, used for impedance matching in a
coaxial line.

seen by the transformer at the point P v/hich can be matched to the

impedance of the line Zo depends upon the length of line between the

two shorting stubs. Specifically, a transformer with two shorting stubs

spaced fih electrical degrees apart will match to the line admittance

Yo any load whose conductance component Gi at the point P is less

than Yo{l + cot^ fih). This is illustrated in Fig. 6-36, where the

maximum allowable conductance component (ji(mmx) of the admittance
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at point P is plotted as a function of the distance between stubs.

It would appear from Fig. 6-36 that the double-stub transformer could

match the greatest range of impedances if the spacing between the

stubs were very nearly some multiple of a half wavelength. But such

Fiq. 6-36.—The maximum conductance component of a load admittance that can
be matched to a transmission lino by the double-stub transformer of Fig. 6-35, plotted
as a function of the spacing bctv/cen the two stubs.

a transformer would require that the stubs present a very low admit-

tance across the line, which may not be obtainable in practice because

of losses in the stub. Also, the tuning will be very critical and the

match very sensitive to slight changes in frequency.

In actual practice, a compromise must be made between the range

of impedances which the transformer is capable of matching and the

ease of obtaining a match. An odd multiple eighth wave spacing is

frequently used; this will match to Yq any admittance whose con-

ductance component is less than 21^0 at the point P.
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An identical analysis holds when the stubs are in series rather than

in shunt except that, in the above expressions, impedance should be

substituted for admittance, reactance for susceptance, etc.

A double-stub transformer will match any impedance to the line

impedance if provision is made for inserting an additional quarter

wavelength of line between the transformer and the load when required.

Fia. S-37.—A tunable triple-stub transformer, used for impedance matching in a coaxial

line.

Triple-stub Transformer.—A transformer suitable for matching

any impedance to any other impedance can be constructed by placing

three adjustable shorting stubs in shunt with line, spaced a quarter

wave apart. If the first and third are ganged together, this transformer

(see Fig. 6-37) has only two adjustments and has an advantage over the

single movable stub in that there is no joint in the main line requiring

sliding contacts.

Eccentric Line Transformer.—To construct an adjustable quarter-

wave transformer, it is necessary to have the characteristic impedance

of the quarter-wave section continuously variable. One way to do

this is to leave the diametric ratio fixed in the quarter-wave section,

but to have the eccentricity between inner and outer conductors varia-

ble. Making the conductors eccentric increases their capacity and so

reduces the characteristic impedance of the line. For the transformer

to cover the entire range of impedances, the eccentricity should be

continuously adjustable from a point where the two conductors are

coaxial to where they are just grazing. The grazing limit cannot be

approached too closely if the transformer is to carry any considerable
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amount of power because of the increased possibility of voltage break-

down with closer spacing.

If the position as well as the eccentricity of the quarter-wave sec-

tion is made variable, this type of transformer will match any imped-

ance to the characteristic impedance of the line.

The characteristic impedance of an eccentric line is given by

Zo = 60 cosh-‘ [A (1 - (6-11)

where the displacement of the axis of the inner conductor from the axis

of the outer conductor is th. Curves that give the variation in char-

Fio. 6-38.—The characteristic impedance of an eccentric coaxial transmission line.

acteristic impedance as a function of the displacement of the center

conductor are given in Fig, 6-38.^ The curves are self-explanatory.

Line-stretcher Transformer.—The power delivery from a generator

to a load, neither of which is matched to the line impedance, can be

varied by varying the length of line between them. This is frequently

done with a ^‘line stretcher. Although line stretchers in general will

not produce a perfect match, they are widely used because of their

simplicity and because they usually increase the power transfer over

what would otherwise be obtained with an arbitrary length of line.

* Brown, G. H., Impedance Calculations for Eccentric Lines, Electronics^ 16,

49 (1942); and Barclay, W., and K. Spanqenbero, Characteristic Impedance of

Eccentric Lines, ElectronicSy 16
, 50 (1942).
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Double-slug Transformer.—A convenient impedance transformer

with no sliding contacts may be made using two reflecting elements,

usually slugs of metal or dielectric.

The reflection introduced by these

slugs is used to cancel any reflected

wave already existing on the line.

Two controls are provided for

these slugs: (1) With the spacing be-

tween held constant, the slugs are

moved along the line. (2) The
spacing between the slugs is varied

by moving each slug an equal

amount in opposite directions.

The advantage of this transformer

is that the first control changes the

phase of the over-all reflection with-

out affecting its magnitude, while

IKi
IISI

gy
{iSsk

Fiq. 6-39,—The double-slug trans-

former, used for imp)edance matching in

a coaxial line.

Fio. 6-40.—The standing-wave ratio

introduced into a matched line by a

double-slug transformer, plotted as a

function of the spacing l^etween the

dielectric slugs, and for different values

of dielectric constant.

the second control varies the magnitude of the over-all reflection with

little effect on the phase (see Fig. 6-39).

It is customary but not necessary to make the two reflecting slugs

electrically a quarter wave long. If this is true, there will be no net

reflection w^hen the two slugs are brought together, and the reflection

will be maximized when the spacing between them is a quarter wave-

length. If the electrical length of the slugs somewhat exceeds a

quarter wavelength, zero reflection will not be found until the spacing

between the slugs approaches a half wavelength. But if the slug length

is less than a quarter wave, a point of zero reflection will be reached as

the slug spacing approaches zero. If a double-slug transformer is to

cover a band of wavelengths, it is advisable to make the slug length

not greater than a quarter wave for the shortest operating wavelength,

as this will minimize the required size of the transformer.

The following analysis assumes that the slugs are electrically a

quarter wave long, fill the line, and are made of dielectric material
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whose constant is €. The results are equally applicable, however, for

any sort of slug that reduces the characteristic impedance of the line

by a factor \/€.

Fio. 6-41.—The shift in phase of the standing waves introduced into a matched trans-

mis.sion line by the double-slug transformer, plotted as a function of the spacing between
the dielectric slugs.

The magnitude of reficction introduced into a matched line by the

transformer is given by

V, j Q - ^
tan fil

F,:

2 +
j ^- + tan 01

(6-12)

where 01 is the electrical distance between the two quarter-wave slugs.

The standing-wave ratio as a function of 01 is plotted in Fig. 6-40

for various values of c. The maximum standing-wave ratio that can

be reached or matched is

The shift in phase A</) of the standing waves with increasing 01 is

given by

(6-13)

This shift in phase is a measure of the extent to which the phase of the

standing-wave ratio is dependent upon the second control, which

primarily controls amplitude. The shift is arbitrarily chosen as zero
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when pi is zero. Curves are given in Fig. 6-41 of this shift as a function

of pi for various values of t. Maximum shift in phase is given by

(6- 14)



CHAPTER 7

GENERAL FORMULAS FOR WAVE GUIDES

1. General Discussion of Wave Guides^

Definition.—Any transmission line is a wave guide in the sense

that it guides electromagnetic waves. The general properties of trans-

mission lines have been discussed in Chaps. 1 to 3. An arbitrary

transmission line has an infinite number of possible modes of trans-

mission, which may be divided into three classes. The first class

includes transverse electromagnetic (TEM) waves. These are limited

in number. When there are only two conductors, only a single TEM
wave, usually known as the ^‘principaP’ wave, can exist. With more

than two conductors, there are more than two principal waves {e.g.,

balanced and unbalanced currents with two wires over ground).

The other two classes (higher modes), transverse electric {TE) and

transverse magnetic are both infinite in number. For the

principal m(xle to exist, the transmission line must have two separated

conductors, and this mode may be carried at any frequency. But

any line will support higher modes if the frequency is sufficiently

‘ Some of the references in which modern wave-pmide theory has been developed

are as follows:

Barrow, W. L., Transmission of Electromagnetic Waves in Hollow Tubes of

Metal, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs.y 24, 1298-1328 (1936).

SouTHwoRTH, O. C., Hyper Frequency Wave Guides—General Considera-

tions and Experimental Results, Bell System Tech. 15, 284-309 (1936).

Carson, J. R., S. P. Mead, and S. A. Schelkunoff, Bell System Tech. J., 15,

310-333 (1936).

Chit, L. J., and W. L. Barrow, Electromagnetic Waves in Hollow Metal

Tubes of Rectangular Cross St'ction, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs.j 26, 1520-1555 (1938).

Since that time detailed discussions have been included in a number of books,

including the following:

Brainard, et al., “Ultra High Frequency Techniques,’’ pp. 455-494, D. Van
Nostrand ('ompany, Inc., New York, 1942.

Sarbacher, R. I., and W. A. Ed.son, “Hyper and Ultra High Frequency

Engineering,’’ John Wiley <fe Sons, Inc., New York, 1943, Chaps. 6-8.

Ramo, S., and J. R. Whinnery, “Fields and Waves in Modern Radio,’'

John Wiley &, Sons, Inc., New York, 1944.

Schelkunoff, S. A., “Electromagnetic Waves,” D. Van Nostrand Company,

Inc., New York, 1943.

Ill
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high. Two separated conductors are not required for lines carrying

energy in the higher modes, and these modes may exist on a line

that is incapable of supporting a principal mode. However, any trans-

mission line of finite cross-sectional dimensions will carry energy in

one or more of these higher modes only if the frequency is above a

critical or cutoff frequency, which is in general different for each

mode.

A wave guide is a transmission line in which the wave propagation

is not in the form of a TEM mode. In this section, consideration will

be limited to transmission lines incapable of supporting TEM waves.

This implies that the transmission lines must not have two separated

conductors. Usually a wave guide consists of a dielectric cylinder

(usually air) of arbitrary cross section, with a closed conducting boun-

dary within which the electromagnetic fields are contained. The
conducting boundary may be omitted, however, and the dielectric

cylinder immersed in a medium of lower dielectric constant; these

wave guides are sometimes called dielectric wave guides,^' or ^Svave

guide without metal walls. The latter notation will be adhered to.

Modes of Transmission.—There are a doubly infinite number of

possible modes by which energy may be carried in a wave guide. Each

of these modes is characterized by a distinctive field configuration,

and each represents a solution of Maxwell’s equations that will fit the

boundary conditions imposed by the particular wave guide.

In any wave guide, the possible modes of transmission may be

divided into two classes, both infinite in number. In one class, the

magnetic field has a component parallel to the guide axis, but the

electric field is everywhere transverse to the axis. For this reason,

waves of this class are referred to as transverse electric, or TE waves.

Waves of this type are also called II waves, as it is only the magnetic

field that has an axial component.

Waves of the second class are characterized by having components

of electric field parallel to the guide axis, but a magnetic field that is

everywhere transverse to the axis. These waves are therefore known
as transverse magnetic, or TM, waves. They are also called E waves.

It is customary to identify individual modes by an additional

subscript notation, the rules of which depend upon the guide configura-

tion. These are discussed in Sec. 7-2 for rectangular, circular, and
elliptical guides.

For any Avave guide, the mode of transmission that has the lowest

cutoff frequency is called the dominant mode.

In this chapter it is assumed that the wave guides are lossless dielec-
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trie cylinders bounded by walls of infinite conductivity. The effects

of imperfections in the dielectric and conducting boundary are discussed

in Chap. 8.

Some definitions introduced and used in this chapter are as follows:

/ frequency

fc frequency at cutoff

X wavelength in free space

Xg wavelength in the wave guide

Xc wavelength at cutoff

Vp phase velocity

Vg group velocity

2. Field Distribution in Wave Guides

Rectangtilar Wave Guides.—The notation applied to rectangular

wave guides is that illustrated in Fig. 7-1.

Individual modes in rectangular wave guide are identified by giving

the class of the transmission mode,

followed by two numerical sub-

scripts. These two subscripts are

integers that indicate the number

of half-period variations in trans-

verse field intensity along the x and

y dimensions of the guide, respec-

tively. For example, the dominant

mode in rectangular wave guide is

the TE 1,0 mode, indicating that the

wave is of the transverse electric

type, that there is a single half-wave variation of transverse field along

the x-axis, and that there is no variation of transverse field along the

y-axis.

The field distribution of the dominant, or TE\,o, mode is shown in

Fig. 7-2. The field equations of this mode are as follows (mks units,

see footnote on page 70)

:

= Hy = 0

Fig. 7-1.—Illustrating the notation used
with rectangular wave guides.

(7-1)
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Fio. 7-2.—The electric and magnetic field of the dominant TA’i.o mode ni a rectan-
gular wave guide. Solid lines indicate electric field, broken lines magnetic field.

Fio. 7-3.—The field configurations associated with various higher modes in a
rectangular wave guide. Solid lines indicate electric field, broken lines magnetic
field.

where B is an arbitrary constant of amplitude. The phase constant 0
is given by

(7^6)
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the quantity k is defined by the equation

Field configurations for a few of the higher modes of transmission

are given in Fig. 7-3, and the corresponding field equations are as

follows (mks units, see footnote on page 70):

TMm.n waves:

Ez = A sin sin cos {wt — pz) (7-7)

Ey — A cos sin sin (cot — fiz) (7-8)
fC 0 0 CL

. 8 rmr . nwy rmrx . , , ^
Ez = A T- — sin cos sm (cot — fiz) (7-9)

K CL 0 CL

//. = 0 (7-10)

Hy = —Aj^^— sin - V - cos sin (ot — fiz) (7-11)
K'" CL 0 d

j, . €0) mr mry . rmrx . / . ^ xHz = /I ^ -7- cos -T~ sin —~ sm (wf — 0z) (7-12)
K 0 0 d

TE„.„ waves:

K. = 0 (7-13)

Ay = Ti — '~ir (7-14)
K d 0 Q

COM rmrx . , ^ . /er rx
Ex = B — sin

,
- cos — sin (cot — ^z) (7-15)

k- h b d

11. = - B cos cos cos (o)/ - 0z) (7-16)

Hy = A ^ sm cos - sm (cof — 0z) (7-17)

/3 7?i7r mry . rmrx . /- io\Hx — B — cos j- sm sm (ot — 0z) (^-18)
K" d 0 d

In these equations, .1 and B are arbitrary constants of amplitude.

The quantity is given by

and the quantity k by

+ p) (7-19)

(7-20)

The conduction current in a wave guide is confined to the inner

surface of the guide, the depth of penetration being determined by
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skin-depth considerations, as outlined in Sec. 2-1. The direction of

current flow is orthogonal to the direction of magnetic field at the

inner surface of the guide. The lines of current flow for the dominant
mode are sho\vn in Fig. 7-4.

Circular Wave Guides.—The notation applied to circular wave
guides is that shown in Fig. 7-5.

For any mode of transmission in a circular wave guide, the trans-

verse field may be resolved into two components, tangential and radial.

Both of these components vary periodically along a circular path

concentric with the wall and vary in a manner related to a Bessel

function of order m along a radius. Any particular mode is identified

Fia. 7-4.—Current flow in the walls of a Fio. 7-5.—Illustrating the no-
rectangular wave guide propagating the TFJi.o tation used with circular wave
mode. guides.

by the notation TJE'm.n or TA/^.n, where m is the total number of full

period variations of either component of field along a circular path
concentric with the wall and n is one more than the total number of

reversals of sign of either component of field along a radial path.

Alternatively, the modes have been identified by the notation

TEn.in and TMn,mj where the variation of transverse field with radial

distance is related to a Bessel function of order n. Either definition

identifies a given mode with the same numerical subscripts.

The dominant mode in circular wave guides, that with the longest

cutoff wavelength, is the TE i,i mode, which corresponds to the

mode in rectangular guide. This mode is shown in Fig. 7-6, along
with a number of other possible modes of transmission. The field

equations of some of these possible modes are as follows (mks units,

see footnote on page 70)

:

TEi,i wave (dominant mode):

Hs ^ BJ
I ^ cos d cos (ut— fix) (7-21)

Hr — Ji (u'^ cos d sin (ojt — 0z) (7-22)



Fiq. 7-6.—The field configurations of various modes in a circular wave guide. Solid

lines indicate electric field, broken lines magnetic field.

TE it.i mode (circular electric mode):

H. BJo cos {ut — fiz) (7-28)
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sin (a)( — /3z)

^ Hr
P

u' = 3.832

(7-29)

(7-30)

(7-31)

(7-32)

TMo.i mode (circular magnetic mode);

E, = dJo yu cos (wi — /3z) (7-33)

Er = -A^^jJu-) sin (coi - fit) (7-34)
u \ a/

E, = //. = //, = 0 (7-35)

//, = - .4 ./ 1 sin (a,< - 0z) (7-36)

“ - 2 "'5 - (")’ - (”)’ (7 -37 )

In these equations, A and B are arbitrary constants determining

amplitude.

Elliptical Wave Guide. ^—A knowledge of the behavior of elliptical

wave guides is of some importance because the inevitable deformations

encountered in a round guide will result in an equivalent ellipticity.

A few of the possible mcxles in an elliptical wave guide are shown in

Fig. 7-7, along with the corresponding mode in round pipe. In gen-

eral, if a round wave guide is deformed, the wave being transmitted

will split into two components that proceed down the pipe with different

phase velocities and different attenuation. This instability will be

found in all cases except the following:

1. When deformation is along an axis of symmetry of the wave.

2. When the wave has circular symmetry {e.g,, TEq i or TMo.i
wave)

.

The notation for elliptical wave guides is similar to that for circular

guides except that there is an additional preceding subscript, indicating

whether the wave is classed as even or odd. The field in an elliptical

wave guide is specified in terms of Mathieu functions, which are of

two kinds, even and odd. Those waves which are specified by the

* Chu, L. J., Electromagnetic Waves in Hollow Pipes of Metal, J. Appl. Phya.

9 ,
483-591 fl938)
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even functions are termed ^'even” waves, and those specified by the

odd functions are termed ^‘odd’^ waves.

3. Cutoff in Wave Guides

All modes of transmission in wave guides, and all modes except the

principal mode in any transmission line, will carry energy down the

m
m

Fig 7-7.- Variou.s inodes of transniis.‘<ion in an elliptical wave guide and the corre-

sponding transnii.ysion niode.s in a circular wave guide. Solid lines indicate electric

field, broken lines magnetic field

line only if the fretiuency is over a certain limiting or cutoff value.

This value depends upon the size and configuration of the line as well

as upon the particular mode of transmission. If these modes are

excited on a line at frequencies below their cutoff frequencies, they will

carry no real energy down tlie line, and the electric and magnetic

fields associated with any given mode will diminish exponentially

with distance from the point of excitation. (The rate of attenuation
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in the cutoff region is covered in Sec. 8-4.) In other words, the action

of a wave guide for any given mode of transmission is similar to a

high-pass filter, with reactive attenuation at frequencies below cutoff.

When the conducting walls are assumed to have infinite conductivity,

the cutoff wavelength and frequency for any given mode have unique

values. But finite losses in the walls will blend together slightly

the regions of cutoff and transmission. Finite losses are not considered

here.

Rectangular Wave Guide.—For any mode of transmission, the

cutoff wavelength Xc is given in terms of the guide dimensions a and

h by

In this formula, m and n are the subscripts denoting the particular

mode under consideration (c.g., TEm.n) and X, is the limiting or cutoff

wavelength. The equation holds for either TE or TM modes of

transmission.

The size of guide necessary for transmission of some of the lower

modes is illustrated in Fig. 7-8. In this figure, b/\ is the ordinate and

a/X the abcissa. The various curves mark the boundary between

sizes where the modes will carry energy and where they are below

cutoff. For example, the TE^.o mode will carry energy in all sizes of

wave guide in which a/X is greater than unity. To allow only the

dominant mode to carry energy, one dimension of the guide should

not exceed X and the other should not exceed X/2.

Circular Wave Guide.—The cutoff wavelength in a circular wave

guide for all modes depends upon the ratio of diameter to wavelength.

For the TEm,n wave, the cutoff wavelength is given by the formula

Xc = 27ra

^ m,n
(7-39)

where a is the radius of the guide. Tlie constant w'm.n is the nth root

of the equation Jm'{u) = 0. Some of the lower values of are

w'o., = 3.832

u'l.i = 1.841

u'j.i = 3.054

n',., = 4.201

u'o.2 = 7.01G

v' i.t
— 5.332

= 6.706

u'z.2 = 8.016

A more extensive listing of these roots is given in Table 13-1.
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Fio. 7-8.—The eiee of pipe necessary for propagation of some of the lower modes

in a rectangular wave guide. The solid lines indicate the boundaries between above

cutoff and below cutoff.

For the TMm.n wave, the cutoff wavelength is given by

X, = — (7-40)
Wm.n

where a is the guide radius and Wm.n is the nth root of the equation

Jm{u) = 0. Some of the lower values of Um.n are

Uo.i = 2.405 uo.2 = 5.520 wo.s = 8.654

ui.i = 3.832 ni.2 = 7.016

W 2.1 = 5.136

A more extensive listing is given in Table 13-1.

In Fig. 7-9 is shown the relation between the ratio a/X and the

cutoff wavelength for several of the lowest modes in circular wave guide.
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Fiq. 7-9.—The ratio of radius to wavelength at cutoff for various modes in a circular

wave guide.

Elliptical Wave Guides.*—The variation in cutoff wavelength with

eccentricity for elliptical wave guide is illustrated for some of the lowest

modes of transmission in Fig. 7-10. In this figure, the ratio of periph-

ery 8 to free-space wavelength at cutoff K is plotted for some modes

as a function of eccentricity result-

ing in both even and odd waves.

Wave Guides Filled with Di-

electric Material.—The cutoff

wavelength Xc' in a hollow-pipe

wave guide filled with dielectric

material of constant e is related to

the cutoff wavelength Xc of the same

pipe when air filled by the formula

Xc' = \4Xc (7-41)

4. Wavelength in Wave Guides

In uniform coaxial lines filled

with air dielectric, the wavelength

in the line is approximately equal

to the free-space wavelength, pro-

vided that the attenuation is small.

In uniform hollow-pipe wave

guides, filled with air dielectric and neglecting attenuation, the wave-

length in the guide always exceeds the free-space wavelength. As the

frequency is unchanged, this would appear to indicate that the velocity

• Chu, L. J., Loc. cU,

Fio. 7-10.—Variation of cutoff wave-
length with eccentricity for elliptical

wave guides of periphery b.
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of propagation of waves in a wave guide exceeds the velocity of light.

Actually, the phase velocity Vp in an air-filled wave guide given by the

formula

t;p = /X, (7-42)

is greater than the velocity of light by the factor X^/X. But the actual

rate of transmission of energy down the guide is the group velocity Vg
;

this is related to the phase velocity by the equation

(7-43)

where c is the velocity of propagation in free space, i.e.y the velocity

of light.

The wavelength in an air-filled hollow-pipe wave guide X„ is related

to the cutoff wavelength in the guide X^ and the free-space wavelength

of the transmitted radiation X by the formula

(7-44)

The wavelength in the guide is always greater than the wavelength in

free space, but only very slightly greater if the guide is operated at a

frequency far above cutoff. As

the frequency is decreased, the free-

space wavelength approaches the

cutoff wavelength of the guide; with

increasing frequency the guide
wavelength becomes increasingly

greater and reaches infinity at cut-

off. The relationships given in Eq.

(7-44) are plotted graphically in

Fig. 7-11. In this figure the ratio

X/Xj, is plotted against the ratio

X/Xc, and the relationship between

the two quantities is seen to be a

quarter circle of unity radius.

If the wave guide is filled with

a perfect dielectric of constant €i,

Fig. 7-11.—Wavelength relation-

ships for any mode of propagation in any
air-filled wave guide.

the wavelength in the guide is given by the equation

(7-45)
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where X is still the free-space wave-length in air and Xc the cutoff wave-
length of the guide when air filled.

6. Power-canying Capacity of Wave Guides.

The maximum power that can be transmitted through a wave
guide will depend upon the maximum electric field strength that can
exist without breakdown. If this maximum allowable field strength

is specified, the maximum power-carrying capacity of the wave guide

can be calculated when the wavelength and the size of the guide are

known. The following theoretical formulas give the maximum power
in terms of the maximum allowable field strength. Experimental data
on allowable field strengths at ultrahigh frequencies indicate that the

value of 30,000 volts/cm is applicable for air-filled guides under
standard sea-level conditions of temperature, pressure, and humidity.

The values given by the equations below are theoretical maximum
powers. Voltage gradients are likely to be higher if there are dis-

continuities in the line, or particles of dirt and dust. Also, voltage

gradients will be higher if the line is not terminated in its characteristic

impedance, and for a given net power flow down the line, the maximum
voltage gradient will be increased by the square root of the voltage

standing-wave ratio on the line. For these reasons the maximum
power that a line will safely carry is usually a fraction of the theo-
retical maximum unless extraordinary precautions are taken.

Rectangular Wave Guide.—The maximum power that can be
carried by a rectangular wave guide operating in the dominant, or

TEi,oj mode with a > b is

= G.63 X I0^*ab (7-46)

If the potential gradient E„^^ is expressed in volts per centimeter, the

dimensions of the guide a and b should be expressed in centimeters for

the powerP to be given in watts. The maximum field intensity occurs
parallel to the narrower dimension of the guide, midway between the
side walls, and is independent of the distance from the wide faces of

the guide.

Circular Wave Guide.—For the dominant, or TiJi.i, mode in

circular wave guide, the relation between maximum power and maxi-
mum allowable field strength is

(7-47)
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where a is the radius of the guide, X is the free-space wavelength, and

\g is the guide wavelength. Maximum field strength is at the center

of the guide.

For the circular magnetic, or TAfo.i, mode, there are two separate

cases:

Case 1: a/\ < 0.761

£, = 7.69X10-g(A) (7^8)

In this case the maximum field intensity is at the center of the

guide.

Case 2: a/X > 0.761

^ = 3.33 X 10-»a2 (7-49)

In this case the maximum field intensity is at r = 0.765a and is

independent of angle.

Variation of Power-carrying Capacity with Altitude.—The varia-

tion of power-carrying capacity with altitude is discussed in Sec. 2-3.

6. Wave Guides without Metal Walls

It is possible for a dielectric cylinder immersed in a medium of

lower dielectric constant to act as a wave guide and transmit energy

in any of a doubly infinite number of higher modes, if the frequency

is above cutoff for these modes. But there are a number of difficulties

that arise in the practical application of these guides.

The fields are not confined within the boundaries of the dielectric

cylinder but extend off toward infinity in the external dielectric

medium. Even when the modes of transmission are a long way from

cutoff, a very considerable fraction of the energy will be carried through

the external dielectric.

Any higher or below-cutoff modes that are excited at a discon-

tinuity will radiate power transversely, and a power loss is associated

with any such discontinuity. In other words, the equivalent circuit

of a discontinuity will contain resistive as well as reactive components.

Any bend or change of direction will excite higher modes and a resulting

energy loss by radiation.

Because the fields extend outside the dielectric cylinder, any
mechanical support for the guide will represent a discontinuity, with a

corresponding loss of power; this is generally tnie of any mechanical

structure brought in proximity with the guide.
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7, Commercially Available Wave Guides and Their Selection

For most practical applications, a wave guide is a rather narrow

band transmission system. If a rectangular wave guide is used in the

customary manner to carry only the dominant mode of transmission,

the free-space wavelength must not exceed twice the width of the

guide, or the guide will be below cutoff for the dominant mode. On
the other end, if the free-space wavelength is equal to or less than the

guide width, the guide will be above cutoff for the TE 2,o mode of

transmission. So a 2:1 frequency range is the theoretical maximum
if higher modes are to be avoided.

For most applications, it is desirable that the frequency range be

still further restricted. The attenuation rises very sharply as cutoff

is approached, and for this reason it is usually desirable to restrict the

maximum operating wavelength to 1.60 or 1.65 times the inside width

of the wave guide. At the short-wavelength end, one should not

approach too near cutoff for the TE 2,0 mode, as it will then attenuate

very slowly when excited by a discontinuity. The minimum oper-

ating wavelength that is recommended is about 1.05 times the inside

width of the guide. If these limits are adhered to, the wave guide

may be used over a frequency range only slightly greater than 1.5:1.

To avoid the TE 0,1 mode of transmission, the inside height of the

guide should be less than a half wavelength at the shortest operating

wavelength and should, therefore, not exceed half the inside width of

the guide. But decreasing the height still further below' this value

^vill increase the attenuation in the guide, which in this region will

be approximately inversely proportional to the height of the guide.

So for minimum attenuation, the inside height of the guide should be

nearly half the width.

The practical band width of a circular wave guide is even less than

a rectangular wave guide. The cutoff wavelength of the dominant,

or TEi,\, mode is given by Xc == 27ra/ 1.841, and for the next mode,

which is the TM q,i mode, Xc = 27ra/2.405. So if the dominant mode
is to be transmitted, and the next mode kept below cutoff, the guide

may be used over a maximum theoretical frequency range of only

1.31:1. The practical necessity of avoiding the very high attenua-

tion close to cutoff reduces the working range to about 1.15: 1.

The TM 0,1 mode in circular guide is sometimes used because of its

circular symmetry. The next mode that is likely to be transmitted is

the TE2,i mode, whose cutoff wavelength is given by Xc = 27ra/3.05.

The maximum theoretical frequency range of a circular guide oper-

ating in the TM0,1 mode is therefore 1 .27 : 1 and the practical operating
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range correspondingly less. The TE\,i mode can also be carried in

the guide and must be avoided by using the proper means of excitation,

or by the use of mode filters.

The working range of the circular guides can in theory be consid-

erably extended by the use of mode filters, which \vi\l permit one mode

Fio. 7-12.—FCC allocations of Nov. 19, 1945, compared with the range for single-mode

propagation of various rectangular wave guides.

to operate but suppress others. Many designs have been proposed,

but there is little information available on their experimental use.

The wall thickness and material of a wave guide should be chosen

primarily on a basis of desired strength and weight, although attenua-

tion and methods of fabrication must also be considered. Brass is the

most widely used material because of its low cost, availability, and

ease of fabrication. Furthermore, the attenuation is not too high

and may be improved by plating. Silver offers lower attenuation, but
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the cost is much greater, and it merits practical consideration only

at frequencies above 10,000 me. Copper is sometimes used. Alu-

minum offers advantages in light weight, but fabrication is more diffi-

cult. Iron or stainless steel tubing is occasionally used, but must be

Table 7-1

Recommended Sizes of Wave Guides
Rectangular Guides

Outer dimensions Wall thickness
Recommended for range

(in.) (in.) 1

Wavelength (cm) Frequency (me)

m X 3 0.081 7.6 -11.8 2,540- 3,950

1 X 2 0.064, 0.081 5 - 7.6 3,950- 6,000

Va. X m 0.064, 0.081 3.7 - 5.7 5,250- 8,150

X i>4 0.064 3.0 - 4.7 6,400-10,000

H X 1 0.050, 0.064 2.4 - 3.7 8,100-12,500

% 0.064 1.7 - 2.6 11,500-17,700

K X M 0.040 1.2 - 1.8 16,600-25,000

K X 0.050 0.9 - 1.4 21,400-33,300

Circular Guides

3 0.065 9.6 -10.9 2,750- 3,130

2« 0.062 8.3 - 9.6 3,130- 3,610

2K 0.065 7.1 - 8.1 3,710- 4,230

2 0.065 6.2 - 7.2 4,170- 4,840

0.065 5.4 - 6.2 4,840- 5,500

0.042 4.7 - 5.4 5,550- 6,380

0.065 4.16- 4.8 6,250- 7,230

0.032 3.6 - 4.15 7,230- 8,330

1 0.032 3.1 - 3.6 8,330- 9,680

H 0.035 2.7 - 3.1 9,680-11,100

Va. 0.032 2.3 - 2.7 11,100-13,050

H 0.020 1.95-2.3 13,050-15,400

0.028 1.7 -2.0 15,000-17,650

H 0.032 1.45- 1.7 1 17,650-20,700

Hi 0.042 1.2 - 1.45 20,700-25,000

H 0.042 1.0 - 1.2 25,000-30,000

carefully plated to avoid high attenuation. Plated plastic tubing has

also been proposed.

Various standard sizes of round and rectangular pipe that are

suitable for wave guides have been recommended by the Subcommittee

on Wave Guide Connectors of the RMA Committee on H.F. Line
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Connectors. These are listed in Table 7-1, along with the range of

wavelengths for which each is suitable.

Unfortunately, the ranges over which the recommended wave

guides may be used do not in all cases agree with the later frequency

allocations of the Federal Communications Commission, and there are

certain assigned bands that are narrow enough to be covered by a

single wave guide, but which are not covered by any of the recom-

mended list of guide sizes. These allocations in the microwave region

Table 7-2

Army-Navy Standard List of Rigid Wave Guides

Dimensions (in.)

AN Type No.

Outside
Wall

thickness

Material

RG 69/U C.CC X 3.41 0.065
1

Brass

RG 48/U 3 X m 0.080 Brass

RG 75/U 3 X 0.080 Aluminum

RG49/U 2 X 1 0.064 Brass

RG 50/U i}>i X K 0.064 Brass

RG 51/U iH X ^ 0.064 Brass

RG 68/U IH X H 0.064 Aluminum
RG 52/U
RG 67/U

1 X H
1 X H
H X

0.050

0.050

Brass

Aluminum
RG 53/U 0.040 Brass

RG 66/U 3^ X 3i 0.040 Silver

are given in Fig. 7-12, along with the frequency ranges for which each

of the recommended guides is suitable.

A further difficulty that arises in the use of standard brass tubing

for wave guides is the lack of close manufacturing tolerances. This is

particularly true of rectangular tubing, which was manufactured pri-

marily for decorative purposes before being used as wave guides and

is, therefore, held to no manufacturing tolerances. This difficulty

has been corrected in part by Army-Navy standardization of certain

of the recommended guide sizes; these sizes may readily be obtained

held to sufficiently close manufacturing tolerances. These standard

guides are listed in Table 7-2, along with the Army-Navy designation.



CHAPTER 8

ATTENUATION IN WAVE GUIDES

In the previous chapter, it was assumed that the wave-guide walls

were of infinite conductivity and that the wave guides were filled with

lossless dielectric. If these assumptions \yere completely justified,

power would be carried down the inside of the wave guide with no

attenuation, provided that the wave guide was not below cutoff

dimensions for the wave being transmitted. In physically realizable

wave guides, the conductivity of the walls is finite, and as a result

the wave is attenuated because of losses in the metal. In addition,

if some dielectric other than air is used inside the guide, the losses in

the dielectric may result in a very rapid attenuation of the transmitted

waves.

1. Conductor Losses

The conductor losses in a wave guide are dependent upon the skin-

depth considerations outlined in Chap. 2. For a given size of wave
guide operating at a given frequency, the attenuation will increase as

the square root of the resi.stivity of the conducting boundary. This is

the same variation with resistivity that is encountered with coaxial

lines. The variation of attenuation with frequency is a more complex

function. Equations for attenuation that apply when the wave guide

is above cutoff are given below. Without exception, these equations

indicate that the attenuation approaches infinity as the frequency

decreases toward cutoff, but the approximations under which these

equations were developed are not valid in the region immediately

adjacent to the cutoff wavelength. More accurate formulas applied

to this region indicate that there is a smooth transition between the

more approximate results that are given below for the above-cutoff

and the below-cutoff regions.

Rectangular Wave Guides.—For a rectangular copper air-filled

wave guide operating in the dominant, or TFi.o, mode, the attenuation

is given by
130
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o.onoj^i(ir^(r

1

where / is operating frequency and Je is the cutoff frequency. The
inner dimensions of the guide, a and are in inches. The larger

dimension is a. If some metal other than copper is used as a con-

ductor, the attenuation given by this formula should be multiplied

by the square root of the ratio of the resistivities. This relative loss

factor is given for a number of metals in Table 2-1.

as

ai

Sin

I

i

0j0(

0.003

a3 1.0 3j0 10 30 100
WAVELENGTH-cm

10® 3X10^ 10^ 3X10® 10* 3X10*

FREQUENCY- MC

Flo. 8-1.—Attenuation as a function of wavelength and frequency in recommended
sites of a rectangular copper wave guide. Hecommendcd limits of operating frequency
are indicated by the vertical bars.

The variation of attenuation with frequency for the various recom-

mended wave guides of Sec. 7-7 is given in Fig. 8-1 over the frequency

range for which each size of guide is recommended. It is assumed

that the guides are copper, and the results are derived from theory.

Experimental values are likely to be slightly higher, depending upon
the surface finish.

Formulas giving attenuation as a function of frequency and guide

dimensions for some other modes of propagation in a rectangular
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copper wave guide are

TE2,q mode:

TEi,i mode:

0.01107

TMi,i mode:

0,01565
[
l(|) +(0

'
1 -iw-' 1

'

'• t

0.01107

j

-

1-01(0"
I

db/ft (8-3)

db/ft (8-4)

As before, the guide dimensions a and 6 are in inches, f is frequency

and fc is the cutoff frequency.

Sit
°«-

i

2X10* 5x10*

rUCQUCNCY— MtCACYCLCS

Fio. 8-2.—Attenuation as a function of frequency for various modes in a typical copper

rectangular wave guide.

The variation with frequency of the attenuation in a typical rec-

tangular wave guide (a = 2 in., 6 = 1 in.) is plotted in Fig. 8-2 for
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some of the lower modes of propagation. The variation with fre-

quency is seen to be similar for all the modes, although the magnitude

of attenuation differs with the mode of propagation.

A term L may be defined as the loss length, or length per unit

attenuation. In Fig. 8-3, the dominant, or TEi,o^ mode of transmission

Fia. 8-3.—The loss length, or length per unit attenuation, for a rectangular copper

wave guide, as related to the oj>erating wavelength and the guide dimensions.

is assumed and L/X^^ is plotted against 2a/X for values of the ratio

h/a that cover the range most commonly used. In this figure the loss

length is in feet per decibel and the factor is in centimeters^^. The

free-space wavelength is X. The conducting material is assumed to

be copper. These curves permit rapid calculation of attenuation for

any signal of arbitrary wavelength in a wave guide chosen ^vithin the

range commonly used.

Circular Wave Guides.—The attenuation formulas for conductor

losses in circular wave guides are as follows:
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For TE 1,1 mode (dominant mode)

:

0.00423 \fj
^

2.38 \fj

For TMo 1 mode (circular magnetic mode):

iff
etc =

0.00485

fcj

- 1

For TE 0,1 mode (circular electric mode):

IL
0.00611 ay

A -1

db/ft (8-5)

db/ft

db/ft

(8-6)

(8-7)

where / is frequency and fc the cutoff frequency. These formulas

assume air-filled copper guides with the radius a in inches. For

different conductor materials, the attenuation given by these formulas

Fio. 8-4.—Attenuation as a function of frequency for some of the lower transmission

modes in a circular copper wave guide, 2 in. in diameter.
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should be multiplied by the square root of the ratio of the resistivities

of the different conductors. This factor is given for a number of

different materials in Table 2-1.

The variation of attenuation with frequency for a round copper

wave guide 2 in. in diameter for each of the foregoing modes is given

uo

03

0.1

5 OJ03

D
z

5
OjOI

0P03

a3 13 10 30 too
WAVELENGTH-cm

10* 3X10^ 10^ 3X10* 10* 3X10*

FREQUENCY * MC

Fio. 8-5.—Attenuation as a function of wavelength and frequency for recom-
mended sixes of circular copper wave guides. The vertical bars indicate the limits of

the recommended operating range.

in Fig. 8-4. It is interesting to note that, for a given size guide, the

attenuation of the TE o,i mode decreases without limit with increasing

frequency. Experimental verification of this is lacking, and the

anomalous attenuation characteristic is lost if the guide is elliptical.

Additional effects of ellipticity are given in the following section of

this chapter.

The variation of attenuation with wavelength for the various

recommended circular wave guides of (Sec. 7-7) is plotted in Fig. 8-5.

This is for the TEi,i mode of transmission in airfilled copper wave

guide. For different conductor materials the value of attenuation
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given by this figure should be multiplied by the appropriate loss factor

given in Table 2-1.

The loss length L is defined as the length of line per unit attenua-

tion. In Fig. 8-6 the term L/X’^ is plotted against 2a/X for the fore-

Fio. 8-6.—Loss length, or length per unit attenuation, for three transmission modes in

circular copper wave guides.

going three modes of transmission. In this figure, L is in feet per

decibel, the radius a is in centimeters, and the factor is in centi-

meters’^. The free-space wavelength is X. The wave guide is assumed

to be copper, air filled.

Effect of EUipticity on Attenuation in Circular Wave Guides.^—If a

circular wave guide is deformed or made elliptical, the transmission

through the guide will be affected, as outlined in Sec. 7-2, page 118.

The attenuation of the guide will also be affected. The notation

^ Chu, L. J., Electromagnetic Waves in Hollow Pipes of Metal, J. Appl. Phy%.^

•, 488-591 (1938).
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applied here to modes of transmission in elliptical guide shall be the

same as used in Chap. 7. The following conclusions may be drawn
regarding the effect of ellipticity upon attenuation, with the perim-

eter of the pipe held constant.

1.

The attenuation of the eTEo,i and eTilfo.i waves will always
increase as the ellipticity increases.

In addition, the eTEo^i wave will

not have an attenuation that de-

creases indefinitely with increas-

ing frequency unless the ellipticity
f

2. The attenuation of the is L4

oTEi,i and waves will not be //
appreciably affected by the ellip- *!'*' */ /
ticity. j

3. The attenuation of the

fTE\,\ and the oTM\,\ waves will

increase with increasing ellipticity lo —

except in the case of the eTEi,i

wave very near cutoff. i

The minimum attenuation | J
that can be obtained as a function t

of frequency is plotted in Fig. 8-7
"

as a function of the ellipticity of —
the guide for the preceding modes

of propagation. The periphery

is assumed to be held constant at

40 cm, and the minimum attenu- /
ation is given in decibels per mile

for copper air-filled guide. In 3 a i ia .4 a a i
1 - AX ODD ECCENTRICITY EVEN

general, the variations in attenu-
,. . . , , , Fig. 8-7.—The minimum attenuation

ation are not important except can be attained by varying the fre-

for large deformations. quency in an elliptical copper wave guide,

^ 0*1 J with the periphery held constant at 40 cm.
Comparison of Theoretical and

Measured Attenuation in Wave Guides.—The preceding sections of

this chapter have given values of attenuation that are derived from

theoretical considerations. These values represent minimum limits of

attenuation that are approached more or less closely by the actual

guides. General considerations that apply to the problem of losses in

a practical guide are discussed in Sec. 2-1.

The losses in a drawn-brass rectangular wave guide usually

approach closely the minimum values predicted by theory.

Fig. 8-7.—The minimum attenuation
that can be attained by varying the fre-

quency in an elliptical copper wave guide,

with the periphery held constant at 40 cm.
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Conductor Losses in Dielectric-filled Wave Guides.—If a wave

guide is filled with a dielectric, there will be losses introduced by the

^electric, and in addition, the copper losses will be affected by the

presence of the dielectric material. The equations given in this section

for losses in an air-filled guide may be applied to wave guides filled

with a dielectric w^hose constant is €i if some slight corrections are

made, as follows:

1. Wherever the cutoff frequency in the air-filled guides appears

in the equations, substitute the cutoff frequency in the dielectric-filled

guide /c'. These terms are related by the equation

/«' = (8-8)

2. Multiply the modified expression by the factor € 1^. In other

words, if the original expression for attenuation in an air-filled guide

was a knowm function of the frequency/, cutoff frequency /c, and wave-

guide dimensions a and 6,

a = F(J, a, h, fc)

the modified expression for attenuation in the same wave guide filled

with a dielectric whose constant is €1 will be

a = a, 6,//) =
(f, a, b, J^\

vtJ
(8-9)

This expression takes into consideration only the effect upon conductor

losses of having a dielectric inside the guide and does not include losses

resulting from the finite power factor of the dielectric.

2. Dielectric Losses

In a wave guide filled with dielectric material, there will be losses

resulting from the imperfections of the dielectric as well as from the

finite conductivity of the conducting walls. These dielectric losses

may be calculated by assuming the dielectric constant to be complex

for actual dielectrics although real for perfect dielectrics. The dielec-

tric constant may therefore be written

€l = €1' ~ j€i"

and the loss tangent of the dielectric is defined as

(8-10)
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The loss tangent of the dielectric is equal to the power factor, defined by

Power factor = cos (90° — 5) (8-12)

for all but very lossy dielectrics.

If an ideal dielectric whose constant is ei is assumed, the cutoff

wavelength X/ in the dielectric-filled guide will be

X/. = Xc (8-13)

where Xc is the cutoff wavelength in the same guide when filled with

air. Inserting a dielectric with a constant greater than unity ^^^ll

increase the cutoff wavelength of the guide and permit it to transmit

power at lower frequencies than would otherwise be possible. But,

in general, losses in the dielectric are so high that the saving in space

is more than compensated for by the increased attenuation. On the

other hand, it is quite feasible to construct satisfactory fixed attenu-

ators by using a wave guide filled with a lossy dielectric.

The wavelength in a guide filled with an ideal dielectric whose

constant is ci has been given in Sec. 7-4, page 123,

X. = (8-14)

where X is the free-space wavelength and Xc is the cutoff wavelength

of the empty guide. If the dielectric is not perfect, the exact wave-

length in the guide is

X. =

(X/Xc)^]'
+

1

(8-15)

which reduces to the approximate formula

X
X„ =

4‘'
-
(s)

(8-16)

for all except the most lossy dielectrics.

The exact formula for attenuation in a wave guide resulting from

an imperfect dielectric is

oiD “ 830 db/ft (8-17)

where X,, the guide wavelength given above, and the free-space wave-
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length X are in centimeters. In all cases where the approximate cal-

culation for wavelength is justified, the attenuation may be expressed

as

«« = 830 db/ft (8-18)

3. Attenuation Resulting from Both Conductor and Dielectric Losses

The total attenuation in a wave guide resulting from both con-

ductor and dielectric losses may be obtained from the equation

ar = Ofc + OCD (8-19)

in which ar is the total attenuation, ac is -the attenuation resulting

from conductor losses, and ao is the attenuation resulting from dielec-

tric losses. When conductor losses are calculated, care should be

taken to use the modified equations that take into account the effect

of the dielectric upon conductor losses. In the practical problems

usually encountered, however, the dielectric losses are considerably

greater than the conductor losses.

4. Attenuation in a Wave Guide below Cutoff

If, in a wave guide with perfectly conducting walls, a possible mode
of transmission is excited at a frequency that is below cutoff for that

particular mode, no energy will be transmitted through the guide from

the point of excitation. The input impedance of the guide will be a

pure reactance for the mode below cutoff, and the field intensity

associated with the cutoff mode will diminish exponentially from the

point of excitation.

The field strength in the guide, as a function of distance from the

point of excitation, will vary as

E = Eoe-~**‘

where Eo is the initial amplitude at the

attenuation is given by

where X<. is the cutoff wavelength of the air-filled guide, X is the wave-
length in free space at the frequency of excitation, and e is the dielectric

constant of the dielectric medium inside the conducting boundary.

(8-20)

point of excitation. The

db/unit length (8-21)
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The attenuation in a guide below cutoff is plotted as a function of the

ratio Xc/X in Fig. 8-8. When the free-space wavelength is much
greater than the cutoff wavelength, i.e., when the frequency of excita-

tion is much less than the cutoff frequency, the attenuation in the

Fio. 8-8.—Tho attenuation in below-cutoff wave guides.

guide becomes very nearly independent of frequency and approaches

a limiting value of

=: db/unit length (8-22)
Ac

as the wavelength becomes very large and the frequency correspond-

ingly low. As before, the term Xc is the cutoff wavelength of the guide

when air-filled, but in both Eqs. (8-21) and (8-22) the answer will

be correct whether the guide is air-filled or filled with a dielectric

with a constant of €.

Wave guides below cutoff frequency are frequently used as variable

attenuators, because for any single mode of excitation, the attenua-

tion measured in decibels is a linear function of the length of the wave

guide. The two modes most commonly used in circular guide and

their respective attenuations are

TEi,i mode:

db/unit length (8-23)

7’Afo.i mode:

—^(-7 -(?;)• db/unit length (8-24)

where a is the guide radius and X is the free-space wavelength.



CHAPTER 9

OBSTACLES, DISCONTINUITIES, AND JUNCTIONS

1. General Discussion

Coupling between Modes at an Obstacle.—In general, a metallic

obstacle placed in a wave guide will affect the transmission of an elec-

tromagnetic wave through the guide. The guide may be restricted

in size so that only the dominant mode is above cutoff. The obstacle

will then cause a partial reflection of a traveling wave in the dominant

mode and is equivalent to a discontinuity on a transmission line (see

Sec. 1-5). In addition, higher modes that are below cutoff will usually

be excited at the discontinuity. These will diminish rapidly with

distance from the point of excitation and are usually of no consequence

at a distance from the discontinuity equal to or greater than the

transverse dimensions of the guide.

If there is more than one mode above cutoff, but only one mode is

being used for energy transmission, a metallic obstacle may excite

other modes above cutoff, and in general an obstacle will couple energy

between the different modes of transmission unless reasons of polariza-

tion or symmetry prevent interaction.

Equivalent Circuit Representation of Wave-Guide Structiures.

—

The effect of an obstacle in a wave guide may be accounted for by
setting up an equivalent circuit in terms of lumped constants. This

may be done at any single frequency, but in general the parameters of

the equivalent circuit will vary with frequency, and the sign of a cir-

cuit parameter does not necessarily imply anything as to its frequency

dependence. The choice of an equivalent circuit will depend upon

what planes in the wave guide are chosen for reference.

Furthermore, if two obstacles are placed sufficiently close together

to permit interaction of the below-cutoff modes excited at the obstacles,

the equivalent circuit of the obstacles will be modified by this coupling

between them.

If the obstacle has longitudinal dimensions that are very small,

an equivalent circuit may be used which consists of a single shunting

reactance located precisely at the point of discontinuity. If the

obstacle has finite thickness, and a single reference plane is chosen at

142
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the center of the obstacle, the equivalent circuit is usually a more

complex tee or pi network, which approaches a simple shunting react-

ance as the thickness approaches zero.

For more complex structures,

such as tee junctions, a variety of

equivalent circuits may be deter-

mined with different planes chosen

for reference, and the ones that are

shown in this chapter have no

special virtues other than possible

simplicity and ease of application.

Applicability of Equivalent Cir-

cuits.—In general, the results given

in this chapter should be applied

only when the wave guide is re-

stricted in size so as to be above cut-

off for only the dominant mode.

Some of the results, in theory at

least, may be extended outside this

range when the discontinuities do

not excite other modes that are

above cutoff, but machining inac-

curacies in a practical structure will

often make it impossible to meet the

theoretical requirements.

The accuracy of the theoretical

curves given in this section varies,

but most of the theoretical values

are good within ± 5 per cent or less.

Fig. 9-1.—The equivalent suscep-

tance of a thin, symmetrical inductive

window in a rectangular wave guide.

The curves are theoretical, and experi-

mental points are given for a/X » 0.80,

X = 6.0 cm, and thickness of i*'-

Greater discrepancies with experimental results are usually attribut-

able to experimental error.

2. Metallic Windows

A thin plate of metal that partially blocks the guide and is placed

perpendicular to the axis of a wave guide has an equivalent circuit

consisting of a susceptance shunted across the guide, at the location

of the plate. The magnitude of the susceptance, its frequency depend-

ence, and its sign depend upon the size and location of the opening in

the plate.

Rectangular Wave Guides. Symmetrical Inductive Windows ,

—

When the window opening in a thin diaphragm extends completely
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across the guide and is symmetrically located with the sides parallel

to the electric field (Fig. 9-1), the equivalent circuit is an inductive

reactance shunted across the guide. The theoretical reactance is

given by

to a good approximation. Results that are predicted by theory are

plotted in Fig. 9-1 for two values of the parameter a/\. Some experi-

mental results, which were measured with windows of thick-

ness, are compared with this theory.^ The quantitative effect of

finite thickness is difficult to calculate theoretically, but finite thick-

ness will tend to increase the equivalent susceptance of the windows,

and series-resistance terms will also be introduced into the equivalent

circuit of the structure if the reference plane is chosen at the center of

the ^vindow.

Approximate calculations have been made which estimate the

coupling (between symmetrical inductive windows in rectangular

wave guide) that results from interaction of the higher order fields.

The extent of the coupling will increase with window susceptance. For

a half wave-guide wavelength spacing between windows, the interac-

tion will be negligible, and at a quarter wave-guide wavelength spacing

the interaction will usually be small, but at an eighth wavelength

spacing, it may be considerable. The extent of the interaction will

increase as the susceptance of the windows increases.

Asymmetrical Inductive Windows ,—When the window opening in a

thin metal diaphragm extends completely across a wave guide with

the sides parallel to the electric field, and one side of the window coin-

cides with one edge of the guide (Fig. 9-2), the equivalent circuit is

again a shunt inductive susceptance. A theoretical expression has

been calculated giving this equivalent susceptance, and the results

are presented graphically in Fig. 9-2. Some experimental results are

compared with this theory.^ These experimental results were taken

with diaphragms ^'^2 thick, and the experimental susceptances are

therefore somewhat higher than predicted by theory.

The asymmetrical inductive window is sometimes preferred to the

^Theoretical formula and curves are given in ^^Wave Guide Handbook,^' Ist

rev. ed., M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory, Kept. 43, Feb. 7, 1944 (not an official

report). Experimental data from Sperry Gyroscope Company, Inc.

Note: footnotes are numbered by chapter.
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symmetrical window because of its greater mechanical simplicity, but
its susceptance is a more rapidly changing function of frequency when
the guide is near cutoff for the TE 2,o mode.

Inductive Strip ,—When the obstacle is a thin strip of metal extend-
ing across the wave guide and is centered in the guide with its sides

The curves are theoretical, and experi- Fig. 9-3.—The equivalent circuit of
mental points are given for a/X = 0.80, a thin inductive strip in a rectangular
X «“ 6.0 cm, and thickness of wave guide. The curves are theoretical.

parallel to the electric field, its equivalent circuit is again an inductive

susceptance shunted across the guide. The results of a theoretical

calculation are given in Fig. 9-3.

Symmetrical Capacitive Windows ,—When the window opening in a

thin diaphragm extends completely across the guide and is sym-
metrically located with the sides perpendicular to the electric field

(Fig. 9-4), the equivalent circuit is a capacitive reactance shunted

across the guide. The results of a theoretical calculation for the

susceptance are plotted in Fig. 9-4.^

‘Theoretical formula and curves are given in “Wave Guide Handbook,” 1st

rev. ed., M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory, Rept. 43, Feb. 7, 1944 (not an official

report).
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Asymmetrical Capacitive Windows.—If the window opening in a

thin metal diaphragm extends completely across the guide with one

edge of the window coinciding with an edge of the guide that is per-

pendicular to the electric field (Fig. 9-4), the same theoretical curves

may be used that apply to the

symmetrical capacitive window, if

\g is replaced by X^/2.

Fio. 9-4.—The equivalent suscept-

ance of thin capacitive windows in a

rectangular wave guide. The curves

are theoretical.

ness upon the equivalent susceptance

of capacitive windows in a rectangular

wave guide. The curves are theoretical,

and the experimental points are for

X * 6.0 cm, b/\g »• 0.29, and t * 0.081

cm.

Capacitive Strip.—If the thin diaphragm reduces to a metallic

strip extending across the guide with its edges perpendicular to the

electric field, and symmetrically located with respect to the side walls

(Fig. 9-4), the same theoretical curves may be applied as for the sym-

metrical capacitive window.

Finite Thickness for Capacitive Windows.—Finite thickness of a

capacitive window of the types illustrated in Fig. 9-4 may be taken

into account by use of the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 9-5. If

the window thickness is finite but much less than a wavelength, the

admittance at the input face of the window will be
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where

_B _ Bo ^(b _ d\

Yo Yo K \d b)

G 2iri Bod
To~ \Tob

(9-3)

(9-4)

The normalized susceptance of the infinitely thin window is

Bo/Yof and t is the window thickness. This thickness correction must

usually be made if theoretical results are to give good agreement with

Fig. 9-6.—The equivalent susceptance of a circular aperture in a circular wave
guide. The exi>erimental points are for X = 3.20 cm, \g =5.15 cm, and window thick-

ness of hi 2 in.

experimental measurements. The measured susceptances at X * 6

cm of asymmetrical capacitive windows of thickness are

compared with the theoretical results with and without the correction

for finite thickness in Fig. 9-5.

Circular Wave Guides. Circular Aperture ,—The equivalent

circuit of a thin metallic diaphragm with a circular aperture, in a cir-
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cular wave guide that is above cutoff for the dominant (TEi,i) mode
only (Fig. 9-0), is an inductive susceptance shunted across the guide.

Figure 9-6® shows experimental results for windows of 3^2 thickness.

Fio. 9-7.—The effect of finite thickness upon the equivalent-circuit parameters of a

circular window in a circular wave guide.

If the window is of finite thickness, and the reference planes are

chosen at the faces of the window, the equivalent circuit will be a tee

network, as shown in Fig. 9-7. In this figure, the parameters of the

network are plotted as a function of the diaphragm thickness for a

given aperture diameter, wavelength and guide size also being held

constant.®

Circular Disk ,—A thin circular metallic disk centrally located in a

circular wave guide that is above cutoff for the dominant {TEi,\)

* Wave Guide Handbook,” Ist rev. ed., M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory, Kept.

43, Feb. 7, 1944.
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mode only has an equivalent circuit that consists of a capacitive sus-

ceptance shunted across the guide. Some experimental results that

give this susceptance as a function of diameter are plotted in Fig. 9>8.^

Fio. 9-8.—The equivalent susceptance of a thin circular disk centrally located in a

circular wave guide.

3. Metallic Posts

Inductive Posts.—A round metallic post symmetrically located in

a rectangular wave guide parallel to the electric field (Fig. 9-9) has

an approximate equivalent circuit consisting of an inductive suscept-

ance shunted across the guide. The reference plane is chosen at the

center of the post.

To a better approximation, the equivalent circuit is a symmetrical

tee network; this more complex representation is necessary because

of the finite thickness of the post. The results of a calculation that

give the parameters of this equivalent circuit as a function of the post

diameter are given in Figs. 9-9 and 9-10. The magnitude of the reflec-

tion that will be set up in a matched line by an inductive post may be

calculated with an error of a few per cent or less if only the shunt arm

of the network is considered, but the series arms have an appreciable

* Data from Frank, N. H., M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory, Sec. T, Kept. 9,

Sept. 24, 1942.
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effect upon the phase of the reflection. Theoretical and experimental

results are compared in Fig. 9~9, the series arm being neglected in

this comparison as only the magnitude of the reflection was measured.

Capacitive Posts.—A round metallic post symmetrically located

in a rectangular wave guide perpendicular to the electric field has an

wave guide parallel to the electric field. The curves are theoretical, and the experi-

mental points are for X/a = 1.26.

Fio. 9-10,—An additional parameter for the equivalent circuit of a metallic post

centrally located in a rectangular wave guide parallel to the electric field (see Fig. 9-9).

The curve is theoretical.

equivalent circuit consisting of a capacitive susceptance shunted across

the guide. Some experimental results that give the magnitude of this

susceptance as a function of the post diameter are given in Fig. 9-11.*^

4. Resonant Structures in Wave Guides

Certain structures, when placed in a wave guide, exhibit resonance

phenomena. If the axial dimensions of the structure are very small,

the equivalent circuit at any frequency is a susceptance shunted across

the guide. But the frequency dependence of this susceptance is similar

* Experimental data from the Sperry Gyroscope Company, Inc.
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to that of a resonant circuit shunting the guide, and the equivalent

circuit is often drawn as a resonant circuit to indicate this frequency

dependence.

Fiq. 9-11.—The equivalent suaceptance of a metallic post centrally located in a
rectangular wave guide perpendicular to the electric field. The curves and points are
experimental, with b/a = 0.466.

These equivalent resonant circuits may be either series or parallel

resonant, indicating that at some frequency the shunting susceptance

passes through infinity or zero, respectively. The product of the

equivalent circuit parameters may be determined from the resonant

frequency fo of the structure.

vrc - iys,

For the parallel resonant circuit, the normalized ratio of these param-
eters may be found by measuring the slope of the susceptance-fre-

quency characteristic in the neighborhood of resonance.

(9-6)
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In these equations, /o is the resonant frequency and A/ the frequency

deviation from resonance. For the series resonant circuit, the react-

ance passes through zero at resonance and in the vicinity of resonance

is given by

r̂r ^ rr (9-7)

For the parallel resonant obstacle, which allows complete energy

transmission past the obstacle at the resonant frequency, a loaded Q

Fio. 9-12.—The reactance-wavelength characteristics of resonant posts in a rectangular

wave guide. Curves and points are experimental.

is sometimes defined as the Q of the equivalent circuit when paralleled

by the guide impedance. This loaded Q of a resonant circuit is equal

to its normalized characteristic admittance \/C/L/Yoj and Eq. (9-6)

may therefore be rewritten

^ = (9-8)

Resonant Posts.—A metallic post centrally located in a wave

guide and extending part way across the guide parallel to the electric

held will exhibit resonance phenomena similar to a shunting series
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resonant circuit. For a given wave guide and post diameter, a length

may be found that sets up an infinite reflection at any given frequency

within the normal operating range of the guide. Usually this resonant

length approximates a quarter wave

in free space, if the height of the QuiwTEj wjw icJTH

guide is appreciably greater. *

^

The reactance-wavelength char- /

acteristics of three typical resonant

posts as determined experimentally ^
are plotted in Fig. 9-12. Some ex-

perimentally determined resonant
I | | | | | |

lengths for posts of various diam- 040 OAO 0J$0 070 OMO > 040

eters are given in Fig. 9-13. The
t° Fig. 9-13.—The length for resonance

factors \/L/C for these same posts for metallic posts with rounded ends
• • TT** rk t Cl X centrally located in a rectangular wave

are given in Fig. 9-14. Some typ-

ical curves giving susceptance as a

function of probe lengths are shown in Fig. 9-15. All these experi-

mental data were taken with posts that ended in half spheres whose

diameters were those of the posts. Cutting the ends of the posts off

square would appreciably change these data.

OjtO 070

i -INCHES

Fig. 9-13.—The length for resonance
for metallic posts with rounded ends
centrally located in a rectangular wave
guide.

V«“

Fig. 9-14.—The normalized characteristic impedance \/L/C/Zo of resonant posts in a
rectangular wave guide, as a function of wavelength and post diameter.

Resonant Rings.—Another example of a series resonant structure

in wave guide is the resonant ring. This is a conducting ring that

exhibits resonance phenomena when placed perpendicular to the axis

of a wave guide. No theoretical information is available.
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The measured shunt susceptance of a circular ring of square cross

section mounted centrally in a circular wave guide operating in the

TEi,i mode is shown as a function

of s/\ in Fig. 9-16. In this figure

s is the mean circumference of the

ring and X the free-space wave-

length. Resonance occurs when
the mean circumference is some-

what longer than a free-space wave-

length.

The measured susceptance of a

rectangular resonant ring is plotted

in Fig. 9-17 as a function of the

mean perimeter of the ring. This

parameter seems to be the reso-

nance-determining factor more than

does the shape of the ring. Here

again the resonance occurs at a

mean perimeter somewhat greater

than a free-space wavelength.

Rectangular ResonantWindows
in Thin Diaphragms.—A metal dia-

phragm with a rectangular opening

exhibits a susceptance-frequency

characteristic similar to that of a

parallel resonant circuit shunting

the guide. For a centrally located

window in a rectangular guide operating in the dominant mode, it has

been found empirically that the approximate dimensions for resonance

are obtainable from the relation

Fio. 9-15.—The normalized suscept-

ftnce of resonant post.s in a rectangular

wave guide, as a function of post length

and wavelength.

where a and h are the guide dimensions, a' and b' are the dimensions

of the opening, with a' being measured parallel to a and b' parallel to

b. The free-space wavelength is X. The results expressed in this

equation can be represented by the following geometrical construction.

In the center of the cross section of the guide, lay out a line of length

X/2, parallel to the larger dimension of the guide, and centered with

respect to the walls. Draw hyperbolas whose axes are parallel to the

guide walls passing through the ends of this line and also through
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Fig. 9-16.—The normalized susceptance of a resonant ring in a circular wave guide, with

8 the mean perimeter of the ring and the free-space wavelength X = 3.20 cm.

Fiq. 9-17.—The normalized susceptance of a rectangular ring in a rectangular wave
guide, with w — f — 0.040 in. and the free-space wavelength X 3.20 cm.
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the corners of the wave guide. This is illustrated in Fig. 9-18. The
approximate dimensions of a resonant rectangular opening are then

those of any rectangle whose comers

lie on the hyperbola and whose sides

are parallel to the walls of the guide.

This approximate formula has been

checked experimentally with a large

number of openings. The experiment-

ally determined resonant wavelength

has always fallen within 5 per cent of

the predicted value, and usually much
closer. The thickness of the diaphragm

appears to have little effect upon the

required dimensions for resonance for thicknesses up to 0.04 experi-

mental data are not available for thicker windows.

—

.

Lm0ssm _i
tm b' !
1

mxxmm
\/z —

^

Fig. 9-18.—Resonant rectan-

gular window in a rectangular wave
guide.

Fig. 9-19.—The normalized characteristic admittance of resonant windows in a

rectangular wave guide. The resonant wavelength in all ca.ses was approximately

5.8 cm.

A series of resonant diaphragms designed according to Eq. (9-9)

will all have approximately the same resonant wavelengths, but the

normalized characteristic admittance or loaded Q will increase with

decreasing height of the window and will also increase with increasing

thickness of the diaphragm. Some typical experimental data that

give the normalized characteristic admittance of some typical windows

as a function of the ratio a'/b' are shown in Fig. 9-19.

Equivalent Series and Parallel Resonant Structures.—A variety

of apertures in thin diaphragms act as parallel resonant circuits shunt-

ing the wave guide. For each of these apertures, it is usually possible

to find a corresponding obstacle that acts as a series resonant circuit

shunting the guide. Some typical parallel resonant transmitting

diaphragms in round wave guide carrying only the dominant mode are
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TRANSMITTERS REFLECTORS

Fia. 9-20.—Resonant structures i a circular wave guide. Electric field vertically

polarized.

shown in Fig. 9-20, along with the corresponding series resonant

reflecting obstacles.

6. Tee Junctions®

A junction of three wave guides is easily dealt with when an equiva-

lent circuit can be set up. A variety of circuits may be developed in

all cases experimentally and in some cases theoretically, the precise

circuit depending upon what planes are chosen for reference. The
• Allanson, J. T., R. Cooper, and T. G. Cowling, The Theory and Experi-

mental Behavior of Right-angled Junctions in Rectangular-section Wave Guides

J. Inst. Elect, Engrs. (London), May, 1946, pp. 177-187.
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circuits presented here have been developed from an approximate

theory, but the results check very well with experimental measure-

ments. The form of the equivalent circuit has been chosen for greatest

ease of application.

It is first necessary to introduce the concept of “characteristic

planes in the three guides. The three guides are joined in an arbi-

trary manner, as illustrated in Fig. 9-21. Energy is fed in one line

Fio. 9-21.—Characteristic planes associated with a wave-guide junction.

and extracted from a second, while the third is short-circuited. It is

found that there are a number of positions of the short circuit, placed

a half wavelength apart, at which no power will flow into the second

arm, and an infinite standing-wave ratio will be set up in the input

guide. These positions of the short are termed “characteristic

planes^' of the guide, and the voltage nodes of the standing waves will

fall at the characteristic planes of the input line.

If characteristic planes in the three guides are chosen as reference

planes, the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 9-22 may be applied. The
three guides are coupled by an ideal transformer, and an additional

susceptance is coupled to the transformer. If, in addition to the loca-

tion of the characteristic planes, the turns ratios of the equivalent

transformer and the magnitude of the junction susceptance are known,

the behavior of a wave-guide junction under all conditions is completely

predictable at a distance far from the fringing fields.

For a symmetrical tee stub, as illustrated in Fig. 9-23, the turns

ratios for arms 1 and 3 will be equal {n\ = rtz). If the branching
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wave guide is shorted, there will be a normalized susceptance introduced

at the junction of

where A = (n2/ni)^ and rii = rii.

Fio. 9-22.—Equivalent circuit involving ideal transformers that may be used for a wave-
guide junction referred to the characteristic planes.

1 T

1 ^ ^ 2 »1

Fig. 9-23.—Notation used with the equivalent circuit of a tee junction in a wave gtude.

In Fig. 9-23 and the curves of Figs. 9-25 through 9-28, the following

terms are used:

\\) A = (n^/niy.

(2) B/Yo = junction susceptance normalized to impedance of lines

1 and 3.

(3) z = distance from the stub center to the nearest characteris-

tic points of arms 1 and 3.
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(4) y' = distance from the stub entry to the nearest characteristic

point of arm 2.

(5) t/" = distance from the stub entry at which a short must be

placed in the stub to ensure no reflection at the junction of a wave

incident from arm 1 or 3.

E - PLANE OR SERIES TEE H- PLANE OR SHUNT TEE

Fig. 9-24.—Two types of tee junction commonly employed with a rectangular wave
guide.

xg

Fio. 9-25.—Parameters for use with

the equivalent circuit of the //-plane

tee.

There are two kinds of rectangular wave-guide tee junctions to be

considered. These are illustrated in Fig. 9-24.

1. ff-plane tee or shunt tee. The branch guide is taken off the

narrow side of the main guide in the plane of the magnetic held. This
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is called a “shunt tee” because a signal fed in the branch guide will

divide at the junction and be in phase in arms 1 and 3 at points equi-

distant from the junction. The parameters of the equivalent circuit

for an H-plane tee are given in Figs. 9-25 and 9-26.

Fig. 9-27.—Parameters for use with Fig. 9-28.—Parameters for use with

the equivalent circuit of the FJ-plane the equivalent circuit of the j^-plane

tee. tee.

2. F-plane tee or series tee. The branch guide is taken off the

wide side of the main guide in the plane of the electric field. This is

called a “series tee” because a signal fed in the branch guide will

divide at the junction and be out of phase in arms 1 and 3 at points

equidistant from the junction. The parameters of the equivalent

circuit for an £J-plane tee are given in Figs. 9-27 and 9-28.



CHAPTER 10

MISCELLANEOUS WAVE-GUIDE STRUCTURES

1. Changes of Direction and Polarization

Bends.—The direction of transmission in a wave guide may be

changed by bending the axis of the guide. A wave guide of uniform

cross section whose axis is an arc of a circle will have a slightly different

characteristic impedance from a guide of equivalent cross section

whose axis is straight, and as a result there will be impedance discon-

tinuities where the bent guide joins a straight section. In addition to

a real discontinuity of impedance, there is likely to be a reactive dis-

continuity because of excitation of other

below-cutoff modes at the junction. If

more than one mode is above cutoif, there

may be coupling between these above-cut-

off modes at the junction, but considera-

tion will be limited to the cases for which

only the dominant mode can carry energy.

Circular Wave Guide .—A bend in circular wave guide (Fig. 10-1)

carrying the dominant {TEi,\) mode will, in general, cause elliptical

polarization of the wave unless the bend is in one of the planes of mode
symmetry. The amount of elliptical polarization increases with the

sharpness of the bend, and the phase angle between the field vectors

parallel and normal to the plane of the bend is, to a crude first approxi-

mation, proportional to the total angle of the bend and inversely pro-

portional to the mean radius.

In theory, this elliptical polarization can be eliminated in a number
of ways, such as by using two bends to compensate each other, by
deforming the cross section during or following the bend, or by adding

dielectric material; but successful results are difficult to obtain in

practice.

If the plane of the bend is in one of the planes of mode symmetry,

the mean radius of the bend can be appreciably less than the guide

wavelength, and the reflection will be small if the cross section of the

guide is not deformed.

Rectangular Wave Guide .—A bend in a rectangular wave guide may
be in the plane of either the electric or magnetic field and is corre-

162

Fio. 10-1.—A bend in a circular

wave guide.
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spondingly called an 'E-plane or //-plane bend (Fig. 10-2). These

bends are widely used to change the direction of transmission in a

wave-guide system.

If the major impedance discontinuity at the end of a bend were the

resistive mismatch of guide impedances, a mean bend length of n\g/2

would give optimum performance. But if the reactive discontinuity

were of primary importance, the optimum length would be^ (2n — 1).

Approximate theory indicates that the re-

sistive discontinuity is the more important

but that its effects are very small even for

bends of short radius.

Experimental results indicate that a

much more important practical considera-

tion is to maintain the cross section of the

guide in the bend. Results taken with

carefully fabricated bends indicate that the

optimum mean length for the bend is n\J2,
This figure is not at all critical, however,

and the performance of a bend of small

radius depends primarily upon the care

with which it is fabricated and the accu-

racy with which the cross section has been

maintained. If the inner radius of the bend

is greater than a guide wavelength, X^, the

standing-wave ratio introduced by the bend

into a matched system will generally be less

than 1.05 throughout the normal operating range of the guide. A
much smaller radius, down to \g/\ or less, will introduce standing-wave

ratios generally less than 1.1 and often much lower, but the bend must
be fabricated with care to achieve this performance.

Several techniques of fabricating bends are widely used. If the

wave guide is standard brass tubing, it may be filled with a low melting-

point alloy and bent around the desired radius. For fairly large radii

this gives sufficiently accurate inside dimensions, but for small radii

the cross section will be distorted from a rectangular into a trapezoidal

shape. It may then be necessary to force rollers through the guide

to regain the rectangular cross section after the bend has been made.

Small radius bends may also be fabricated from sheet brass by
silver-solder assembly, but this must be done with care, or irregu-

larities will mar the inside surface. The required inside dimensions

H-PLANE BEND

Fig. 10-2.—Two types of

bend in a rectangular wave
guide.
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may also be obtained by machining the guide in halves from solid

metal. The junction should preferably be in the center of the broad

faces of the guide, if possible. Electroforming bends by plating copper

on cast wax or metal forms is very

satisfactory, giving a uniform rec-

tangular cross section and a smooth

1 / / inside surface.

Fio. 10-3.—A twist in a rectangular

wave guide.

Fio. 10-4.—A corner
in a rectangular wave
'guide.

Twists.—The direction of polarization in a rectangular wave-guide

transmission system may be changed by twisting the guide about its

^ , Q axis (Fig. 10-3). If these twists

are fabricated carefully, they will

introduce no large reflection into a

matched wave-guide system. The
optimum length of the twist is

n\g/2, but is not critical. Twists

that rotate the polarization 90 deg

in a length of 2X(; or more will gen-

erally introduce a standing-wave

ratio below 1.1 into a matched

system, and shorter twists are

i equally satisfactory if carefully

made.

f Corners. Single Corner .

—

^ Changing the direction of trans-

mission in a wave guide by a

simple abrupt comer (Fig. 10-4)

is not satisfactory, except for small

angles. For an angle of 45 deg,

riQ. 10-6.—An /r-plane double corner in the standing-wave ratio introduced

a rectangular wave guide. into a matched line by such a sim-

ple comer will be of the order of 1.2, and this standing-wave ratio will

increase rapidly with increasing angle until a complete reflection is

reached at an angle near 90 deg.
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Double Corner}—Satisfactory transmission around a comer up to

90 deg may be obtained by the use of two simple comers, which are

spaced apart approximately X(,/4 in order to cancel reflections. Bends

Fig. 10-6.—Dimensions for reflectionless transmission through an H-plane double
corner in a rectangular wave guide.

are recommended for larger angles. The double corner is illustrated

in Fig. 10-5, which also shows how this may easily be fabricated from

a straight section of wave guide by two

saw cuts and a soldering operation.

For a bend in the S-plane, the op-

timum spacing is given very closely

by L/\g — 0.25 for all angles up to 90

deg. The band width (over which

the standing-wave ratio introduced by

such a corner is less than 1.05) de-

creases as the ratio X/X. increases but Fia. lO-T.-Jl mitered corr>er in a

usually falls in the range ±3 to ±10
per cent of the design wavelength for a wave guide operated in the

recommended range.

For a bend in the //-plane, the optimum value of L/\g is a function

of the ratio \/a and is plotted as a function of this ratio in Fig. 10-6

for angles of 45 and 90 deg. The band width of the 90-deg corner is

similar to the E’-plane corner. For smaller angles, the band width

increases. For a 45-deg angle, with the corner designed for a center

wavelength, the band width over which the standing-wave ratio is

less than 1.05 is approximately equal to the recommended range of the

wave guide,

1 Walker, R. M., Corners, Bends and Twists in Rectangular Waveguide,

M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory, Rept. 685, July 6, 1944.
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Mitered Comers .—The reflection at an abrupt comer may be

eliminated by modifying the corner, as shown in Fig. 10-7. The

dimension d/do is plotted as a function of the angle for the S-plane

comer in Fig. 10-8 and for the H-plane comer in Fig. 10-9.* With

Fio. 10-8.—Optimum dimensions for a Fio. 10-9.—Optimum dimensions for

mitered .F-plane corner in a rectangular a mitered //-plane corner in a rec-

wave guide. Experimental curves, with tangular wave guide. Experimental
standing-wave ratio below 1 .05 within lim- curves, with standing-wave ratio below
its indicated on the curves, b/a = 0.465. 1.05 within limits indicated on the

curves.

these comers, the transmission band width is approximately equal to

the band width of the double corner of Fig. 10-5, and an E-plane corner

may give even better performance. Manufacturing tolerances must

be held quite closely, however, or the performance will fall below the

optimum figures. The double comer is more satisfactory in this

respect.

2. Wave-guide Connectors

Butt Joints.—Two lengths of rectangular wave guide may be con-

nected together by machining the two ends off square and clamping

* Experimental data obtained at the Sperry Gyroscope Company, Inc.
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them together. This butt joint will be electrically smooth and free

from loss if the guides are carefully aligned and tightly clamped

together, and the major reflection will result from differences in the

guide dimensions on either side of the joint. This effect is negligibly

small for tubing of reasonable accuracy.

The efficiency of such a connection depends critically upon the

tightness of the joint between the guides. If the ends of the guides

are misaligned or not clamped tightly together, or if they are not

finished off square and smooth, the loss and reflection may be relatively

large. If there are mechanical imperfections, it is impossible to pre-

X/4

FACE OF CHOKE

Fia. 10-10.—Choke-flange connector for a rectangular wave guide.

diet what the electrical performance will be, although losses as high

as 1.0 db have been measured as a result of loose clamping. So while

butt joints are very satisfactory when properly used, and are often

preferred when accurate measurements are being performed, they

must be assembled with care and mechanical accuracy to give the

most satisfactory performance.

Choke Connectors.—The assembly of wave-guide components is

often greatly facilitated with the use of choke couplings. A typical

coupling is shown in Fig. 10-10. If properly designed, these couplings

give only a small reflection and loss and offer advantages in flexibility

and reliability.

The L-shaped cavity between the choke and flange of Fig. 10-10

may be considered a half-wave shorted transmission line in series with

the wave guide, which presents a short circuit at the input and therefore

introduces a minimum electrical discontinuity. The circular slot in

the choke is made approximately a quarter wavelength deep at the

design wavelength. The contact between the choke and flange is

therefore at a point of zero current in the half-wave shorted line, and

the contact does not have to be good to minimize losses. The dis-

tance from the slot to the wave guide must be determined experi-

mentally, but it is electrically equivalent to a quarter wavelength.
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For maximum band width, the width of the slot should be several

times greater than the separation between choke and flange faces.

A choke-flange connection of this type when properly designed for a

center wavelength will introduce a standing-wave ratio below 1.05

over most of the recommended range of a wave guide (Sec. 7-7).

The loss will usually be negligibly small, in the order of 0.001 to 0.01

db, increasing with decreasing guide size, and independent of the

tightness with which the choke and flange are clamped together.

Transmission through a choke flange will be satisfactory if the

choke and flange faces are separated and misaligned to a certain extent

and these joints are used for nonrigid or ‘Svobbly’' couplings. For

frequencies within 5 per cent of the design frequency, if a clearance of

3^6 wavelength is allowed between choke and flange, a sidewise dis-

placement of up to 3^6 wavelength will not raise the loss above a few

tenths of a decibel or the standing-wave ratio higher than 1.3. But

the high-impedance—low-impedance design that gives good band

width is lost when the choke and flange are separated, and the per-

formance is likely to fall short of the above figures at wavelengths that

differ by more than a few per cent from the design wavelength. The
effective reactance of the slot changes with the fringing fields at its

entry and therefore changes with separation.

Two choke couplings may be paired together and will generally

form a satisfactory connection. At wavelengths different from the

design wavelength, the standing-wave ratio will usually be somewhat

higher than for the choke-flange combination, although the combina-

tion will give a standing-wave ratio less than 1.1 over most of the

range of the wave guide. But with paired chokes there is usually a

resonance encountered near the design wavelength, which is marked

by a rise in the loss and standing-wave ratio.

When two chokes are used for a nonrigid or “ wobbly connection,

the performance for large separations may be superior to the choke-

flange combination, although for small separations there is little

difference. The resonance wavelength depends critically upon the

spacing between chokes. It is usually a good idea to check the per-

formance of a two-choke nonrigid connection over the frequency range

in which it is to be used. A resonance may also result if the axis of

one guide is tilted with respect to the other.

Leakage at Connectors.—The energy in a wave guide is essentially

perfectly shielded if the walls of the guide are of appreciable thickness,

but there may be energy leakage at the connectors. This leakage may
be greatly reduced by a number of expedients.
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In most choke-flange connections, there is a groove that has been

designed for the insertion of a rubber gasket, which will permit the

line to be pressurized. If this gasket is made of conducting rubber

of high conductivity, the leakage from the joint will be greatly reduced.

If it is not necessary that the line be pressurized, the gasket may
be replaced by one made of fine metal wire that has been woven and

compressed to form a feltlike material. This is very satisfactory for

laboratory experiments.

Two simple flanges if faced off square and smooth and then clamped

together will have appreciable leakage unless they are very carefully

finished or lapped. Ordinary machining care is sufficient to minimize

leakage if a thin gasket of soft copper foil is placed between the two

flanges before they are clamped together.

3. Pressurizing Windows for Wave Guides

When a wave-guide transmission system is to be pressurized to

prevent moisture condensation, it is necessary to use some sort of

pressurizing window that will offer

a minimum electrical discontinuity.

Several designs have been tried and

found satisfactory.

Dielectric Block. ^—A block of

dielectric material, as sho^^^l in Fig.

10-11, may be designed to introduce

no reflection at a given wavelength

and a small reflection over a consid-

erable band. The central section,

where the dielectric completely fills

the guide, is electrically a quarter

wave long at the design wavelength.

It is matched to the air-filled guide

by the dielectric steps on each end

which are also a quarter wave long

electrically. At wavelengths dif-

ferent from the design wavelength,

the frequency sensitivity of the matching steps is compensated by the

center section, and the complete structure therefore introduces only a

small reflection.

The optimum length of the center section is given approximately by

• Walker, R. M., Dielectric Windows in Wave Guides, M.I.T. Radiation

Laboratory, Rept. 687, June 29, 1944.

^7-*

1

L| —L2^

Fig. 10-11.—Dielectric block for pres-

surizing a wave guide.
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where « is the dielectric constant of the material forming the block,

and the length of the matching sections by

= VX,0(air) Aj;(tliel.) (10-2)

In Eqs. (10-1) and (10-2) and Xt,(diei.) are the wavelengths in the

air-filled and dielectric-filled wave guides, respectively. The proper

height of the matching sections depends upon the dielectric constant,

and experimental results are given in Fig. 10-11. A properly designed

window will introduce a standing-wave ratio less than 1.05 throughout

a frequency band exceeding 10 per cent.

The dielectric material should be chosen to have a temperature-

expansion coefficient that matches the wave guide, or the seal may
break when subjected to variations in temperature. Polyglass has been

used for brass guide and Styraloy for aluminum. Any thin low-loss

cement may be used for sealing; Vinylseal thinned with acetone has

been recommended. The power-handling capacity of the window

depends upon the dielectric that has been used, but it is usually good.

Thin Dielectric Sheet.—Thin sheets of dielectric may be used for

pressurizing windows and will introduce a small reflection that does

not change rapidly with wavelength. The standing-wave ratio a

introduced into a matched guide by a dielectric sheet is given by

where d is the window thickness, € is the dielectric constant, X is the

free-space wavelength, and Xc is the cutoff wavelength in the air-filled

guide (Xc = 2 X guide width). This assumes that the sheet is mounted

in a properly designed holder. If simply clamped between two flanges,

the standing-wave ratio will be higher than expected because of the

radiation resistance and reactance of the slot between the flanges.

A properly designed holder should have a minimum discontinuity

in the wall of the guide.

Resonant Windows.—A pressurizing window may be constructed

by using a resonant aperture in a metallic diaphragm and sealing the
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aperture with a glass window. This design is generally more fre-

quency sensitive than the two previously mentioned, and the power-
handling capacity is lower. With a typical design, the standing-wave

ratio will be less than 1.15 for frequencies within 6 per cent of the

resonant frequency, and this band width can be increased if compen-
sating devices are added.

Perhaps the most satisfactory design uses a round resonant aper-

ture in a plate. The opening is filled with glass, and the resonant

diameter will depend upon the dielectric constant of the glass. When

Fig. 10-12.—Dimensions for resonance of Kovar-glass windows used for pressurizing

a wave guide. Exr>erimental curves, with the window clamped between two chokes
in a rectangular wave guide, with a = 1.872 in., and 6 = 0.872 in.

the window is of Corning No. 704 glass (c = 4.67) sealed in a Kovar

plate, the diameter Z) for resonance is larger than the small dimension

of the guide, and the resonant wdndow must therefore be mounted

between two chokes in order to give a continuous current path.

For a given aperture diameter the resonant wavelength will increase

with increasing thickness (this is in contrast to air-filled rectangular

windows, whose resonant dimensions do not change much with thick-

ness). The band width will decrease with increasing thickness, and a

compromise must be made between bandwidth and mechanical

strength.

The results of some experimental determinations^ of resonant wave-

length are plotted in Fig. 10-12. These were all taken for a particular

size of wave guide, as indicated, but it is believed that they may be

extrapolated with fair accuracy to other sizes of guide, provided that

the ratio of guide height to width is not greatly different.

* Experimental data obtained at the Sperry Gyroscope Company, Inc.
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Fig. 10-13.—The construction of

the wall of a flexible, metal wave
guide.

4. Flexible Wave Guides

It is sometimes desirable to use a transmission line that has the

advantages offered by rectangular wave guides, but that is at the same

time flexible. Several designs have been developed to a point where

they may be used with satisfactory results.

One of the flexible wave guides is constructed by winding a con-

tinuous metal strip spirally about a rectangular form. The edges of

the strip are interlocked and tightly crimped together to make good

contact. This construction is illustrated in Fig. 10-13. When the

guide is flexed, the contacts slide

gil- and, therefore, tend to loosen up

with use. There is a consequent in-

crease in the loss, which is normally

little greater than the solid guide.

The performance is improved by encasing the guide in a tightly

molded Neoprene gasket, which holds the convolutions tightly together

and permits the guide to be pressurized. When the guide is protected

in this manner, it may be extensively flexed with little change in

properties, except at extremely low temperatures where the jacket

may crack.

Another type of metal air hose that has been adapted to wave guide

uses a similar interlocked spiral construction, but the convolutions

are continuously soldered during fabrication. When the guide is

flexed, the individual convolutions

are distorted, and there is no sliding

of the contacts. The metal strip is

generally of thinner metal for this

reason, but the guide may be pres-

surized without the addition of an

outer covering, and its loss will

not increase greatly with use. The
serviceability may be improved, however, by the addition of a pro-

tective Neoprene outer cover.

Metal bellows that are formed from a single piece of metal have been

developed experimentally. In short lengths these are the most flexible

guides and will handle much more compression and extension than

other types of construction.

Another flexible guide uses a number of modified choke connectors,

as illustrated in Fig. 10-14. This is called a ‘^vertebra-type flexible

guide. Each choke coupling is made approximately a quarter wave-

guide wavelength long. The back of each coupling is faced off as a

Fig. 10-14.—The construction of a ver-

tabra-type flexible wave guide.
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plane perpendicular to the axis of the guide and is spaced from the

face of the following choke by the outer protective jacket. This

jacket also enables the guide to be pressurized. This type of guide

Fio. 10-15.—Miscellaneous wave-guide shorting plugs.

is very flexible, but the chokes must be carefully designed to avoid

resonances when the guide is twisted or bent.

5. Shorting Plugs for Wave Guides

Various types of shorting plugs have been used for rectangular

wave guides. Some of these are illustrated in Fig. 10-15. The ones

shown were constructed and tested in 1 by 3 2 by 0.050-in. wall guide,

and the losses were compared with the loss introduced by a brass

plate soldered on the end of the wave guide. The results are given in

Table 10-1.

The losses in types A to D do not vary greatly with age, but the

losses introduced by type E have been observed to increase markedly

with age and depend upon the stiffness of the fingers. The preceding
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Type of Plug

A. Silver plated

B. Silver plated

C. Silver plated

D. Silver plated

E. Brass

Table 10-1

Measured Loss, db

0.001

0.005-0.006

0.015-0.025

0.017-0.035

0.038

measurements were made with a freshly cleaned plug and wave guide.

These results should be taken as only indicative of what might be

expected from similar designs.

6. Coupling through Holes in Wave Guides

Circular Wave Guides.®—Consideration is limited to wave guides

that are above cutoff for the dominant mode only. The equivalent

circuit of a small centered hole in an infinitely thin diaphragm normal

to the guide axis is an inductive susceptance shunting the guide. For

A
Fio. 10-16.—Theoretical susceptance

of a small centered hole in a thin dia-

phragm in a circular wave guide.

a guide of diameter 2a and a hole

of diameter d, the normalized sus-

ceptance is

^ = ^(5.71^ - 2.344
)

( 10-4)
Fo 4a\ a® /

This is plotted in Fig. 10-16. The

insertion loss is given by

(10-5)

or for large B/Fo,

If the hole is of appreciable thick-

ness the total insertion loss ar

will be given approximately by

OCT — Ofl 4“ a2

where a 2 is the attenuation in A

below cutoff wave guide given by

•“Waveguide Handbook Supplement,” M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory, Kept.

41, Jan. 23, 1945 A.
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a* = 32.0 -
^1.706 ^

^ 32.0
^

db (10-8)

Rectangular Wave Guides.—Consideration is limited to wave

guides that are above cutoff for the dominant mode only. The equiva-

lent circuit of a small centered hole in an infinitely thin diaphragm

T E|NC
\

^REFL
I

Straws
,

o,«20 \oq^Q
B/Yo
2

<B/Yo from Eq-IO-9)

a,« 20 log,o
B/Yo

2

Fio. 10-17.— Miscellaneous arrangjements of a small coupling hole between two

rectangular wave guides, and the corresponding formulas to be used in calculating the

attenuation through the hole.
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normal to the guide axis is an inductive diaphragm shunting the guide.

For a guide of larger dimension a and smaller dimension h and a hole

of diameter d, the normalized susceptance is

Yo — 2t
(10-9)

The insertion loss of a hole in an infinitely thin diaphragm or one

of finite thickness may be calculated from Eqs. (10-5) to (10-8), with

the value of B/Yq obtained from Eq. (10-9).

When the hole is used to couple between two wave guides whose
axes are not coincident, the insertion loss of the coupling hole may in

many cases be calculated by a simple modification of the term ai,

of Eq. (10-6). Examples of arrangements where sim.ple modifications

are possible are shown in Fig. 10-17.

7. Coupling between Coaxial Lines and Wave Guides

Energy traveling down a coaxial line may be transferred to a wave

guide by a suitable transformer. The axis of the coaxial line is gen-

erally normal to the broad face of the (rectangular) wave guide. The
outer conductor of the coaxial line usually terminates at the wall of

the guide. The center conductor extends into the interior of the guide,

parallel to the electric lines of

force, and forms an antenna that

radiates down the guide.

The performance of this trans-

former depends upon the imped-

ance that the probe antenna
presents to the coaxial line. For

a traveling wave in the coaxial line

to be transferred to the wave guide

without reflection, this antenna in

the wave guide should present a

matched load to the coaxial line.

If the probe antenna is radiating into a wave guide with both ends

terminated, the power will divide equally between the two termina-

tions. To confine the power flow in the wave guide to a single direc-

tion, the other end of the guide is shorted.

A tunable transformer may be constructed by varying the length

of the antenna and the distance between the antenna and the short

circuit, as both of these parameters will affect the input impedance

F'ig. 10-18.—A tunable coaxial line to

wave-guide transformers.
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to the antenna. It is sometimes more convenient to extend the center

conductor through the opposite wall of the wave guide, where it forms

the center conductor of an additional length of shorted coaxial line.

The position of the short on this line is then one of the variables. A
tunable transformer of this type is illustrated in Fig. 10-18.

For probe antennas whose length is much less than a quarter wave-

length, and whose diameter is small, it is possible to make some gen-

eral remarks about the variation of input impedance with changing

conditions. Although this particular antenna is of little practical

interest, the general conclusions that arc drawn indicate trends that

may be extended with some validity to the more interesting case of

the longer antennas of larger diameter.

The input impedance to the short small-diameter antenna is a

large capacitive reactance in series with a small radiation resistance.

The resistance varies with the following parameters:

R ^ P cos- — - sin- (10-10)

where I is the length ot the antenna, .ro is the displacement from the

guide center, and Xi is the distance from antenna to short. The
maximum radiation resistance with varying Xi is twice what would be

found if both ends of the wave guide were terminated in its charac-

teristic impedance. These relationships are predicted by theory and

for the most part have been experimentally verified.

It is possible to find a length of antenna and a distance from antenna

to short that will enable the antenna to present a matched load to the

input coaxial line, and a fixed tuned transformer may be constructed

in this manner, as illustrated in Fig. 10-19A. The optimum dimen-

sions must be found experimentally. For example, the dimensions of

a transformer of this type between l^s-'n. SO-ohm coaxial line and

1/i by 3-in. wave guide at X = 10.2 cm were antenna length = 0.18X

and distance from antenna axis to short = O.IGX^. These dimensions

will vary with different sizes of coaxial line and wave guide, and the

preceding figures are only indicative.

The band width over which the transformer is satisfactory is made
greater by increasing the size of the coaxial line and the diameter of

the antenna, and also by rounding the end of the antenna. It is still

further increased by modifying the probe, as shown in Fig. 10-19B,

to end in a metal sphere, and by flaring the outer conductor of the

coaxial line into the inner wall of the wave guide. A transformer of
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this type can be designed to introduce a standing-wave ratio less than

1.2 throughout most of the recommended range of a wave guide.

Two additional designs of fixed-tuned broad-band transformers are

shown in Fig. 10-19C and 19-192). Type C is called a “doorknob

transformer'^ and has been designed to handle high powers without

breakdown. Both C and D provide a support for the center conductor

of the coaxial line, which is an advantage for some applications, and

Fio. 10-19.—Fixed-tuned coaxial line to wave-guide transformers.

also provide a direct-current return. Both of these designs have good

band width, but again the optimum dimensions must be determined

experimentally for different sizes of coaxial line and wave guide.

8. Wave-guide Bridge Circuits

A variety of wave-guide structures may be built whose electrical

properties are similar to those of various low-frequency bridge circuits.

To understand their behavior, it is necessary to keep in mind the

properties of the two types of wave-guide tee connections that are

discussed in some detail in Sec. 9-5. The properties of these connec-

tions that are important to their application in bridge circuits will be

briefly reviewed here.

A branch arm in the £-plane (Fig. 10-20) may be considered as

connected in series with the collinear guides. If a signal is fed in
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the branch guide, as shown, the energy will divide equally between the

two collinear arms, if both are terminated in matched loads, and the

electric field in the two arms will be 180 deg out of phase at points equidis-

tant from the center of the junction. In addition, there will in general

TL/Jk.n

SK

Fig.

1

MAL IN

10-20.

PUT

— Electric-

field distribution in an E-
plane tee with signal fed in

the branch arm.

Fig. 10-21.— Magnetic-field distri-

bution in an //-plane tee with signal fed

in the branch arm.

be a reflected wave in the input guide because of the impedance dis-

continuity at the junction.

A branch arm in the //-plane (Fig. 10-21) may be considered as

connected in parallel with the collinear guides. If a signal is fed in

the branch guide, the energy will divide equally between the collinear

arms, if both are terminated in matched loads, but the electric field in the

two arms will be in phase at points
^

equidistant from the junction, in

contrast to the series connection.

But there will also be a reflected

wave in the input guide because of

the impedance discontinuity at the

junction.

The “Magic Tee.”—The so-

called “magic tee” or “hybrid tee”

is constructed by connecting wave
guides in shunt and in series with a

collinear guide at the same point. This is illustrated in Fig. 10-22.

This structure now possesses many of the qualities of a bridge circuit.

If a signal is fed in the shunt arm, and the two collinear arms are

terminated in matched loads, the power will still divide equally

between the two collinear arms. Because of the symmetry of the

structure, there will be no coupling between the series and shunt

arms, as there is no net electric vector developed across the entrance

to the series arm. Therefore no signal will be fed into the series, arm.

Fig. 10-22.—The wave-guide
tee” or “hybrid tee.”

magic
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If the load impedances of the two collinear arms are unequal, the

symmetry of the structure will be destroyed, and there will then be
energy transfer between the series and shunt arms. But for any two
impedances that are equal, there will be no coupling between these

arms. It is apparent that the behavior of the structure is similar to

a bridge circuit, which compares the load impedances of the collinear

arms with the signal fed in one branch arm and the detector on the

other.

The impedances looking into the two branch arms with properly

matched loads on the two collinear arms are not matched loads for

^
the input wave guides. If, by the addition

^ ? of some sort of matching structure, these

impedances are made to match the wave-

P-JI l_ guide impedance,' the stnicture will possess

o _ o additional qualities of balance. As before,

a signal fed into one of the branch arms

will divide equally between the two col-

linear arms, if they are matched, and will

not couple energy into the other branch arm.
*

\ But in addition, if a signal is fed in one of

Fig. io-23.--Symmetricai collinear arms, it will divide equally
four-terminal-pair network,

, • <* i

equivalent to the matched between the two branch arms, if they are
“magic tee.” matched, and no signal will appear in the

other collinear arm. Also, the input impedance to the collinear arms

will match the impedance of the wave guide.

The matched structure is often represented schematically as a four-

terminal-pair network, as shown in Fig. 10-23, in which each pair of

terminals represents one of the input wave guides. This network

possesses the following properties: if a signal is fed into any pair of

terminals, and the two adjacent are each terminated in a matched load,

the impedance looking into the input terminals will also present a

matched load to the input line. In addition, the power will divide

equally between the two load impedances, and no signal will appear

across the fourth pair of terminals. If there is a mismatched load on

one of the adjacent pairs of terminals, the circuit may be analyzed by

considering the arm as matched, but with a signal that is equal in

strength to the reflected wave that results from the mismatch being

fed into that arm by an additional signal generator. The low-fre-

quency equivalent of this wave-guide structure is the hybrid coil,

shown schematically in Fig. 10-24. The resemblance between the

two circuits is apparent.
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The matching of the two branch arms may be accomplished by the

usual addition of metallic diaphragms. As the standing-wave ratio

that must be matched is usually rather high, the band width is very

small. To improve theband width,

it is necessary to place the match-

ing structure at the heart of the

junction. One typical design is

shown in Fig. 10-25. The imped-

ance looking in the //-plane arm

has been matched by the addition

of the metallic post which is cen-

trally located. The optimum
length and position of this post

mustbe determined experimentally,

but the optimum length is usually close to a half wavelength. The
/J-plane branch has been matched by the addition of the asymmetrical

inductive window shown, whose dimensions and location are found by
the usual techniques after the post has been added. Addition of this

window has little effect upon the match of the //-plane tee, in spite of

the proximity of the post to the window.

Fia. 10-25.—Wave-guide “magic tee,” with added matching structure.

“Ring’’ or “Rat-race” Bridges.—A variety of other wave-guide

structures may be built that have the same properties as the four-

terminal-pair network shown in Fig. 10-23. A method by which these

may be developed is outlined below.

Consider a transmission line on which there are traveling waves

TURNS RATIO

l«V2 TURNS RATIO

Fig. 10-24.—Schematic diagram of

the hybrid coil, equivalent at low
frequencies to the “magic tee.”
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of identical frequency and equal amplitude fed in opposite directions.

The standing-wave ratio will be infinite, and the voltage and current

Avill alternately pass through zero at quarter-wave intervals along the

line. If a second transmission line is connected in series with the

main line at a voltage maximum (current zero), no signal will be picked

up in the branch line because no current flows through the line input.

MN.

Fio. 10-26.—Ring trans-

mission line fed by a series

connection, with the positions

of the standing-wave maxima
and minima indicated.

MIN.

mission line, with two additional lines

connected in series.

But if the connection is made at a current maximum (voltage node),

the pickup in the branch line will be a maximum.
Contrastingly, if a branch line is connected in shunt with the main

line at a current maximum, the pickup in the branch line will be zero,

because the voltage across the input terminals of the branch line is

zero. If the connection is made at a voltage loop, the pickup in the

branch line will be a maximum.
If a transmission line wavelengths long is formed into a closed

ring, and then fed by a branch line that is in series (Fig. 10-26), stand-

ing waves will be set on the ring as indicated, and an infinite imped-

ance will be seen by the input transmission line where it makes

connection with the ring. Additional transmission lines could be con-

nected in series with the ring at any of the indicated voltage maximums;
these would not disturb the standing-wave pattern because they would

extract no energy from the system. Or additional lines could be

connected in shunt with the ring at any of the voltage minimums;

these would also have no effect.

If transmission lines were connected in series with the rings at the
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voltage minimums, they would extract a maximum amount of energy

from the system. If two such lines are connected at the two voltage

minimums nearest the input line, and present an equal impedance

at their input terminals, they will extract equal amounts of energy

from the system. The symmetry of the system will not have been

disturbed, and the standing-wave pattern on the section of the ring

between the two branch arms will be unchanged (Fig. 10-27). There

are two voltage maximums on this sector of the circle, and it is possible

to connect an additional line in se-

ries with the ring at either of these

points without disturbing the pat-

tern and without any signal being

picked up by this additional line.

The complete structure is now
indicated in Fig. 10-28. This is a

bridge structure similar in its prop-

erties to that pictured in Fig. 10-22,

for a wave guide may be used as

the transmission line. If a signal is

fed in arm 1 of the bridge shown in

Fig. 10-28, no signal will be detected

in arm 4 if there are equal imped-

ances attached to arms 2 and 3.

Fig. 10-28.—Ring transmission line

with four arms connected in series, form-
ing a bridge structure equivalent to the

“magic tee.”

A number of possible modifications of this structure are apparent.

For example, the length of line or guide between any two adjacent

arms of the bridge may be increased by any desired number of multiple

half wavelengths without affecting the behavior of the bridge at the

design frequency. Or the fourth arm, instead of being connected in

series with the line at a voltage maximum, could be connected in

shunt at a voltage minimum. If this latter course is followed, the

structure will be symmetrical, and the bridge will be balanced at any

frequency in the range of the wave guide.

For the structure of Fig. 10-28 to have the additional impedance

matching and balanced properties of the network shown in Fig. 10-23,

some attention must be paid to the relative impedance of the input

guides and the guide that forms the ring. It can be shown that these

additional properties will be gained if the characteristic impedance

of the guide forming the ring is made less than that of the four incoming

guides by a factor V2. In practice this may be accomplished by
leaving unchanged the larger dimension of this guide and by reducing

the height by approximately the factor V2. This will give this
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structure the same properties as the matched ^'magic tee^' of the

previous section. The band width will be reduced as compared with

this ‘^magic tee” but the power-handling capacity without breakdown

is greater.

9. Tunable Wave-guide Impedance Transformers

Probe Transformers.—It is possible to construct wave-guide

impedance transformers that are analogous to the various coaxial-

line transformers that are discussed in Chap. 6. Double-slug trans-

formers are widely used, and transformers employing tunable-stub

guides have also been extensively employed.

Other types of transformers have been designed to utilize special

properties of wave guides and wave-guide structures. Probes of the

type discussed in Sec. 9-4, page 152, are equivalent to shunting react-

ances, as are the stub lines used in coaxial-line transformers. Tunable

probes are equivalent to adjustable stub lines and may be employed

in a similar manner in adjustable transformers.

One of the simplest and most satisfactory transformers of this type

has a single probe of adjustable penetration. This probe extends into

the wave guide through a centered slot in one of the broad faces and

rides on a carriage that shifts its position. This transformer is capable

of matching any two impedances, neither of which is purely reactive.

Other transformers employ two or three probes, fixed in position

but adjustable in depth. Two fixed probes have a limited range of

impedances that may be matched. Three fixed probes are required

to provide the range of the single movable probe.

Phase Shifters.—A need sometimes arises for a device that will

change the electrical length of a wave guide without introducing imped-

ance discontinuities. Two such devices have been developed.

In one of these, the broad faces of the rectangular guide are slotted

for a distance of several wavelengths. The width of the guide may
then be changed by squeezing the slotted section. This changes the

phase velocity in the guide and correspondingly affects the electrical

length.

The other type of phase shifter employs a cylinder of dielectric

that partially fills the guide. This cylinder is tapered at the ends to

minimize reflections. When moved from a region of weak field at the

edge of the guide into the strong field at the center, the dielectric

will effect a greater reduction in the guide wavelength and give the

desired change in electrical length.



CHAPTER 11

WAVE GUIDES FILLED WITH DIELECTRIC MATERIAL^

The electric and magnetic fields in a wave guide vary in the axial

direction as 6"^* = where y is the propagation constant, a is

the attenuation constant, and is the phase constant. If the wave
guide is partially or completely filled with some dielectric material of

dielectric constant e = c' — je", the propagation constant of the guide

will be affected, and its wave impedance and cutoff w^avelength will

also change.

In this chapter, the dielectric losses will be considered, but con-

ductor losses in the guide will be assumed to be zero.

1. Wave Guides Completely Filled with Dielectric

Propagation Constant.—If the guide is completely filled with a

dielectric, the propagation constant is

where X is the wavelength in air and Xc the cutoff wavelength in

the guide when air-filled. If the losses in the dielectric are small

(e'Vc^ « 1), this formula reduces to

'•'+=4'

-

fey

and for a perfect dielectric

7

( 11
-2)

(11-3)

Wave-guide Impedance.—The characteristic wave impedance

Zo of a wave guide has been defined in Sec. 3-1 as the ratio of trans-

^ The information in this chapter is largely a summary of a section of a report

of N. H. Frank, ‘^Wave Guide Handbook,” M.I.T. Radiation Laboratory, See. T,

Kept. 9, Sept. 24, 1942.
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verse electric to transverse magnetic field strengths. The normalized

wave impedance” Z of the dielectric-filled guide is now defined as the

ratio of its characteristic wave impedance to the characteristic wave
impedance of the same guide when filled with air dielectric. The
following formulas may then be applied:

For all TE waves:

For all TE waves in wave guides, the normalized wave impedance

Zte of sl dielectric-filled guide is

Zte = — (11-4)
7

where 70 is the propagation constant in the air-filled guide and 7 the

propagation constant in the dielectric-filled guide. This formula may
be written

ZTE = (11-5)

When the dielectric has a low power factor, this may be rewritten

TE = T

—

AyO

where X^o is the guide wavelength in the air-filled guide and \g the

guide wavelength in the dielectric-filled guide. For an ideal dielectric,

The normalized wavn impedance of a wave guide operating in a

TE mode and filled with a dielectric is always less than unity and

decreases with increasing dielectric constant.

For all TM waves:

For all TM waves in wave guides, the normalized wave impedance

Ztm of a dielectric-filled guide is

7 — ^
dJTM —

€7o

This may be written

(11-8)
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For a low-loss dielectric this becomes

and for a perfect dielectric

Z TM

(11-9)

( 11
- 10)

(11 - 11 )

The normalized wave impedance of a TM wave in a wave guide

will be always less than unity if (X/Xr)^ < M decrease con-

tinuously with increasing dielectric constant. If (X/Xc)^ > 3^, the

normalized wave impedance will first increase to a value greater than

unity and then decrease toward zero with increasing dielectric constant.

It will pass through the value unity at a value of e' given by

€ ( 11 - 12)

2. Reflection from Dielectric Plugs in Wave Guides

If there is a sudden change in the dielectric material inside a wave
guide, a wave that is incident upon the boundary will be partially

reflected because of the discontinuity in the medium of propagation.

If the interface between dielectrics is normal to the axis of the guide,

the effective impedance discontinuity is simply the discontinuity in

the characteristic wave impedance, and the reflection may be calcu-

lated accordingly. The reflection at the boundary will be

K 2 Z — 1

Z -fl
(11-13)

and the standing-wave ratio (t input to the interface, if the dielectric-

filled section is terminated in its characteristic impedance, will be
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_ 1 + IpI
(11-14)

or

<r = Z if Z> 1
,

(T = ^ if Z <\ (11-15)

and the losses in the dielectric are small.

If the portion of wave guide that is filled with dielectric material

is finite in length, there will be a reflection at both the incoming and

outgoing faces of the dielectric-filled region. The net reflection as

measured in the input line will depend upon the length of the dielectric-

filled section, which determines the phase relationship between the

two components that contribute to the net reflection, and also upon the

attenuation in the dielectric-filled section. If this attenuation is high

enough so that the reflection from the far end of the dielectric section

is negligibly small at the input, the net reflection as measured in the

input line will be essentially independent of the length of the dielectric

section.

The problem may be treated by considering the dielectric-filled

section a length of transmission line of different characteristic imped-

ance from the air-filled guide. Calculations based upon this approach

yield a net reflection coefficient in the input line of

E 2 _ sinh yl
^ ~ E'i~

~
sinh {yl + 4>)

(11-16)

where I is the length of the dielectric section, 7 is the propagation

constant of the dielectric section, and

0 (11-17)

The net wave transmitted, Ez, will be related to the incident wave

El by

Ez _ sinh </>

El sinh {yl -f- 4>)

(11-18)

The difference is accounted for partially by the wave that is reflected

and partially by the energy that is absorbed in the dielectric. For a

rectangular air-filled guide operating in the dominant, or TE i,oy mode
with a plug of perfect dielectric, the fractions of the input power that

will be reflected and transmitted are given by
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where is the wavelength in the air-filled guide and the wavelength

in the dielectric-filled guide. These formulas have been checked

Fio. 11-1.—Reflection from and transmission through a section of a polystyrene-filled

wave guide.

experimentally for polystyrene at X = 9.0 cm, with the results shown
in Fig. 11-1. The discrepancy can be accounted for largely by experi-

mental error, as the measured total power transmitted and reflected

sometimes exceeds 100 per cent of the input power.
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3, Wave Guides Partially Filled with Dielectric

In this section will be considered wave guides that contain dielectric

cylinders whose axes are parallel to the guide axis and which only

partially fill the guide. The effect of inserting such a structure into

an air-filled wave guide will be to reduce the wavelength and the phase

velocity to a value intermediate between the values of the air-filled

guide and the same guide when completely filled with dielectric. The
cutoff wavelength will also be increased.

The magnitude of the effect of a cylinder of given cross-sectional

area will depend upon the field strength in the guide at the location

of the cylinder, and the cylinder will have an increasingly greater

effect when placed in regions of increasingly strong transverse fields.

Placing the dielectric cylinder inside the air-filled guide will also

affect the configuration of the fields within the guide. The fields

will be pulled into the dielectric material, and more energy will flow

through the dielectric cylinder than would occupy the same region if

the guide were completely air-filled.

A dielectric cylinder immersed in a medium of lower dielectric

constant is capable of acting as a wave guide (Sec. 7-6), although there

is no conducting boundary present. The fields will not be confined

within the cylinder, but outside the cylinder they will diminish toward

zero with increasing distance from the axis of the cylinder. If the

dielectric cylinder is then totally enclosed in a larger hollow conducting

cylinder, the fields will be totally enclosed within the outer cylinder,

and there will be a corresponding modification of the field structure

external to, and to a lesser extent inside, the dielectric cylinder. But

the propagation characteristics will be essentially those of the

unshielded dielectric wave guide.

When there is sufficient dielectric inside a conducting wave guide

to bring the phase velocity in the guide below the free-space velocity

of the traveling wave, something very similar to complete reflection

takes place at the dielectric-air interface, modified only by the con-

ducting boundary that is near this interface. As the amount of

dielectric is increased beyond this amount, the characteristics of the

transmission system will approach those of the shielded dielectric

guide.

The amount of dielectric required to approach this condition will

be less if the air-filled guide is far from cutoff. The similarity to the

shielded dielectric guide will also be greater, as the conducting boun-

daries will be farther from the boundaries of the dielectric cylinder

and will have correspondingly less effect.
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Case 1.—If a rectangular wave guide operating in the r^i.omodeis
partially filled with some perfect

dielectric material in the manner
indicated in Fig. 11-2, the field con-

figuration will depend upon the

ratio \/\oj which in turn will depend

upon the size of the wave guide and
the amount of wave guide that is

filled with dielectric. Three cases

are illustrated in Fig. 11-2, which

are drawn for a typical wave guide

and low-loss dielectric. The di-

electric constant is assumed in this

and subsequent cases to be 2.45.

In the first case, \g > \ and the

presence of the dielectric somewhat
modifies the fields that are present

in the air-filled guide. In the sec-

ond, Xf, = X; this is the point at

which total internal reflection in

the dielectric is reached. In the

third, \g < X, and this is similar to

the shielded dielectric guide. The
cutoff wavelength of the wave guide

will also be a function of the per-

centage of the wave guide that is

filled with dielectric, and in Fig.

11-3, a/\e is plotted as a function of

d/a, where a is the width of the wave guide and d the width of the

dielectric, as illustrated. Also shown on this figure is the variation of

Fig. 11-2.—Field intensities in a
rectangular wave guide partially filled

with a dielectric.

Fio. 1 1-3.—Properties of a wave guide partially filled with a dielectric.
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a/\c as a function of d/a for the next higher, or TE 2,qj mode. The

maxima in the slope of these curves will occur when the transverse field

maxima are passing through the interface between the dielectric and

air. For the TE i,o mode, the maximum slope is at a value of d/a < 0.6,

indicating that the field is being pulled into the material with the higher

dielectric constant.

Fiq. 11-4.—Properties of a wave guide Fio. 11-5.—Properties of a wave guide

partially filled with a dielectric, partially filled with a dielectric.

In Fig. 11-4, the ratio \/\g is plotted as a function of d/a for the

various values of a/X; these curves illustrate the effect of the dielectric

upon the guide wavelength. The maxima in the slope of these curves

\vill occur when the increment of d/a is in a region of maximum trans-

verse field strength, as the effect of the dielectric will then be greatest.

Here again, the maximum slope is at a value d/a < 0.5, also illustrative

of how the field is pulled into the dielectric material. Figure 11-5

contains much the same information as Fig. 11-4, but here the ratio

\/\g is plotted against a/X for a number of different values of d/a.

Also shown on these curves are the points where propagation of the

TE 2,0 mode becomes possible. All the curves except that labeled

d/a = 0 will eventually become tangent to the d/a =1.0 curve, for at

sufficiently high values of a/X, the dielectric cylinder will in every case

act as a dielectric wave guide and contain practically all the energy.

Case 2.—When the dielectric is inserted at the center of the guide,

instead of at the edges, the effect upon cutoff wavelength for the
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TE\,(i and TB' 2,0 modes will be as illustrated in Fig. 11-6. For the

ri5i,o mode the maximum slope is at a value of d/a = 0; this is because

the dielectric is being inserted in a region of maximum field strength

Fio. 11-0.— Properties of a wave guide partially filled with a dielectric.

when it is placed in the center of the guide. A similarity will be

observed between the curve for the TE 2,o mode in Fig. 11-6 and the

curve for the TE 1,0 mode in Fig. 11-3. This arises from the fact that

Fio. 11-7.—Properties of a wave guide Fio. 11-8.—Properties of a wave guide

partially filled with a dielectric. partially filled with a dielectric.

the dielectric is inserted in corresponding regions of field in the two

cases.

In Fig. 11-7, the ratio \/\g is plotted against the ratio d/a for

various values of a/X. This figure should be compared with Fig. 11-4,

which is the corresponding figure for Case 1. Maxima of slope occur

at d/a =» 0, for the same reason as in Fig. 11-6. Figure 11-8 is com-
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parable to Fig. 11-5 for Case 1. In this case it will be noted that the

curves are crowded more toward the curve labeled d/a == 1.0, illus-

trating the greater effect of the dielectric when placed in the strong

fields at the center of the guide.

Fio. 11-9.—Properties of a wave guide partially filled with a dielectric

Fig. 11-10.—Properties of a wave guide partially filled with a dieleotrio.

Case 3.—When the dielectric is against both side walls of the

wave guide, as illustrated in Fig. 11-9, the effect of a given amount of

dielectric will be even less than in Case 1, because here the dielectric

is concentrated even more in a region of low field. The variation of

cutoff wavelength with increasing d/a is shown in Fig. 11-9 for the
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TE\,q and modes. The curve for the TE 2,o mode is similar to

the curve for the TEi,q mode in Fig. 11-3, except for a scale factor.

The variation in \/\g as a func-

tion of a/\ is given in Fig. 11-10

for a number of values of d/a. In

this case the curves are crowded

more toward the curve for d/a = 0,

which indicates the relative ineffec-

tiveness of the dielectric when con-

centrated in a region of low field.

Case 4.—When the dielectric

partially fills the wave guide in the

manner indicated in Fig. 11-11, the

situation is more complicated than

in the preceding cases. The field

structure that goes continuously

into the T^i.o mode as the dielectric

Fio. 11-11.—Properties of a wave guide

partially filled with a dielectric.

thickness approaches zero has five nonvanishing field components E*,

Eu, Ez, Hx, and This field has both electric and magnetic compo-

b

Flo. 11-12.—Propyerties of a wave guide

partially filled with a dielectric.

nents along the axis of the guide and

is transverse magnetic to the direc-

tion normal to the interface be-

tween the air and the dielectric.

As the thickness of the dielectric

approaches zero, the Et and Ex com-

ponents will vanish, leaving only the

Eyy //j, and Hz components that are

found in an air-filled guide propa-

gating the TE 1,0 mode.

In this case the properties of the

guide are a function of an addi-

tional parameter, the r atio of the

guide cross-section dimensions.

Therefore no single family of curves

can be applied to show the varia-

tion of \/\g with increasing values

of dielectric thickness d. For this

reason, only a single typical curve of X/X„ vs. 6/X is shown in Fig.

11-11 for a wave guide in which b/a = 0.45 and d/h = 0.50. In

Fig. 11-12 are given two curves of X/X^ vs. d/b for two typical values

of b/X. These are for wave guides in which b/a = 0.45.
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4. Reflections from Tapered Sections of Dielectric

The general problem of reflections from tapered discontinuities in

line impedance has been discussed in Sec. 3-5. The general principles

may be applied to tapered changes of impedance in wave guides.

If the taper is sufficiently gradual, the reflection that will be intro-

duced by a tapered section of dielectric depends upon the discon-

tinuities in the derivative of the guide wavelength at the ends of the

taper and is given for the TEi,q mode in rectangular guide by

j {
ST\dz ( dz

{ , . fUz\
\ / T)\ Jo K/

(11-21 )

The magnitude of these discontinuities may be estimated from the

curves of the preceding section for a number of different kinds of

taper.

Fio. 11-13.—Standing-wave ratio introduced by a tapered junction of air-filled and
dielectric-filled wave guides.

A taper that starts at one side of the wave guide and ends at the

other should then be very good, as the rate of change of wavelength

at the ends of the taper will be small. But there will be oscillations

in the curve of reflection as a function of the length of the taper,

because of the variations with length of the term

If the taper starts or ends in the center of the guide, the reflection is

likely to be larger for a similar taper of the same length, but the curve

of reflection vs. length of taper will have smaller percentage changes

with changing length of taper. The standing-wave ratio introduced

as a function of the length of taper is given in Fig. 11-13 for a taper

that starts on the long dimension of the guide and extends to the other

side. That is, a cross section in the tapered region would appear as
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Case 4 of the partially filled guide. This curve has been calculated

from Eq. (11-21) and has not been checked experimentally.

6. Effect of a Dielectric Post in a Wave Guide

A dielectric post that extends across the center of a rectangular

wave guide operating in the TE\,a mode, parallel to the lesser dimen-

a

X

Fiq. 11-14.—Function for calculating admittance of a dielectric post in a wave guide.

sion of the guide, will act as a shunt admittance provided that the

diameter of the post is small compared with a wavelength, i.e., if

(11-22)

where R is the radius of the post. If this assumption is valid, the

normalized admittance of the post will be given by

Y_

Yo
(11-23)

where a is the width of the guide, X, is the guide wavelength, X is the

wavelength in free space, « is the complex dielectric constant of the

substance forming the post, and /(a/X) is as given in Fig. 11-14.



CHAPTER 12

DIELECTRIC MATERIALS^

If the capacity of an air-dielectric condenser is Co, its impedance

at a frequency / will be —j/2irfCo- When the air dielectric is replaced

with another insulating material, the impedance of the condenser

becomes —//2ir/€Co, where e is the dielectric constant of the insulating

material.

The preceding paragraph is strictly true only for a vacuum-dielec-

tric condenser rather than an air-dielectric condenser. But the differ-

ence between the dielectric constant of air and unity is so small (in

the order of 0.001) that it is usually negligible and will be ignored

here. Only in exceptional cases, such as those considered in Sec. 13-4

is it necessary to distinguish between the dielectric constant of air

and a vacuum.

Losses in the dielectric may be taken into account by considering

the dielectric constant as complex and of the form

€ = €' - jc"

The loss tangent of the dielectric is then defined as

tan h — —
€

Usually 5 is a small angle and nearly equal to the power factor p.

The true power factor is

= sin d

The Q of a dielectric material is closely equal to 1/tan 5, where tan J

is small compared with unity.

The dielectric constant of a material is the result of contributions

of three molecular mechanisms:

^ The material in this chapter is a summary of part of the information con-

tained in the extensive reports by the Laboratory for Insulation Research, M.I.T.,

entitled Tables of Dielectric Materials, Vols. 1 and 2, produced under contract

with the National Defense Research Committee.

198
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1. Electronic and atomic polarization.

2. Orientation of permanent dipoles.

3. Ionic or electronic conduction.

The first of these effects contributes no loss but contributes a

frequency-independent factor to the dielectric constant. The con-

tribution of the other two mechanisms is frequently dependent and

affects both dielectric constant and power factor. As a result, these

Fia. 12-1.—The effect of humidity upon the loss tangent of polystyrene at a frequency

of 3,000 me.

quantities will often have values at microwave frequencies that are

different from their low-frequency values, values that may also be

temperature sensitive.

Measured values of dielectric constant for a number of different

materials are listed in Table 12-1 for two frequencies in the microwave

region. These values were taken at a temperature of approximately

25°C, and the samples had been kept in a dehydrator for a considerable

period of time prior to measurement.

The dielectric properties of a material may be considerably affected

by moisture absorption. Water is a high dielectric constant high-loss
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material in the microwave region, and only a small amount need be

absorbed by a dielectric material to alter its properties appreciably.

The greatest effect that will usually be observed is an increase in

power factor. Increases by a factor of two or more in the power factor

of already lossy dielectrics such as bakelite or wood have been observed

as the result of exposure to a humid atmosphere for a period of a few

days. More quantitative information for the case of polystyrene is

Fio. 12-2.—The dielectrio constant

and loss tangent of water at a frequency
of 3,000 me.

Fio. 12-3.—The dielectric constant
and loss tangent of water at a frequency
of 9,600 me.

given in Fig. 12-1, where moisture absorption of only 0.070 per cent is

seen to have increased the loss tangent from 0.0002 to 0.0008.

The dielectric properties of water at microwave frequencies are

often of special interest. Values of dielectric constant and loss tan-

gent are plotted as a function of temperature in Figs. 12-2 and 12-3

for frequencies of 3,000 and 9,600 me, and the results of some additional

measurements at 24,000 me are given in Table 12-2. For frequencies

between 300 and 3,000 me, the power factor at any temperature is

linearly proportional to the frequency, while the dielectric constant is

slightly higher at the lower frequencies.
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Table 12-1

Dielbctbic Constant and Loss

(Samples measured at approximately 25®C and zero humidity)

Frequency (cycles/sec)

Substance 3 X 10» 1 X lO'o

e'Ao tan 5 t'Uo tan 5

1. Ceramic and other inorganic materials

a. Steatite bodies:

AlSiMag A-35 5.50 0.0035

AlSiMag A-196 5.42 0.0018 5.24 0.0026

AlSiMag 211.... 5.90 0.0014

AlSiMag 228 5.97 0.0013 5.93 0,00195

AlSiMag 243 5.75 0.002 5.40 0.0002

Steatite Ceramic F-66 6.25 0.00055

Crolite No. 29 6.86 0.0024 5.86 0.0027

b. Titania bodies:

Tl-Pure R-200. . .... 86.5 0.0033

Tam Ticon T-J, T-L, T-M 96. 0.00034

c. Mixtures of ceramics and polymers:

Experimental titanium dioxide and pol-

ystrene 24.3 0.0032

Titanium dioxide (41.9%) and polydich-

lorostyrene (68.1%) 5.30 0.00060 5.30 0.00085

Titanium dioxide (65.3%) and polydi-

chlorostyrene (34.7%). .

.

10.2 0.00132

Titanium dioxide (81.4%) and polydi-

chlorostyrene (18-6%)- - - 23.0 0.00157

Strontium titanate (37.0%) and polydi-

chlorostyrene (63.0%) 4.97 0.00117 4.90 0.00141

Strontium titanate (59.5%) and polydi-

chlorostyrene (40.5%) ... 9.36 0.0023

Strontium titanate (74.8%) and polydi-

chloroatyrene (25.2%) 15.2 0.0064

Strontium titanate (80.6%) and polydi-

chlorostyrene (19 4%).. 19.5 0.0050

Barium titanate (33.4%) and polydi-

chlorostyrene (66.6%) 4.02 0.0017 4.02 0.0038

Barium titanate (67.2%) and polydi-

chlorostyrene (32.8%) 9.7 0.0143

Barium titanate (76.6%) and polydi-

chlorostyrene (23.6%) 15.5 0.0214

Barium titanate (79.0%) and polydi-

chlorostyrene (21.0%) 13.4 0.0314

Magnesium titanate (61.8%) and polydi-

ohlorostyrene (38.2%) 5.91 0.00089
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Table 12-1.

—

(Continued)

Substance

Frequency

3 X 10»

(cycles/sec)

1 X 10*°

«V<0 tan 5 «V«0 tan 6

d. Other inorganic materials:

Ruby mica 5.4 0.0003

Fused quartz 3.80 0.0001 3.80 0.0001

Mycalex No. 1364 6.91 0.0036

Mycalex KIO 11.3* 0.0040 11.3* 0.0040

Turx No. 62 6.69 0.0066

Tiirx No. 160 i 6.85 0 0049

AlSiMag 393 4.95 0.00097

2. Glasses and mixtures with glasses

a. Glasses:

Corning Glass No. 001 5 95 0.0060

Coming Glass No. 008 i 6 71 0.0126 6.71 0.0170

Coming Glass No. 009 8.67 0.0054

Corning Glass No. 010 ' 7.00 0.0044 6.95 0.0063

Corning Glass No. 012 6.64 0.0041 6.60 0.0063

Corning Glass No. 171 5.95 0.0056 5.83 0.0084

Coming Glass No. 704 4.67 0 0044 4.67 0 0057

Coming Glass No. 705 4.72 0.0052 4.71 0.0061

Coming Glass No. 706 4.70 0.0054

Coming Glass No. 707 4.00 0.0019 3.99 0.0021

Corning Glass No. 723 3.76 0.0022

Coming Glass No. 772 4.59 0.0038 4.59 0.0043

Coming Glass No. 774 4.89 0.0089

Corning Glass No. 775 4.38 0.0043 4.38 0 0050

Coming Glass No. 790 3 84 0.00068 3.82 0.00094

Coming Glass No. 3320 4 72 0,0062 4 72 0 0073

Corning Glass No. 7052 5.04 0.0058 4.93 0.0081

Corning Glass No. 8460 9.0 0.01

Corning Glass (C. Lab. No. 7141 M) 4.00 0.0010 4.00 0.0016

Coming Glass No. 8871 8.34 0.0026 8.05 0.0049

Coming Glass No. 1990 7.99 0.00199 7.94 0.0042

Coming Glass No. 199-1 7.84 0.0038 7.83 0.0051

Foamglass 5.49 0.0455

G.E. Glass R-3 7.65 0.0024 7.62 0.0045

h. Mixtures with glasses:

Polyglas P (M.I.T.) 2.91 0.00069

Polyglas P (M.I.T.) 3.37 0.00076

Polyglas P-f (M.I.T.) 3.35 0.00078 3.32 0.00084

Polyglas D-h (Monsanto) 3.22 0.00120 3.22 0.0013

Polyglas D-H (M.I.T.) 3.22 0.00079 3.22 0.00085
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Table 12-1.

—

(Continued)

Substance

Frequency (cycles/sec)

3 X 10* 1 X lO'o

eV‘0 tan 5 e'/eo tan 6

Polyglas M (Hood Rubber C’o.) 4.86 0.0339 5.22 0.0660

Polyglass S (M.I.T.) 3.55 0.0040 3.53 0.0048

3. Liquids

Water, conductivity 77. 0.15

Sodium chloride solution 70.8 0.29

Ethyl polychlorobenzene 2.72 0.129

Hexachlorbutadiene 2.51 0.0249

Styrene monomer, unpurified 2.40 0.0020 2.36 0.0058

Styrene monomer, purified 2.39 0.00136 2.39 0.00368

2, 5-dichlorostyrene 2.58 0.0114

Fractol A 2.15 0.00072

Primol D 1 2.15 0.00077

Marcol i 2.14 0.00097

Bayol-16 2.15 0.00099

Bayol D 2.06 0.00133

Cable Oil No. 5314 2.23 0.0018

Pyranol No. 1476 2.72 0.0026

Transil Oil No. IOC 2.18 0.0028

Halowax Oil No. 1000 3.62 0.266

Dow Corning No. 200, 3.87 cp 2.48 0.0048

Dow Corning No. 200, 300 cp 2.69 0.010

Dow Corning No. 200, 7600 cs 1
2.71 0.0103

Dow Corning No. 500, 0.65 cs 1 2.20 0.00145

Ignition Sealing Compound No. 4 ' 2.77 0.010

4. Polymers

a. Phenolics:

Bakelite BM 120 : 3.70 0.0438 3.68 0.0390

Bakelite BM 260 * 5.19 0.046 4.93 0.025

Bakelite BM 262 4.41 0.0105

Bakelite BM 1895 4.44 0.0091 4.44 0.0096

Prystal (Catalin), 700 Base 4.74 0.153

Catalin, 200 Base 4.89 0.108

Catalin, 500 Base (yellow) 4.72 0.087

Catalin, 500 Base (orange) 4.63 0.131

Durez 11863 4.45 0.0069 4.42 0.0076

Resinox 7013 4.27 0.0123 4.25 0.0124

Resinox 7934 4.04 0.0084 4.04 0.0083

Resinox L-8241 4.60 0.0042 4.60 0.0040

Durite No. 221X 3.65 0.035

Bakelite BT-48-306 3.64 0.0519 3.52 0.0366
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Table 12-1.

—

(Continued)

Frequency (cycles/sec)

Substance

.7«o tan i

b. Aniline-formaldehyde resins:

Cibanite E 3.47 0.0053 3.47 0.0075

Dilectene No. 100 3.44 0.0039

Formica Grade MF-66 Fiberglas 3.90 0.026 3.88 0.029

c. Melamine-formaldehyde resins:

Melmac Resin 592 4.67 0.041 4.58 0.0434

Plaskon melamine molding

compound 4.93 . 0 . 1028 4.60 0.110

Resimene 803-A 4.53 0.0820 4.23 0.076

d. Urea-formaldehyde resins:

Beetle resin 4.57 0.0555 4.47 0.057

Plaskon urea molding compound 4.79 0.0694 4.65 0.0782

e. Cellulose derivatives:

Cellulose acetate type LL-1 3.24 0.029 3.24 0.040

Tenite I 008A H 4 3.25 0.031

Tenite II 205A H, 2.91 0.028

Pyralin 3.74 0.165 3.32 0.131

Methocel 3.35 0.055

Ethocle Q-180 2.72 0.0169

Ethocel Q-181 2.62 0.0183

Ethocel sheet PC 368 2.72 0.0175

Ethocel plastic A-2144 2.76 0.0160 2.73 0.0217

Lumarith EC Formula No. 22361 2.74 0.0196 2.67 0.0256

Ethyl cellulose 449-70A 2.73 0.0176 2.70
!

0.0246

/. Acrylic resins:

Lucite HM-102 2.57 0.00811

Lucite HM-119 2.57 0.00513 2.56 0.0049

Plexiglas 2.60 0.0057 2.59 0.0067

Polyethyl methacrylate A-3159 2.45 0.0075 2.49 0.0097

Polyethyl methacrylate A-3160 2.38 0.0044 2.36 0.0046

Polyisobutyl methacrylate A-3161 2.40 0.0110 2.38
j

0.0035

Polycyclohexyl methacrylate 2.46 0.00349

g. Vinyl resins:
1

(1) Acetate:

Polyvinyl acetate RH-838 2.88 0.0028

(2) Alcohols:

Polyvinyl alcohol RH-623 3.74 0.055 3.50 0.0502

Polyvinyl alcohol RH-403 3.75 0.0715

Polyvinyl alcohol RH-393 4.12 0.084

Polyvinyl alcohol RH-391N 3.89 0.064 3.74 0.0636
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Table 12-1.

—

(Continued)

Frequency (cycles/sec)

Substance 3 X 10» 1 X 10^0

tan 5 e' /€o tan b

(3) Acetals:

Formvar, type E 2.76 0.0113

Alvar 11/90 2.73 0.0136 2.65 0.0175

Butvar low OH 2.51 0.0111 2.48 0.0107

Butvar D20 2.68 0.037

Butvar D22 2.68 0.0517

Monsanto vinyl butyral compound. . . 2.90 0.041 2.86 0.0419

(4) Polyvinyl chloride and polyvinyli-

dene chloride:

Vinylite QYNA 2.84 0.0055

Vinylite VYHH 2.79 0.0076

Vinylite VU1900 2.65 0.0131 2.59 0.0104

Chlorovinyl Resin DV200 2.70 0.0069 2.70 0.0065

Chlorovinyl Resin RH654 2.69 0 0067 2.69 0.0067

Geon 2046 2.89 0.0116 2.83 0.0116

Saran Sheets B-115 (Acadia) 2.71 0.0072 2,70 0.00510

Saran Sheet B-115 (Dow) 2.78 0.0056

Supercooled Saran 2.67 0.0059

(5) Polyvinyl benzene and related poly-

mers:

Polvstyrene XMS 10023 2.55 0.0005

Loalin (molding powder) 2.49 0.00022

Loalin, cast 2.51 0.00251

Styron C-176 2.55 0.00026 2.54 0.0003

Polystyrene Foam 1 .05 <0.00003

Polvstyrene Fibers Q-107 2.11 0.00063

Lustron D-276 2.51 0.00041

Polystyrene D-334 2.54 0.00024

Polystyrene (Polaroid) 2.52 0.0025

Polystyrene (in vacuo) 2.51 0.00024

Polystyrene (in air) 2.48 0.00128

Styramic 2.65 0.00022 2.62 0.00023

Polystyrene, completely hydrogenated. 2.25 0.00016 2.25 0.00041

Polystyrene -|- 20% vinyl cyanide. . . . 2.76 0.0045

Styraloy 22 2.40 0.0032 2.40 0.0024

Dow Exp. Plastic Q-127 2.45 0.00213

G.E. No. 1421 Resin 2.53 0.0005 2.52 0 00066

Dow Exp. Plastic Q-166 2.71 0.0315 2.62 0.0249

Dow Exp. Plastic Q-200.5 2.52 0.00044
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Table 12-1.— {Continued)

Frequency (cycles/sec)

Substance 3 X 10» 1 X 10‘»

.'Ac tan 6 e'Ao tan b

Dow Exp. Plastic Q-200.7 2.50 0.00054

Dow Exp. Plastic Q-247 2.52 0.00031 2.51 0 00037

Dow Exp. Plastic Q-344 2.34 0.00090 2.31 0.00086

Dow Exp. Plastic Q-385.5 2.50 0.00063 2.49 0.0008

Dow Exp. Plastic Q-409 2.60 0 00087 2.60 0.0012

Polyparachloro-styrene 2.61 0 00079

Poly 2, 5-dichlorostvrene D-1385 2 62 0.00023 2.60 0.00023

Poly 2, 5-dichlorostyrene F-1891 2 55 0.00038 2.55 0.00040

Mathieson Plastic CY-8 2 .60
• 0 00031

Mathieson Plastic CZ-12 2.65 0 0039

Mathieson Plastic CQ-IODM. .

.

2 64 0 00108

Poly 3, 4-dichlorost\Tene 2 71 0 00170

Exp. 2, 5-dichlorostyrene and isoprene

copolvrner 2.63 0.0014

Thalid k-526-S 2.93 0.0163 2.93 0.0159

(6) Polyvinyl carbazole:

Polymer 80 vinyl carbazole -|-20 sty-

rene 2.80 0.00081

Polectron No. 24 2.88 0 00093

Polectron No. 5
;

2 86 0.0005

h. Polyethylene:

Polyethylene 2.26 0 00040

Polyethylene M702-R 2.21 0.00019

Polyethylene KLW A-3305 2.25 0 00022

Polyethylene Ix)t 122A 2.25 0.00058 2.24 0.00066

Polyethylene Lot 122B 2.25 0.00117 2.25 0.00119

Polyethylene Lot 122C 2.32 0.0050 2.31 0.0044

t. Rubbers;

(1) Natural and modifications:

Pale crepe 2.15 0.0030

Pale crepe, vulcanized 2.36 0.0047

Pale crepe, moderate amount of carbon

black 3.25 0.0148

Pale crepe, large amount of carbon

black 6.29 0.0234

Marbon B 2.37 0.0029 2.36 0.0045

Marbon S 2.56 0.0023 2.54 0.0022

Marbon S-1 2.50 0.00176 2.50 0.0019

(2) Synthetic:

GR-S (Buna S) uncured 2.45 0.0044
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Table 12-1.

—

{Continued)

Substance

Frequency (cycles /sec)

3 X 10»
j

1 X 10'®

<V«0 tan 6 €7«0 tan 5

GR-S (Buna S) compound 2.49 0.0056 2.44 0.0050

GR-S (Buna S) compound, large

amount of carbon black 6.3 0.027 6.3 0.019

Rubber GR-S BXG-117G compound 2.75 0.0057 2.74 0.0048

Polyisobutylene Run 5047-2 2.21 0 00047

Polystyrene-polyisobutylcne 0-957. . . 2.30 0.00014

Polystyrene-polyisobutylene D-955. . . 2.30 0 00035

GR-I (Butyl rubber) uncured 2.35 0.0009 2.35 0.0008

GR-I (Butyl nibber) cured 2 38 0 00093 2.38 0.00099

Neoprene GN 2.84 0.0480

Neoprene GRM-10 loaded compound 4.06 0 .0339 4.02 0.0261

Neoprene loaded compound 4.10 0 035 4.10 0.0358

Pliobond M-190 C 3.76 0 074

Gilson ite , 2.55 0.00093

Millimar 2.64 0.0011 2.64 0 0012

Shellacs:
i

XL shellac (natural) 2.86 0.0254

Zinfo shellac (natural) 2.86 0.029

C Pure garnet shellac 2.94 0 027

Dewaxed garnet shellac 2.75 0.0267

Miscellaneous:
i

Bakelite Resin XRS 16631 2.80 0.0161 2.70 0.0150

Celltite 1 .38 0.0039 1 .37 0.0038

Cerex X-214 2.65 0 0018 2.62 0.0029

Columbia Resin CR-38 2.87 0.0088

Columbia Resin CR-39 2.88 0.0203

Columbia Resin OR- 149 3.03 0 0076 3.01 0.0070

Dihydronaphthaleiie, tetramer of 2.63 0.00046

Dow Poly fiber Plastic 2.03 0.00045

E Resin 2 43 0.0006 2.42 0.0005

Fiberglas laminate BK-164 3 88 0.0120 3.99 0.0131

Fibreglas laminated with Q-166 3.78 0.0241 3.70 0.0231

Hycar Hardboard 1.55 0.0093 1.52 0.0076

Insl-X A-110-5 2.44 0.020

Laminae No. 4122 3.03 0.037 2.88 0.031

Laminate of ECC-11-162 Fiberglas -f

Bakelite BRS-16631 Resin 3.60 ^0.0135 3.63 0.0123

Laminate of Knit Fiber A -f Bakelite

BRS-16631 Resin 2.75 0.0117

Laminte Fiberelas ECC-11-148 3.78 0.0140
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Table 12-1.

—

(Concluded)

Froqviency (cycles/sec)

Substance 3 X 10» 1 X 10"'

e'/^o tan 5 *'Ao tan 6

Marbon S Board 1 .28 0.0017 1.27 0.0016

Marco Resin MR-l-C 2.99 0.0185

Marco Resin MR-20-C 2.81 0.016

Micarta No. 254 3.43 0.0505 3.25 0.041

Micarta No. 259 5.30 0.033 5.19 0.0385

Micarta No. 290 4.63 0.022 4.59 0.0230

Micarta No. 496.

.

3.78 0.055 3.62 0.057

Nylon No. 610. . . 2.84 0.0117

Permafil 3.08 0.0276

Plaskon 911

.

3 07 0.0175 3.02 0.0158

Plasticeramic 2.61 0.00086 2.60 0 00070

“Teflon,” Poly F-1114. 2 1 0.00015 2 08 0 00037

5 . Waxes
Acrawax C 2.48 0.0015 2 45 0.0019

Apiezon W . . . 2.62 0.0016

Beeswax (white) 2.35 0.0050 2.35 0 0048

Beeswax (yellow) . . 2 38 0.010

Cerese Wax AA 2.29 0 00088 2.26 0.0007

Cerese Wax AA -b phenyl mercuric stearate 2.29 0.00046 2 27 0 00050

Cerese Wax (brown) 2 25 0.00028

Ceresin (yellow) 2 26 0.0006

Opalwax 2.55 0.0167 2 51 0.0160

Ozokerite 2.26 0.0006

Paraffin wax (132° ASTM). . . 2.25 0.00020 2.24 0.00021

Parowax 2 25 0.0002 2.25 0.00025

6. Miscellaneous

Amber 2.59 0.0090

Cenco Sealstix ... 2.96 0.0210

Plicene cement 2.40 0.00078 2 35 0 00068

Sealing wax 2.97 0.0119

Halowax No. 1001. . . 2.73 0.044

Halowax No. 1013. 3 09 0.043 2.85 0.0186

Halowax No. 1014 3.12 0.0345 2.95 0.0160

Halowax No. 11-314 2.89 0.0037 2.87 0.00095

Sulfur 3.44 0.0007 3 44 0.0014

Ice (-12'’C) 3.20 0.0009 3.17 0.0007

Pai>er (70%) and paraffin (30%) 2.69 0.0362 2.64 0.0288

Mahogany 1.96 0.034 1.86 0.036

Balsawood 1.21 0.010 1.21 0.0083
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Table 12-2

Properties of Water at 24,000 Me

Water.

Ice.

Temp., ®C

3

25

60

-15

«'Ao

27

tan d

1 OC



CHAPTER 13

CAVITY RESONATORS

1. General Discussion^

At ordinary radio frequencies, a resonant circuit usually consists

of a coil and a condenser. Associated with these circuit elements

are losses that are often lumped together in-

to an equivalent resistance, as indicated in

Fig. 13-1. In this figureL is the inductance,

^ C the capacitance, and Rmh the equivalent

resistance that accounts for the circuit

losses. A knowledge of these three para-

onanr ir^uir “eters permits a complete description of the

conventional circuit elements, behavior of the circuit in response to an im-

pressed voltage.

The resonant frequency /o of the circuit of Fig. 13-1 is given by

%rVLC
(13-1)

The input impedance Z to the circuit at a frequency f different from

The characteristic impedance Ko of the circuit may be defined by

Rq = (13-3)

^Hansen, W. W., A Type of Electrical Resonator, J. Applied Phya., 9, 664-

663 (1938). Additional references that include general and specific information

are the following:

Ramo, 8., and J. R. Whinnery, “Fields and Waves in Modern Radio,'* John

Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1944. Sarbacher, R. I., and W. A. Edson,

“Hyper and Ultrahigh Frequency Engineering," John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York, 1943. Schelkunoff, S. A., “Electromagnetic Waves,“ D. Van Nostrand

Company, Inc., New York, 1943. M. I. T. Radar School Staff, “Principles of

Radar," McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1946.

210
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The customary definition of Q is

Q =
R»h

(13-4)

Ordinary resonant circuits are usually discussed in terms of the

quantities L, C, and and the equations that describe the circuit

behavior are usually written with these terms involved. But the

behavior of the circuit could be described equally well in terms of the

parameters /^o, Q, and /o, and for circuits that are used at high fre-

quencies, it is often more convenient to deal with these latter param-

eters, for reasons that are explained below.

At microwave frequencies, the components of an ordinary resonant

circuit become so small that they are physically not practical to use,

and cavity resonators are preferred because they are physically large

and highly efficient. Any closed cavity with conducting walls has

associated with it an infinite number of discrete resonant frequencies,

each corresponding to a different configuration of electromagnetic

fields in the interior of the cavity. For any one of these resonant

modes, the cavity is like an ordinary resonant circuit in many ways,

and its behavior may be described in terms of the three parameters

Qy and /o. But for each of the possible resonant modes, these

parameters will in general have different values.

It is sometimes difficult to define for a cavity resonator the param-

eters of the equivalent coil and condenser circuit. The inductance L
of a lumped constant resonant circuit may be defined in a number of

ways:

( 1 )

(2)

\2 /‘ / current^

j _ linkages

I current

(13-5)

(13-6)

(3) Calculate L from the equation fo =

C = 2 X

2ir \/LC
energy stored

voltage-

with

In an ordinary resonant circuit each of these definitions leads to the

same calculated value of inductance. This is not true for a cavity

resonator, where in the general case a different answer will be obtained

by each method of calculation.

But for any cavity resonator, there is a unique value of resonant

frequency for each mode of resonance. For a given mode and given

cavity shape, this resonant frequency depends only upon the size of

the cavity.
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The Q of a cavity may also be uniquely defined for each mode.

We have previously defined Q by

« -m
and it might be assumed that, because of the difficulty in determining

a unique value of L, a similar difficulty would be encountered in

attempting to define Q. But Q may be defined by

0 - 2,
«"ergy Stored

energy lost/cycle

and the value given by this definition is a unique quantity for a given

mode of resonance.

Characteristic impedance may also be uniquely defined except for

a scale factor that depends upon what value of voltage or current is

chosen as reference. This is a fundamental shortcoming and in gen-

eral cannot be circumvented by a good choice of definition. The

losses may be expressed either in terms of an equivalent series resistance

R,ty defined by the relation

PR 0

Average energy lost/sec = —^ (13-9)

or in terms of an equivalent shunt resistance 7?,^,

relation

Average energy lost/sec
V2

2R.H

defined by the

(13-10)

If these definitions were unique, the ratio of shunt to series resistance

would be as in ordinary resonant circuits. But in general, this

ratio is not equal to for cavity resonators. The choices of V and I

are in a sense arbitrary, and even if the most ‘treasonable^’ choices

are made, they will not necessarily lead to answers that agree. But if

a single value of voltage or of current is chosen as reference, the circuit

parameters may be uniquely defined with respect to the arbitrarily

chosen voltage or current.

The shunt resistance and series resistance are quantities that are

often more directly applicable to problems than is the characteristic

impedance. When a resonator is to be driven by an electron beam,
for example, it is important to know what impedance will be encoun-

tered by the current in the beam as it passes through the resonator.

This shunt imp>edance Rmh is related to the characteristic impedance

Bo by
Rah = RoQ ( 13-11 )
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when the voltage across the path traversed by the electron beam is used

as the basis of calculation.

In the remainder of this chapter, the shunt impedance of resonators

will be calculated rather than their characteristic impedance. The
path along which the electric field will be integrated to give the refer-

ence voltage will be that path along which the maximum voltage is

developed. The fact that shunt impedance is used rather than series

impedance in no way makes less valid the definition of series imped-

ance; there is just an inherent ambiguity, and a choice is made for

convenience.

2. Methods by Which Resonator Parameters Are Calculated^

Resonant Frequency.—To obtain the resonant frequency of a

cavity resonator, solutions to Maxwell's equations must be found

which satisfy the boundary conditions imposed by the resonator. It

is nearly always assumed that the cavity is made of a perfect conductor,

which means that, for calculations of resonant frequency, penetration

of the fields into the walls of the resonator is neglected. The boundary

conditions which must th^n be met are that no tangential electric

field and no normal magnetic field exist at the surface of the cavity

\walls.

The electric and magnetic fields are derivable from some sort of a

potential that satisfies a wave equation, and the calculation usually

leads to an attempt to find a suitable potential function that is appli-

cable to the problem in hand. An analytical solution is only possible

for a limited number o7 cavity shapes, shapes that can be simply

defined in terms of one of the standard coordinate systems. A num-

ber of approximate methods of calculation have been developed which

give more or less accurate answers for many cavity shapes that cannot

be solved by analytical methods.

For example, a complex resonator may be divided into two or more

regions of simpler shape. Functions may then be found that are solu-

tions to the wave equation and that satisfy the boundary conditions in

each region. If the fields in each region may be made to be equal over

the surface that is common to both regions, and to give a continuous

derivative at that surface, the frequency will be determined.

A principle of similitude may be applied to cavity resonators, as

follows: If all the linear dimensions of a cavity resonator are changed

by a constant factor (and the resistivity of the walls changed by the

same factor), the resonant wavelengths of all the normal modes in the

* The material in this section follows some unpublished notes of W. W. Hansen.
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cavity will be scaled by the same factor. The correction indicated in

the parentheses is usually negligibly small.

Q.—The Q of a resonator has previously been defined by

_ o_ energy stored /io 1 o^^ ^ energy lost/cycle
^ ^

This is a unique definition for a given mode in a given cavity. The
quantity Q is sometimes used as a figure of merit for a resonant circuit,

for it is a measure of the damping of a freely oscillating circuit, although

shunt impedance is sometimes a more useful figure of merit. It can

be shown that the total field energy in a freely oscillating circuit varies

with time according to the equation

W = Woe ^ * (13-13)

where W is the energy at a time t and Wo is the initial energy at ^ = 0.

The Q of a resonator is also a measure of the sharpness of resonance,

being inversely proportional to the band width between the frequencies

where the impedance (or admittance) has fallen to 70.7 per cent of its

resonant value. This band width A/ is related to the resonant fre-

quency fo by

^ = i
fo Q

(13-14)

To calculate the Q of a resonator, the relation must be found

between energy stored in the cavity and losses in the cavity. If

dielectric losses are neglected, and only losses resulting from conduction

currents in the resonator walls considered, these losses are

Energy lost/cycle ‘if B^\d<T\ (13-15)

where 6 is the skin depth, B is the magnetic field at the wall of the

cavity, and da is an element of area in the cavity wall. The integral

is carried out over the interior surface of the cavity. The energy

stored in the cavity is

Energy stored = B^dr (13-16)

with dr an element of volume, and the integral carried out over the

volume of the cavity. The Q of the cavity is then

(13-17)
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It will be seen that Q is a dimensionless quantity,

may be written as

^ 6 _ 2{B^ dr
^

X \fB^\(h\

This equation

(13-18)

where 6 is the skin depth, given in Eq. (2-7). The term on the right-

hand side is independent of the wavelength and depends only upon

the shape and mode of the cavity. It is therefore sometimes known as

the ^‘form factor of the cavity (for the given mode).

To a first approximation, the form factor is given by

2 Jdr

X i\do\
(13-19)

for it is not a rapidly varying function of the flux distribution. Also,

because the magnetic field is a maximum at or near the surface of the

resonator, the mean surface value of will be twice the mean value

throughout the volume, and it can be said approximately that

b 1 V= ( 13-20)

where V is the volume and S the area of the bounding surface of the

resonator. A substitution of typical values shows that Q^s greater

than 1,000 are easily obtainable at microwave frequencies.

The form factor increases with increasing volume to surface ratio.

Large cavities that operate on one of the higher modes of oscillation will

therefore have higher Q’s in general than will smaller cavities that

resonate with simpler modes at the same wavelength.

Cavities that are reentrant have a low volume to surface ratio and

are likely to have Q^s that are lower than simpler shapes will give.

Two cavities of the same shape and same material but of different

size will have Q^s that are proportional to the square root of the resonant

wavelength.

Shunt Impedance.—The shunt impedance, or shunt resistance, of

an ordinary resonant circuit may be defined by

/2«a =
voltage^

2 X energy lost/sec
(13-21)

This definition is in many ways the most useful one that can be applied

to a cavity resonator, as it is a factor of the resonator which tells the

amount of input power that must be supplied to the resonator to

maintain a given voltage across whatever path may be chosen. The
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path usually chosen is the one across which, the maximum voltage is

developed. If the resonator is being driven' by a beam of electrons,

the path that is chosen is the path followed by the electron beam.

The shunt impedance may be calculated by the following technique.

The energy lost per second is given by

Energy lost/sec =
1/ (13-22)

where b is the skin depth given in Eq. (2-7), / is the frequency, B is

the magnetic field at the surface, and da is an element of surface in

the cavity. The integration is carried out over the enclosing area

of the cavity.

The voltage is defined as the line integral of the electric field, which
by Stokes’s theorem may be set equal to •

j
EdSi^ 6 da, (13-23)

where c is the velocity of light, dS\ is an element of length, and dai

is an element of area. The value of the integral

will obviously depend upon the chosen path of

integration.

For example, in the resonator illustrated in

Fig. 13-2, a circular cylindrical resonator operat-

ing in the Til/o.i.o mode, the path of integration

is chosen along the axis of the resonator to give

the maximum voltage and is closed outside the

cavity. The element of length dSi is along the

axis of the resonator, as indicated. The ele-

ment of area da\ lies in a cross section contain-

ing the axis, and the integration is carried out

over the portion of that cross section enclosed

by the path of the line integral.

The shunt resistance obtained by this method of calculation is then
given by

Flo. 13-2.—Illustrat-

ing the calculation of

shunt impedance in a
cavity resonator.

B = IGir^
(/B Xc

emu (13-24)

where c is the velocity of light and 6 the skin depth.

The factor

16t*
(/J$ da,y

is independent of the resonant frequency of the cavity and has to do
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only with the shape and mode of the resonator. It then follows

that for j!wo resonators of the same shape but of different size the

shunt impedance is proportional to the square root of the resonant

wavelength.

To get some idea of the magnitudes involved, for copper at X** 10

cm

^ = 2.5 X 10» ohms (13-25)
0

as c, the velocity of light, is equal to 30 ohms when converted to prac-

tical units The shape factor of a cavity is of the order unity, so the

shunt resistance is of the order o: a megohm.
If the Q of a cavity is increased by increasing the conductivity of

the walls, the shunt impedance will increase by the same factor. It is

possible to build resonators with high shunt impedances and low Q^s,

however, or conversely with high Q^s and low shunt impedances.

For example, as the height of the cylindrical resonator of Fig. 13-2

is increased, the shunt impedance will increase without limit, while the

Q will approach a constant value. On the other hand, with a highly

reentrant resonator of the type discussed in Sec. 13-3, page 227, the

voltage developed across the gap may be small while the Q is large.

3. Characteristics of Various Cavity Resonators

Rectangular Resonators.—The characteristics of a rectangular

prism resonator, such as illustrated in Fig. 13-3, are readily calculated

by analytical methods.

A resonant wavelength Xo will

be found in such a resonator when

( 13
-26)

where I is the number of half-wave

z

variations of field along the x-axis

m is the number of half-wave vari-

Fio. 13-3.—A rectangular cavity
resonator, illustrating the notation
used.

ations of field along the ?/-axis, n

is the number of half-wave variations of field along the z-axis, and

/,m,n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . but not more than one may equal zero for

fields to exist.

For large resonators of this type, the number of modes dN in a
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range of wavelength c?X is

dN Sr d\ (13-27)
Al

where V is the volume of the resonator and Xi is the center of the wave-

length band dX. If the three dimensions of the prism are equal,

and the resonator is a perfect cube, there will be a twelvefold symmetry
degeneracy. For example, the following modes will have identical

resonant frequencies:

T£s.4.6

TM 1,6,4

TE^A.b

TEiA.z

TEiAA
TEiA.t

If only two sides of the prism are equal, there will be a fourfold degen-

eracy. If all sides are unequal, there will be a twofold degeneracy,

i.c., TE and TM modes of the same subscripts will have the same
resonant frequency. In practice, this twofold symmetry will usually

be destroyed by irregularities in manufacture.

The number of resonant states in a large

rectangular prism resonator with resonant

wavelengths greater than some minimum wave-

length X2 is given approximately by

AT = ^^ (13-28)

Fio. 13-4.—The sira-
*

plwt mode in a rectan- This approximate formula is quite accurate even
sular canty resonator. , ,

for low N.

Consider a resonator in which a = bj and where / = m = 1 and

n = 0. This is illustrated in Fig. 13-4.

The resonant wavelength of such a resonator is

X« = 2v/2a (13-29)

The Q of this resonator is given by

Q ^ = 0.353—-— (13-30)

and the shunt impedance by

= 120-—-— (13-31)
®

1 + _2.^ 2zo

where 6 is the skin depths given in Eq. (2-7).
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For large cubical resonators, in which a = b = Zo, resonators oper-

ating in a high mode of oscillation, the Q is approximately given by

a

^0
(13-32)

Cylindrical Resonators.—The infinite number of resonant modes

that may exist in a simple circular cylindri-

cal resonator may be divided into two

classes: (1) those in which the electric field

is everywhere transverse to the axis of the

cylinder, and (2) those in which the mag-
netic field is every^vhere transverse to the

axis of the cylinder. The notation that

will be applied to cylindrical resonators is

illustrated in Fig. 13-5.

TE Modes .—Considering first those

modes in which the electric field has no

component parallel to the axis, the resonant

wavelength Xo is given by
4

Fig. 13-5.«—A circular cyl-

indrical cavity resonator, il-

lustrating the notation used.

Xo =

^/(0‘ + c-^y
(13-33)

Each Oi these modes occurs when the resonator is effectively a section

of a circular wave guide that is an integral number of half wavelengths

long for some TE mode of transmission in the wave guide. The term

I gives the number of half wavelengths along the axis contained in

the resonator and must, therefore, be an integral number, z.e., 1, 2,

3, . . . . No mode exists in which / = 0. If the TEm.n mode in a

wave guide is the mode being excited in the resonator u'm,n is the nth

root of the equation
= 0 (13-34)

Some of the lower roots of this equation are listed in Table 13-1.

The Q of the resonator when a half wave long is

1
+(£)’! -fey

1 1

a(zo - a) tV 1

La ^ 4z„‘ 420* (uV.)4

(13-35)

where 6 is the skin depth, given in Eq. (2-7). The Q is seen to decrease

with increasing order of excitation. For a particularly interesting

case that occurs when n = 0, and I = m = 1
,
the Q is given approxi-
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mately by

Q£.„r„oVi + (o,4io0
2 1 + 0.168

Zq

1 + 0.1681 ~
S,2o

(13-36)

Resonators operating in this mode of oscillation, which corresponds

to the TEo.i mode in a wave guide, have an exceptionally high Q and

are ideal for precision wavemeters except that some sort of damping

system must be used to eliminate the other modes unless the tuning

range is small.

TM Modes .—For the other class of resonant modes, in which the

magnetic field has no component parallel to the axis, the resonant

wavelengths are given by

Xo = : (13-37)

\/(0‘ +

j

As before, each of these modes occurs when the resonator is effectively

a section of circular wave guide that is an integral number of half

wavelengths long, this time for a TM mode of propagation As before,

i is an integer that gives the number of half waves along the axis of the

resonator. In addition, modes exist when / = 0; these modes have

an electric field that is everywhere parallel to the axis and do not

represent possible modes of transmission in a wave guide.

If the TMm,n mode in a wave guide is the mode excited in the

resonator, Um.n is the nth root of the equation

Jm(u) = 0 (13-38)

When I = 0, the axial electric field will still be given by an mth order

Bessel function, which will have its nth root at the radius a. As

before, the term Um,n will be the nth root of an mth order Bessel func-

tion which determines the axial field. A tabulation of some of the

lower roots of this equation are given in Table 13-1.

The Q of the TM modes for a resonator a half wave in length when

m 0 is given by
a 1

Zo

(13-39)

If m = 0, the Q is given by
a a

(13-40)
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where 6 is the skin depth, given in Eq. (2-7). With this exception,

for these modes the Q is not a function of the order of excitation; this

is in contrast to the other class of modes.

The shunt resistance in ohms of the mode in which I = n = 0 and

m = 1, i.e.y the lowest mode in which the electric field is everywhere

axial, is given by

r*=144^’--— (13-41)
Ao n . a

and the resonant wavelength Xo by

Xo = 2.61a (13-42)

The form factor of a cylindrical cavity, Q is plotted as a function

of the ratio Zo/a in Fig. 13-6 for some of the lowest modes of oscilla-

tion in a cylindrical cavity.® These modes are identified by subscripts

» Wilson, I. G., C. W. Schramm, and J. P. Kinzer, High Q Resonant Cavities

for Microwave Testing, Bell System Tech. J., Vol. 25, No. 3 (1946).
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of the form TEm.n.i- For example, the TE 0 , 1,2 mode corresponds to a

section of wave guide operating in the TEo,i mode and two half wave-

lengths long.

Table 13-1

The First Twenty-five Zeros of J^ix) and JJ{x)

No. V'aluc Mode

1 1 .841 TEn
2 2 405 TMoi
3 3.054 TEu
4 3 832 TMn
5 3.832 TEoi

6 4.201 TEn
7 5.136 rd/21

8 5.318 TEn
9 5 332 TE,^

10 5.520
j

TM02
11 6.380 1 TMn
12 6.416 TEn
13 6.706 TE^z

14 7.016
i

TMn
15 7.016 TE02

16 7.501 TEn
17 7.588 TMn
18 8 016 TEn
19 8.417 TM22
20 8.536 TEn
21 8.578 TEn
22

1

8.654 rd/o.

23 8 771 TMn
24 9 283 TEn
25 9 647 TEn

Equations (13-27) and (13-28) are approximately true for large

circular cylindrical cavities. If the cross section is circular, there

exists a twofold degeneracy for most mofles, which have two possible

polarizations. This degeneracy will be removed if the cross section

is elliptical.

Spherical Resonators.—The first resonance will occur in a spherical

cavity of radius a when

Xo » 2.28a (13-43)

and the second resonance when

Xo *= 1.4a (13-44)
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The field configuration for these first two modes is shown in Fig. 13-7.

The Q of a spherical cavity operating in the dominant mode is

given by

Q ^ = 0.318 (13-45)
Ao

and the shunt impedance given by

ft ^ = 104.4 (13-46)
Ao

Spherical Resonators with Reentrant Cones. ^—A resonator that

can be solved by analytical methods consists of part of a sphere of

\o « Z 28o

Fia. 13-7.—-Spherical cavity resonators with the two
lowest modes.

Fig. 13-8.—Spherical

resonator with reentrant

cones.

radius a and two cones whose apex is at the center of the sphere and

whose half angle is do. Such a resonator is sketched in Fig. 13-8, and

the field corresponding to the fundamental mode of oscillation is

illustrated.

The resonant wavelength of this cavity is

Xo = 4a (13-47)

and is not a function of the angle do. The Q of the resonator does vary

with the angle flo, and in Fig. 13-9, Q is plotted as a function of do.
Ao

The maximum value of Q is found at an angle of = 34 deg and is

given by

Q^ = 0.1095 (13-48)
Ao

* Hansen, W. W., and R. D. Richtmyer, On Resonators Suitable for Klystron

Oscillators, J. Applied Phya., 10, 189-199 (1939).
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The shunt impedance is also a function of the angle Oq, and Fig. 13-10

gives the variation of ^ with do. The maximum value of R is

Fio. 13-9.—The form factor of a spherical resonator with reentrant cones.

r rr
i 1

h
r
r"

I—

1

!

n
“1

1

n
1

1

pi—-1—4 1 L-,, 1 1. 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I

O 10 90 M 40 to 70 «0 to

Fio. 13-10.—The shunt impedance of a spherical resonator with reentrant cones,

reached at an angle of = 9 deg. At this angle R in ohms is given

by

B ^ = 32.04 (13-49)

Ellipsoid-hyperboloid Resonators.^—Another type of resonator

that has been solved analytically is the ellipsoid-hyperboloid shown in

Fig. 13-11. The resonator is a figure of revolution about an axis

passing through the foci. The resonant wavelength of this resonator

may be determined from Fig. 13-12. In this figure, the distance a

* Hansen and Richtmyer, loc. cU,
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between the foci is held constant and also the hyperboloid that deter-

mines part of the resonator. The equatorial radius Xo is varied,

and \o/xq is plotted as a function of the

shape factor, <ro, defined by co = 2a:o/a.

Also shown on the curve are the resonator

shapes that correspond to various values of

(To] these resonators are scaled in the draw-

ing so as to maintain constant the resonant

wavelength Xo.

The Q of the resonator is also a func-

tion of the shape factor o-q, and in Fig.

13-13, Q is plotted against co. The var-
Xo

iation in shunt impedance with the shape

can be obtained from Fig. 13-14, where

g~ is plotted against gq.
Xo

Coaxial-line Resonators.®—One type of coaxial-line resonator is

that shown in Fig. 13-15. The lowest TEM resonance in this cavity

will be found when the cavity is a half wavelength long. This resonant

Fio. 13-12.—The resonant wavelength of an ellipsoid-hyperboloid resonator with
equatorial radius xo.

• Barrow, W. L., and W. W. Mieher, Natural Oscillations of Electrical Cavity

Resonators, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs.^ 28, 184-191 (1940). Some slightly mis-

leading aspects of this paper are clarified in R. A. Kirkman, and M. Kline, The

Transverse Electric Modes in Coaxial Cavities, Proc. Inst. Radio Engrs.^ S4,

14P-17P (1946).

Fig. 13-11.—Ellipsoid-hyper-

boloid resonator.
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Fio. 13-13.—The form factor of an ellipsoid-hyperboloid resonator.

Fio. 13-14.—The shunt impedance of an ellipsoid-hyperlwloid resonator.

wavelength is

Xo — 42o (13-50)

The Q of the cavity in this mode is

Q
Xo

4 -I-

o 1 + -
2zo a

~b
\

b
log,

5

(13-51)

where 6 is the skin depth, given in Eq. (2-7). The optimum diametric

ratio for lowest losses is b/a = 3.6; this leads to a formula for Q of

4 -f 7.2
0

(13-52)
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The shunt impedance of this resonator is

1
cfk h -

a

IT Zo
, ,

6 ,
F

«i + 2^—

^

Zo
1

6

( 13-53)

When 6 X, the maximum R is found when b/a = 9.2. For this

value, the preceding formula reduces to

r1 = 30 ( 13-54 )
^0

1 n I o 0 4
^0

and for large za/b

9.25 - (13-55)
Ao Zo

It will be observed that optimum Q
occurs at b/a = 3.6 and optimum R at

6/a = 9.2. But at b/a = 3.6, R has fallen

only to 74 per cent of its maximum value,

and at b/a = 9.2, Q has fallen only to 78

per cent of its maximum. So the values

are not critical with diametric ratio.

In addition to the lowest resonant mode, resonances will be found

whenever the length of the ca\ity is an integral number of half wave-

lengths. Higher modes of propagation can also exist on a coaxial

line; their properties are discussed in Sec. 4-8. It is characteristic of

these modes that the wavelength along the line always exceeds the

wavelength of the principal mode. Additional resonances will be

found whenever the cavity is an integral number of half wavelengths

for any of these higher modes. There are also higher modes in which

the electric field is only axial; these modes correspond to no mode of

propagation on a coaxial line.

Some of the more important results of the preceding sections are

compared in Table 13-2.

Capacity-loaded Coaxial-line Resonators.^—One \videly used form

of resonator is the capacity-loaded coaxial-line resonator sho\\Ti in

formed of a section of coaxial

line.

’ Hansen, W. W., On the Resonant Frequency of Closed Concentric Lines,

J. Applied Pkye.f 10, 38-45 (1939). Also Hahn, W. C., A New Method for the

Calculation of Cavity Resonators, Jour. Applied Phys., 12, 62-68 (1941).
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Table 13-2

Characteristics of Resonators

Type of

resonctor

Rectoogufor

pnsm

' 1.2o4^^

C>/inder

B
T
2Zo
_1

Sphere

l-2a-l

Dimpled

sphere

*
Ellipsoid

hyperboloid

C3;
CT-'I

Coaxial

1
2 828a 2.61a 2 28a 4a 13a 4Zo

o
o

0353 —^

—

0383— 0318
01095

for

»o-34*

022
4 2 +72-^

D
for bA) "36

l20Zo 1

" 1+^
' 22.

144^0 1 104 4 32 04
for

do -S*

764
30

I4K3244®
D

for b/o*9.2

Fig. 13-16. If the gap length 5 is large, and the center conductor length

(zo — 5) is large compared ^vith the outer radius p2 ,
resonance will occur

when the center conductor length is ap-

proximately a quarter wave [Xo = 4(zo — 6)].

More accurate calculations will take into

account the fringing fields at the open end

of the plunger. The effect of these is

equivalent to a lumped capacity between

inner and outer conductors of the coaxial

line, located at the open end of the reentrant

part. This capacity may be approximately

calculated from the principles and curves

given in Sec. 6-1, page 96. The resonant

frequency will then be found to a second

approximation when the susceptance of this equivalent capacity is equal

and of opposite sign to the susceptance of the length of coaxial trans-

mission line formed by the center conductor and the outer cyclinder.

As the reentrant post length becomes small, the resonant wave-

length of the cavity does not approach zero, but approaches instead

the resonant wavelength of the TMo.i.o mode in a cylindrical cavity.

This limiting value is given by (Xo = 2.6 Ipo).

If the dimension h is small enough to introduce an appreciable

capacity at the end of the coaxial transmission line, the resonant

wavelength for given radial dimensions and plunger length will be

correspondingly modified. To a first approximation the resonator

may be considered a short length of coaxial line that is resonated by

T
L 't

_ j*. L

S

1

Fio. 13-16.—A reentrant coax-

ial cavity resonator.
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the large lumped capacity at the end of the center conductor and this

capacity calculated from the gap spacing and area. This leads to a

formula for resonant wavelength in terms of resonator dimensions of

X. - 2, In e)” (13-56)

This calculation neglects the additional equivalent capacity of the

fringing fields at the end of the plunger and, hence, always gives a

resonant wavelength that is smaller than the true value. The factor

by which the wavelength given by Eq. (13-5G) must be multiplied to

give the true value is commonly of the order 1.25 to 1.75.

More accurate calculations have led to the results that are pre-

sented graphically in Fig. 13-17. These charts make it possible to

determine within a few per cent the resonant wavelength of a cavity

of given dimensions, provided that the gap is not too large. On all

the charts, the ratio 5/pi is plotted against the ratio Zo/pi- There are

several families of curves, each family for a given ratio P 2/P 1 . Each

curve in the family is for a given value of /rpi, where k is related to the

resonant wavelength Xo by the formula

A- = ^ (13-57)
Xo

Two families of curves arc plotted on each chart, to aid in interpolation.

The Q of a cavity of this type is given approximately by

(13-58)

where 5 is the skin depth, given in Eq. (2-7), rather than the gap

spacing, and pi, po, and Zo are cavity dimensions.

The shunt impedance is given approximately by

In^
P2

Pi

2 In — -f 2 o

Pi

(13-59)

where as before d is skin depth rather than gap spacing. More exact

calculations show that a resonator with fixed gap spacing 5 and inner

radius pi will have its maximum shunt impedance when the toroidal
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cross section is approximately square, i.e., when

— 5 = p2 — pi (13-60)

4 . Effect of Temperature and Humidity upon the Resonant Frequency

of a Cavity

The resonant frequency of a cavity will vary with changing tem-

perature because of dimensional variations. For a cavity constructed

of a single metal, the percentage change in resonant wavelength will

be equal to the percentage change in linear dimensions, which in turn

depends upon the expansion coefficient of the material of which the

cavity is built. Temperature coefficients of some typical materials

are listed in Table 13-3. Temperature compensation is possible with

the use of bimetal construction.
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In addition, if the cavity is not sealed, there will be a change in

resonant frequency because of the varying dielectric constant of air

with changing temperature and humidity. If the cavity has been

calibrated at 25®C, 60 per cent humidity, and sea-level pressure, the

change in resonant frequency to be expected under different atmos-

pheric conditions may be determined from the nomograph of Fig.

13-18.

6. Coupling between Resonators and Transmission Lines

To utilize the characteristics of, or to extract power from, a cavity

resonator, it is usually necessary to couple the resonator to a load,

which is frequently a transmission line. This may be done in several

ways. Coaxial transmission lines may be coupled to resonators either

(f»

nmnt wavelength of a reentrant coaxial cavity resonator.
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by electric or magnetic coupling. To provide electric coupling, the

center conductor of the coaxial line is extended as a probe into the

cavity and will couple to the cavity if the probe is in line with a com-

ponent of the electric field within the cavity. Magnetic coupling

may be provided by terminating the coaxial line in a loop that links

magnetic flux within the cavity.

Cavities are usually coupled to wave guides by holes through the

metal wall that separates guide from cavity and may be coupled to

coaxial lines in the same manner. There will be magnetic coupling

through a round hole if the magnetic field at the surface of the guide

has a component parallel to the magnetic field at the adjoining surface

of the cavity. There will be electric coupling if both cavity and guide

have components of electric field normal to the common surface

between them. If a narrow slot is used instead of a round hole, the

(c)

Fio. 13-1 7c and d .—Design curves for finding the reeo>
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electric coupling will be very small, and there will be appreciable

magnetic coupling only if the tangential magnetic field in both guide

and cavity have components parallel to the slot.

When a cavity is coupled to a transmission line, the resonant fre-

quency and Q are modified by the coupling circuit, and there is some
question as to the precise resonant frequency of the cavity. This

arises from the difficulty of establishing exact lines of demarcation

between line, coupling circuit, and cavity. For many purposes, it is

convenient to regard the resonant frequency of the over-all cavity and

coupling circuit as the frequency at which a minimum standing-wave

ratio is seen on the input transmission line looking toward the cavity.

It is convenient to choose a reference plane as the location of a minimum
on the input line when the cavity is detuned. An equivalent circuit

uant wavelength of a reentrant coaxial cavity resonator.
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may then be set up for the cavity and coupling network, as shown in

Fig. 13-19, consisting of a virtual resonant circuit located at the refer-

ence plane.

In actual operation, the cavity \vill be loaded by the input admit-

tance of the coupled transmission line, which parallels the virtual

resonant circuit. The input admittance to the cavity Y is given at

resonance by
y = G (13-61)

where G is the shunt conductance of the virtual resonant circuit. A
quantity S may be defined by

S = -^ (13-62)
(jr

where Ko is the characteristic admittance of the input line. The stand-

ee)

Fio. 13-17« and /.—Desifl^n curves for finding the res-
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ing-wave ratio looking toward the cavity at resonance will equal

jS if /3 > 1, or 1/^3 if iS < 1. If jS > 1, a voltage maximum will appear

at the reference plane at resonance. If /3 < 1, a voltage minimum
will be at the reference plane at resonance.

The following terms may be used to describe the cavity and its

coupled load, when the transmission line is matched at its far end, so

that its input admittance is Y o.

Unloaded Q = Qo
27r/ X energy stored in cavity _ ^
power dissipated in cavity G

External Q = Qe
27r/ X energy stored in cavity

power dissipated in load Yo

Loaded Q = Ql
27r/ X energy stored in cavity

power dissipated in load and cavity

(13-63)

(13-64)

wC
G+Yo

(13-65)

lo

(/)

onant wavelength of a reentrant cavity resonator.
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Table 13-3

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion at 20®C

Substance Coefficient

Aluminum 24 X 10“*

Brass 19

Phosphor bronze 17

Copper 16

Duraluminum 24

Glass, soft 8.5

Glass, hard 9.7

Steel 10

Magnesium 26

Molybdenum 5

Monel metal 14

Invar 0.9

Quartz, fused 0.42

Silver 19

Stainless steel 10

ia)

Fio. 13-17 a and h .—Design curves for finding the reso-
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The various terms are related by the equations:

^ = 1 + jS (13-66)

= /3 (13-67)
(Je

|-l+i (13^)

Frequently the cavity is loaded by an admittance other than Fo, if

the transmission line is not matched at its other end. If the load

impedance at the far end of the line places an admittance Gl + jBL

at the reference plane, the coupled Q will be

Zo

(h)

naot wavelength of a reentrant coaxial cavity resonator.
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The resonant frequency of the tuned circuit will be changed an amount
A/ by the susceptance of the coupled load, given by

/o 2a)C
(13-70)

Tf the resonant cavity is coupled to a load whose standing-wave ratio

O)
Fig. 13-17i.—Design curves for finding the resonant wavelength of a reentrant coaxial

cavity resonator.

<T is known, the maximum amount that the resonant frequency will be

changed by the coupled load is given by

(13-71)
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nSTKUCTlONS CDlTCO IT

r.iLWOoo
i,i»44

Fig. 13-18.—The effect of humidity and temperature on the frequency of coaxial and

cavity resonators.

REFERENCE
PLANE

I

, 1

1 ,
1

Y« c:^ : It 1

1 Yb—

—

J^

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

1

1 MICROWAVE CAVITY

Fig. 13-19.—A microwave cavity coupled to a transmission line, and the approximate

equivalent circuit that applies for any single resonant mode in the cavity.
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6. Resonant Cavities as Filters’

Resonant cavities are often used as transmission filters, as indicated

in Fig. 13-20. With two matched lines coupled to the cavity, the

following parameters may be used to define the system

:

p q
Fio. 13-20.—A tunable microwave cavity used as a filter, coupled to a transmission line.

Qo = unloaded Q of cavity

Qbi = external Q of input circuit

Qs 2 = external Q of output circuit

QoQei
Qli = loaded Q of input circuit = (13-72)

Qo + Qei

Ql 2 = loaded Q of output circuit = (13-73)
Vo "T V£2

Qli 2 = total loaded Q, due to losses in cavity, input circuit, and output

circuit

Also

01 = ^ = standing-wave ratio <r at resonance looking into

input coupling with load disconnected from out-

put circuit U 01 > 1
;
otherwise a = l/0i

0 , =

Q

0^
Qe‘.

Ql2
7 i

= = O’ at resonance looking into input coupling with

matched load connected to output circuit if

7i =

72 =

7 i > 1
;
otherwise o' = I/71

72

1 + 02

Qli

Qe2

^2

1 + 01

The following relationships are also true;

J- = J- + -L + 1
Qli2 Qbi Qe2 Qo

Qo

Ql12
= I 01 + 02

(13-74)

(13-75)

(13-76)

(13-77)

(13-78)

(13-79)

(13-80)

(13-81)

•This follows an unpublished report of E. T. Jaynes, "Theory of Microwave

Coupling Systems,” Combined Research Group, Naval Research I.aboratory,

Washington, D.C., Aug. 29, 1946.
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If a given band width A/ is required with matched loads on the trans-

mission lines, this specifies that

^ (13-82)

The insertion loss of the filter depends upon two factors:

1. Reflection loss at the input

2. Absorption loss in the cavity

If the lines are matched, and

Po = incident power on input line

Pi = Po — reflection loss

P 2 = Pi — absortpion loss in cavity

the following relationships hold

:

Pi ^
Po

P 2 _ Ql2

P 1 Qea

Efficiency = ^ =

0

471

= ^ Pi — 7i

1+ P2 Pi

_ 471 Pi
— 7i

(l+7i)^ Pi

(13-83)

(13-84)

(13-85)

If, while maintaining constant band width, both pi and p 2 may be

adjusted, minimum insertion loss will be when Pi = P2 . And

Emciency -^ - 2
)
"

If the output coupling P 2 is fixed, minimum insertion loss will be

found when reflection loss is zero (71 = 1). Then

i3i = 1 + i32 (13-88)

Efficiency = ^1 — ^ (13-89)

Band width = 2pi^ (13-90)

If input coupling is fixed, efficiency will be maximized when 72 = 1.

Then

y. - (13-91)

^2 = 1 + |
8 i (13-92)

Efficiency = (13-93)

Band width = 2/3^ = 2(1 -J- /3i) ^6V0 Vo
(13-94)
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T

Tapers, 53-55, 196-197
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hybrid, 179-181

magic, 179-181
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Italian, Spanish, Russian (many recently available works). Covers every branch of physics,

math, related engineering. Includes author, title, edition, publisher, place, date, number
of volumes, number of pages. 40 page introduction on basic problems of research, study
provides useful information on organization, use of libraries, psychology of learning, etc.

Will save you hours of time. 2nd revised edition. Indices of authors, subjects. 464pp.
5% X 8. S447 Paperbound $2.49

THE STRANGE STORY OF THE QUANTUM, An Account for the General Reader of the Growth
of Ideas Underlying Our Present Atomic Knowledge, B. Hoffmann. Presents lucidly, expertly,

with barest amount of mathematics, problems and theories which led to modern quantum
physics. Begins with late 1800’s when discrepancies were noticed; with illuminating anal-

ogies, examples, goes through concepts of Planck, Einstein, Pauli, Schroedinger, Dirac,

Sommerfield, Feynman, etc. New postscript through 1958. “Of the books attempting an
account of the history and contents of modern atomic physics which have come to my
attention, this is the best,” H. Margenau, Yale U., in Amer. i. of Physics. 2nd edition. 32
tables, illustrations. 275pp. 5% x 8. T518 Paperbound $1.45
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DOVER SCIENCE BOOKS

HISTORY OF SCIENCE
AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE

THE VALUE OF SCIENCE, Henri Poincar6. Many of most mature ideas of “last scientific
universalist” for both beginning, advanced workers. Nature of scientific truth, whether
order is innate in universe or imposed by man, logical thought vs. intuition (relating to
Weierstrass, Lie, Riemann, etc), time and space (relativity, psychological time, simultaneity),
Herz’s concept of force, values within disciplines of Maxwell, Carnot, Mayer, Newton,
Lorentz, etc. iii + 147pp. 5% x 8. S469 Paperbound SI.35

PHILOSOPHY AND THE PHYSICISTS, L. S. Stebbing. Philosophical aspects of modern science
examined in terms of lively critical attack on ideas of Jeans, Eddington. Tasks of science,
causality, determinism, probability, relation of world physics to that of everyday experience,
philosophical significance of Planck-Bohr concept of discontinuous energy levels, inferences
to be drawn from Uncertainty Principle, implications of “becoming" involved in 2nd law
of thermodynamics, other problems posed by discarding of Laplacean determinism. 285pp.
5% X 8. T480 Paperbound SI.65

THE PRINCIPLES OF SCIENCE. A TREATISE ON LOGIC AND THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD, W. S.

Jevons. Milestone in development of symbolic logic remains stimulating contribution to in-

vestigation of inferential validity in sciences. Treats inductive, deductive logic, theory of
number, probability, limits of scientific method; significantly advances Boole’s logic, con-
tains detailed introduction to nature and methods of probability in physics, astronomy,
everyday affairs, etc. In introduction, Ernest Nagel of Columbia U. says, "[Jevons] continues
to be of interest as an' attempt to articulate the logic of scientific inquiry.” liii + 786pp.
5^ X 8. S446 Paperbound ^2.98

A HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY FROM THALES TO KEPLER, J. L. E. Dreyer. Only work in English
to give complete history of cosmological views from prehistoric times to Kepler. Partial
contents: Near Eastern astronomical systems. Early Greeks, Homocentric spheres of

Euxodus, Epicycles, Ptolemaic system, Medieval cosmology, Copernicus, Kepler, much more.
“Especially useful to teachers and students of the history of science . . . unsurpassed in

its field,” Isis. Formerly “A History of Planetary Systems from Thales to Kepler.” Revised
foreword by W. H. Stahl, xvii 4- 430pp. 5^ x 8. S79 Paperbound $1.98

A CONCISE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS, 0. Struik. Lucid study of development of ideas,
techniques, from Ancient Near East, (ireece, Islamic science. Middle Ages, Renaissance,
modern times. Important mathematicians described in detail. Treatment not anecdotal, but
analytical development of ideas. Non technical—no math training needed. '‘Rich in con-
tent, thoughtful in interpretations,” U.S. Quarterly Booklist. 60 illustrations including
Greek, Egyptian manuscripts, portraits of 31 mathematicians. 2nd edition, xix + 299pp.
5% X 8. S255 Paperbound $1.75

THE PHILOSOPHICAL WRITINGS OF PEIRCE, edited by Justus Buchler. A carefully balanced
expositon of Peirce's complete system, written by Peirce himself. It covers such matters
as scientific method, pure chance vs. law, symbolic logic, theory of signs, pragmatism,
experiment, and other topics. "Excellent selection . . . gives more than adequate evidence
of the range and greatness,” Personallst. Formerly entitled "The Philosophy of Peirce.”
xvi + 368pp. T217 Paperbound $1.95

SCIENCE AND METHOD, Henri Poincar6. Procedure of scientific discovery, methodology, ex-
periment, idea-germination—processes by which discoveries come into being. Most signifi-

cant and interesting aspects of development, application of ideas. Chapters cover selection
of facts, chance, mathematical reasoning, mathematics and logic; Whitehead, Russell,

Cantor, the new mechanics, etc. 288pp. 53/b x 8. S222 Paperbound $1.35

SCIENCE AND HYPOTHESIS, Henri Poincar6. Creative psychology in science. How such con-
cepts as number, magnitude, space, force, classical mechanics developed, how modern
scientist uses them in his thought. Hypothesis in physics, theories of modern physics.
Introduction by Sir James Larmor. "Few mathematicians have had the breadth of vision

of Poincarfi, and none Is his superior in the gift of clear exposition,” E. T. Bell. 272pp.
54% x 8. S221 Paperbound $1.39

ESSAYS IN ^EXPERIMENTAL LOGIC, John Oewey. Stimulating series of essays by one of most
Influential minds in American philosophy presents some of his most mature thoughts on
wide range of subjects. Partial contents: Relationship between inquiry and experience;
dependence of knowledge upon thought; character logic; judgments of practice, data, and
meanings; stimuli of thought, etc. viii 4- 444pp. 5% x 8. T73 Paperbound $1.95

WHAT IS SCIENCE, Norman Campbell. Excellent introduction explains scientific method, role

of mathematics, types of scientific laws. Contents: 2 aspects of science, science and
nature, laws of chance, discovery of laws, explanation of laws, measurement and numerical
laws, applications of science^. 192pp. 54% x 8. S43 Paperbound $1.25
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CATALOGUE OF
FROM EUCLID TO EDDINGTON; A STUDY OF THE CONCEPTIONS OF THE EXTERNAL WORLD, Sir

Edmund Whittaker. Foremost British scientist traces development of theories of natural phi-

losophy from western rediscovery of Euclid to Eddington, Einstein, Dirac, etc. 5 major
divisions: Space, Time and Movement; Concepts of Classical Physics; Concepts of Quantum
Mechanics; Eddington Universe. Contrasts inadequacy of classical physics to understand
physical world with present day attempts of relativity, non-Euclidean geometry, space
curvature, etc. 212pp. 5% x 8. T491 Paperbound $1.35

THE ANALYSIS OF MATTER, Bertrand Russell. How do our senses accord with the new
physics? This volume covers such topics as logical analysis of physics, prerelativity
physics, causality, scientific inference, physics and perception, special and general rela-

tivity, Weyl’s theory, tensors, invariants and their physical interpretation, periodicity and
qualitative series. “The most thorough treatment of the subject that has yet been pub-
lished/' The Nation. Introduction by L. E. Denonn. 422pp. 53/b x 8. T231 Paperbound $1.95

LANGUAGE, TRUTH, AND LOGIC, A. Ayer. A clear introduction to the Vienna and Cambridge
schools of Logical Positivism. Specific tests to evaluate validity of ideas, etc. Contents:
function of philosophy, elimination of metaphysics, nature of analysis, a priori, truth and
probability, etc. 10th printing. “I should like to have written it myself,” Bertrand Russell.

160pp. 5% X 8. TIO Paperbound $1.25

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF INVENTION IN THE MATHEMATICAL FIELD, J. Hadamard. Where do ideas
come from? What role does the unconscious play? Are ideas best developed by mathematical
reasoning, word reasoning, visualization? What are the methods used by Einstein, Poincar6,
Galton, Riemann? How can these techniques be applied by others? One of the world’s
leading mathematicians discusses these and other questions, xiii -f 145pp. 5% x 8.

T107 Paperbound $1.25

GUIDE TO PHILOSOPHY, C. E. M. Joad. By one of the ablest expositors of all time, this is

not simply a history or a typological survey, but an examination of central problems in

terms of answers afforded by the greatest thinkers: Plato, Aristotle, Scholastics, Leibniz,
Kant, Whitehead, Russell, and many others. Especially valuable to persons in the physical
sciences; over 100 pages devoted to Jeans, Eddington, and others, the philosophy of
modern physics, scientific materialism, pragmatism, etc. Classified bibliography. 592pp.
5% X 8. T50 Paperbound $2.00

SUBSTANCE AND FUNCTION, and EINSTEIN'S THEORY OF RELATIVITY, Ernst Cassirer. Two
books bound as one. Cassirer establishes a philosophy of the exact sciences that takes into
consideration new developments in mathematics, shows historical connections. Partial
contents: Aristotelian logic, Mill’s analysis, Helmholtz and Kronccker, Russell and cardinal
numbers. Euclidean vs. non-Euclidean geometry, Einstein's relativity. Bibliography. Index,
xxi -f 464pp. 5% X 8. T50 Paperbound $2.00

FOUNDATIONS OF GEOMETRY, Bertrand Russell. Nobel laureate analyzes basic problems in

the overlap area between mathematics and philosophy: the nature of geometrical knowledge,
the nature of geometry, and the applications of geometry to space. Covers history of non-
Euclidean geometry, philosophic interpretations of geometry, especially Kant, projective

and metrical geometry. Most interesting as the solution offered in 1897 by a great mind
to a problem still current. New introduction by Prof. Morris Kline, N.Y. University. “Ad-
mirably clear, precise, and elegantly reasoned analysis,” International Math. News, xii +
201pp. 5% X 8. S233 Paperbound $1.60

THE NATURE OF PHYSICAL THEORY, P. W. Bridgman. How modern physics looks to a highly
unorthodox physicist—a Nobel laureate. Pointing out many absurdities of science, demon-
strating inadequacies of various physical theories, weighs and analyzes contributions of

Einstein, Bohr, Heisenberg, many others. A non-technical consideration of correlation of

science and reality, xi -f 138pp. SYs x 8. S33 Paperbound $1.25

EXPERIMENT AND THEORY IN PHYSICS, Max Born. A Nobel laureate examines the nature
and value of the counterclaims of experiment and theory in physics. Synthetic versus
analytical scientific advances are analyzed in works of Einstein, Bohr, Heisenberg, Planck,
Eddington, Milne, others, by a fellow scientist. 44pp. 5% x 8. S308 Paperbound 60^

A SHORT HISTORY OF ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY FROM THE GREEKS TO HARVEY, Charles
Singer. Corrected edition of “The Evolution of Anatomy.” Classic traces anatomy, phys-
iology from prescientific times through Greek, Roman periods, dark ages. Renaissance, to

beginning of modern concepts. Centers on individuals, movements, that definitely advanced
anatomical knowledge. Plato, Diodes, Erasistratus, Galen, da Vinci, etc. Special section
on Vesaiius. 20 plates. 270 extremely interesting illustrations of ancient. Medieval, Renais-
sance, Oriental origin, xii + 209pp. 5^ x 8. T389 Paperbound $1.75

SPACE 'TIME 'MATTER, Hermann Weyl. “The standard treatise on the general theory of

relativity,” (Nature), by world renowned scientist. Deep, clear discussion of logical coher-
ence of general theory, introducing all needed tools: Maxwell, analytical geometry, non-
Euclidean geometry, tensor calculus, etc. Basis is classical space-time, before absorption
of relativity. Contents: Euclidean space, mathematical form, metrical continuum, general
theory, etc. 15 diagrams, xvlil -f 330pp. 5% x 8. S267 Paperbound $1.75
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DOVER SCIENCE BOOKS
MATTER AND MOTION, James Clerk Maxwell. Excellent exposition begins with simple par-
ticles, proceeds gradually to physical systems beyond complete analysis; motion, force,
properties of centre of mass of material system; work, energy, gravitation, etc. Written
with all Maxwell’s original insights and clarity. Notes by E. Larmor. 17 diagrams. 178pp.
5^8 X 8. S188 Paperbound $1.25

PRINCIPLES OF MECHANICS, Heinrich Hertz. Last work by the great 19th century physicist
Is not only a classic, but of great interest in the logic of science. Creating a new system
of mechanics based upon space, time, and mass, it returns to axiomatic analysis, under-
standing of the formal or structural aspects of science, taking into account logic, observa-
tion, a priori elements. Of great historical importance to Poincare, Carnap, Einstein, Milne.
A 20 page introduction by R. S. Cohen, Wesleyan University, analyzes the implications of
Hertz’s thought and the logic of science. 13 page introduction by Helmholtz, xlii 4- 274pp.
5% X 8. S316 Clothbound $3.50

S317 Paperbound $1.75

FROM MAGIC TO SCIENCE, Charles Singer. A great historian examines aspects of science
from Roman Empire through Renaissance. Includes perhaps best discussion of early herbals,
penetrating physiological interpretation of “The Visions of Hildegarde of Bingen.” Also
examines Arabian, Galenic influences; Pythagoras’ sphere, Paracelsus; reawakening of

science under Leonardo da Vinci, Vesalius; Lorica of Gildas the Briton; etc. Frequent
quotations with translations from contemporary manuscripts. Unabridged, corrected edi-
tion. 158 unusual illustrations from Classical, Medieval sources, xxvii -f 365pp. 54^ x 8.

T390 Paperbound $2.00

A HISTORY OF THE CALCULUS, AND ITS CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT, Carl B. Boyer. Provides
laymen, mathematicians a detailed history of the development of the calculus, from begin-
nings in antiquity to final elaboration as mathematical abstraction. Gives a sense of
mathematics not as technique, but as habit of mind, in progression of ideas of Zeno, Plato,

Pythagoras, Eudoxus, Arabic and Scholastic mathematicians, Newton, Leibniz, Taylor, Des-
cartes, Euler, Lagrange, Cantor, Weierstrass, and others. This first comprehensive, critical

history of the calculus was originally entitled “The Concepts of the Calculus.” Foreword
by R. Courant. 22 figures. 25 page bibliography, v -+- 364pp. 548 x 8.

S509 Paperbound $2.00

A DIDEROT PICTORIAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TRADES AND INDUSTRY, Manufacturing and the
Technical Arts in Plates Selected from ”L'Encyclop§die ou Dictionnaire Raisonne des
Sciences, des Arts, et des Metiers” of Denis Diderot. Edited with text by C. Gillisoie. First
modern selection of plates from high-point of 18th century French engraving. Storehouse
of technological information to historian of arts and science. Over 2,000 illustrations on
485 full page plates, most of them original size, show trades, industries of fascinating
era in such great detail that modern reconstructions might be made of them. Plates teem
with men, women, children performing thousands of operations, show sequence, general
operations, closeups, details of machinery. Illustrates such important, interesting trades,
industries as sowing, harvesting, beekeeping, tobacco processing, fishing, arts of war,
mining, smelting, casting iron, extracting mercury, making gunpowder cannons, bells,
shoeing horses, tanning, papermaking, printing, dying, over 45 more categories. Professor
Gillispie of Princeton supplies full commentary on all plates, identifies operations, tools,
processes, etc. Material is presented in lively, lucid fashion. Of great interest to all

studying history of science, technology. Heavy library cloth. 920pp. 9 x 12.
T421 2 volume set $18.50

DE MAGNETE, William Gilbert. Classic work on magnetism, founded new science. Gilbert
was first to use word “electricity,” to recognize mass as distinct from weight, to discover
effect of heat on magnetic bodies; invented an electroscope, differentiated between static

electricity and magnetism, conceived of earth as magnet. This lively work, by first great
experimental scientist, is not only a valuable historical landmark, but a delightfully easy
to follow record of a searching, ingenious mind. Translated by P. F. Mottelay. 25 page
biographical memoir. 90 figures, lix 4- 368pp. 548 x 8. S470 Paperbound $2.00

HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS, D. E. Smith. Most comprehensive, non-technical history of math
in English. Discusses lives and works of over a thousand major, minor figures, with foot-

notes giving technical information outside book’s scheme, and indicating disputed matters.
Vol. I: A chronological examination, from primitive concepts through Egypt, Babylonia,
Greece, the Orient, Rome, the Middle Ages, The Renaissance, and to 1900. Vol. M; The
development of ideas m specific fields and problems, up through elementary calculus.
“Marks an epoch . . . will modify the entire teaching of the history of science,” George
Sarton. 2 volumes, total of 510 illustrations, 1355pp. 548 x 8. Set boxed in attractive

container. T429, 430 Paperbound, the set $5.00

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPACE AND TIME, H. Reichenbach. An important landmark in develop-
ment of empiricist conception of geometry, covering foundations of geometry, time theory,

consequences of Einstein’s relativity, including: relations between theory and observations;

coordinate definitions; relations between topological and metrical properties of space;
psychological problem of visual intuition of non-Euclidean structures; many more topics

important to modern science and philosophy. Majority of ideas require only knowledge of

Intermediate math. “Still the best book m the field,” Rudolf Carnap. Introduction by
R. Carnap. 49 figures, xviii 4- 296pp. 5% x 8. S443 Paperbound $2.00
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CATALOGUE OF
FOUNDATIONS OF SCIENCE: THE PHILOSOPHY OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT, N. Campbell.
A critique of the most fundamental concepts of science, particularly physics. Examines why
certain propositions are accepted without question, demarcates science from philosophy,
etc. Part I analyzes presuppositions of scientific thought: existence of material world,
nature of laws, probability, etc; part 2 covers nature of experiment and applications of

mathematics: conditions for measurement, relations between numerical laws and theories,

error, etc. An appendix covers problems arising from relativity, force, motion, space,
time. A classic In its field. "A real grasp of what science is,” Higher Educational Journal,
xili + 565pp. 5^ X 8^. S372 Paperbound $2.95

THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS and THE STUDY OF THE HISTORY OF SCIENCE,
6. Sarton. Excellent introductions, orientation, for beginning or mature worker. Describes
duty of mathematical historian, incessant efforts and genius of previous generations. Ex-
plains how today's discipline differs from previous methods. 200 item bibliography with
critical evaluations, best available biographies of modern mathematicians, best treatises
on historical methods is especially valuable. 10 illustrations. 2 volumes bound as one.
113pp. + 75pp. 5% X 8. T240 Paperbound $1.25

MATHEMATICAL PUZZLES
MATHEMATICAL PUZZLES OF SAM LOYD, selected and edited by Martin Gardner. 117 choice
puzzles by greatest American puzzle creator and innovator, from his famous “Cyclopedia
of Puzzles.” Ail unique style, historical flavor of originals. Based on arithmetic, algebra,
probability, game theory, route tracing, topology, sliding block, operations research, geo-
metrical dissection. Includes famous “14-15” puzzle which was national craze, “Horse of

a Different Color” which sold millions of copies. 120 line drawings, diagrams. Solutions.
XX + 167pp. 5% X 8. T498 Paperbound $1.00

SYMBOLIC LOGIC and THE GAME OF LOGIC. Lewis Carroll. “Symbolic Logic” is not concerned
with modern symbolic logic, but is instead a collection of over 380 problems posed with
charm and imagination, using the syllogism, and a fascinating diagrammatic method of
drawing conclusions. In “The Game of Logic” Carroll’s whimsical imagination devises a
logical game played with 2 diagrams and counters (included) to manipulate hundreds of

tricky syllogisms. The final section, “Hit or Miss” is a lagniappe of 101 additional puzzles
in the delightful Carroll manner. Until this reprint edition, both of these books were rarities

costing up to $15 each. Symbolic Logic: Index, xxxi -f 199pp. The Game of Logic: 96pp.
2 vois. bound as one. 5% x 8. T492 Paperbound $1.50

PILLOW PROBLEMS and A TANGLED TALE, Lewis Carroll. One of the rarest of all Carroll’s

works, “Pillow Problems” contains 72 original math puzzles, all typically ingenious. Particu-
larly fascinating are Carroll's answers which remain exactly as he thought them out,

reflecting his actual mental process. The problems in “A Tangled Tale” are in story form,
originally appearing as a monthly magazine serial. Carroll not only gives the solutions, but
uses answers sent in by readers to discuss wrong approaches and misleading paths, and
grades them for insight. Both of these books were rarities until this edition, “Pillow
Problems” costing up to $25, and “A Tangled Tale” $15. Pillow Problems: Preface and
Introduction by Lewis Carroll, xx -4- 109pp. A Tangled Tale: 6 illustrations. 152pp. Two vols.

bound as one. 5^ x 8. T493 Paperbound $1.50

NEW WORD PUZZLES, G. L. Kaufman. 100 brand new challenging puzzles on words, com-
binations, never before published. Most are new types invented by author, for beginners
and experts both. Squares of letters follow chess moves to build words; symmetrical
designs made of synonyms; rhymed crostics; double word squares; syllable puzzles where
you fill in missing syllables instead of missing letter; many other types, all new. Solutions.
“Excellent,” Recreation. 100 puzzles. 196 figures, vi -f 122pp. x 8.

T344 Paperbound $1.00

MATHEMATICAL EXCURSIONS, H. A. Merrill. Fun, recreation, insights into elementary prob-
lem solving. Math expert guides you on by-paths not generally travelled in elementary math
courses—divide by inspection, Russian peasant multiplication; memory systems for pi; odd,
even magic squares; dyadic systems; square roots by geometry; Tchebichev's machine;
dozens more. Solutions to more difficult ones. “Brain stirring stuff ... a classic,” Genie.
50 illustrations. 145pp. 5% x 8. T350 Paperbound $1.00

THE BOOK OF MODERN PUZZLES, G. L. Kaufman. Over 150 puzzles, absolutely all new mate-
rial based on same appeal as crosswords, deduction puzzles, but with different principles,
techniques. 2-minute teasers, word labyrinths, design, pattern, logic, observation puzzles,
puzzles testing ability to apply general knowledge to peculiar situations, many others.
Solutions. 116 illustrations. 192pp. 5% x 8. T143 Paperbound $1.00

MATHEMA6IC, MAGIC PUZZLES, AND GAMES WITH NUMBERS, R. V. Heath. Over 60 puzzles,

stunts, on properties of numbers. Easy techniques for multiplying large numbers mentally,
identifying unknown numbers, finding date of any day in any year. Includes The Lost Digit,

3 Acrobats, Psychic Bridge, magic squares, triangles, cubes, others not easily found else-

where. Edited by J. S. Meyer. 76 illustrations. 128pp. 5% x 8. TllO Paperbound $1.00
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DOVER SCIENCE BOOKS
PUZZLE QUIZ AND STUNT FUN, J. Meyer. 238 high-priority puzzles, stunts, tricks—math
puzzles like The Clever Carpenter, Atom Bomb, Please Help Alice; mysteries, deductions
like The Bridge of Sighs, Secret Code; observation puzzlers like The American Flag, Playing
Cards, Telephone Dial; over 200 others with magic squares, tongue twisters, puns, ana-
grams. Solutions. Revised, enlarged edition of “Fun-To-Do.” Over 100 illustrations. 238
puzzles, stunts, tricks. 256pp. SVe x 8. T337 Paperbound $1.00

101 PUZZLES IN THOUGHT AND LOGIC, C. R. Wylie, Jr. For readers who enjoy challenge,
stimulation of logical puzzles without specialized math or scientific knowledge. Problems
entirely new, range from relatively easy to brainteasers for hours of subtle entertainment.
Detective puzzles, find the lying fisherman, how a blind man identifies color by logic, many
more. Easy-to-understand introduction to logic of puzzle solving and general scientific
method. 128pp. 5% x 8. T367 Paperbound $1.00

CRYPTANALYSIS, H. F. Gaines. Standard elementary, intermediate text for serious students.
Not just old material, but much not generally known, except to experts. Concealment,
Transposition, Substitution ciphers; Vigenere, Kasiski, Playfair, multafid, dozens of other
techniques. Formerly “Elementary Cryptanalysis.” Appendix with sequence charts, letter

frequencies in English, 5 other languages, English word frequencies. Bibliography. 167
codes. New to this edition: solutions to codes, vi + 230pp. S^e x 83/g.

T97 Paperbound $1.95

CRYPTOGRAPY, L. 0. Smith. Excellent elementary introduction to enciphering, deciphering
secret writing. Explains transposition, substitution ciphers; codes; solutions; geometrical
patterns, route transcription, columnar transposition, other methods. Mixed cipher systems;
single, polyalphabetical substitutions; mechanical devices; Vigenere; etc. Enciphering Jap-
anese; explanation of Baconian biliteral cipher; frequency tables. Over 150 problems. Bib-
liography. Index. 164pp. 53/8 x 8. T247 Paperbound $1.00

MATHEMATICS, MAGIC AMO MYSTERY, M. Gardner. Card tricks, metal mathematics, stage
mind-reading, other “magic” explained as applications of probability, sets, number theory,
etc. Creative examination of laws, applications. Scores of new tricks, insights. 115 sections
on cards, dice, coins, vanishing tricks, many others. No sleight of hand^—math guarantees
success. “Could hardly get more entertainment . . . easy to follow,” Mathematics Teacher.
115 illustrations, xii •+- 174pp. 5% x 8. T335 Paperbound $1.00

AMUSEMENTS IN MATHEMATICS, H. E. Oudeney. Foremost British originator of math puzzles,
always witty, intriguing, paradoxical in this classic. One of largest collections. More than
430 puzzles, problems, paradoxes. Mazes, games, problems on number manipulations,
unicursal, other route problems, puzzles on measuring, weighing, packing, age, kinship,
chessboards, joiners’, crossing river, plane figure dissection, many others. Solutions. More
than 450 illustrations, viii + 258pp. 53/9 x 8. T473 Paperbound $1.25

THE CANTERBURY PUZZLES H. E. Oudeney. Chaucer’s pilgrims set one another problems in

story form. Also Adventures of the Puzzle Club, the Strange Escape of the King’s Jester,
the Monks of Riddlewell, the Squire’s Christmas Puzzle Party, others. All puzzles are
original, based on dissecting plane figures, arithmetic, algebra, elementary calculus, other
branches of mathematics, and purely logical ingenuity. “The limit of ingenuity and in-

tricacy,” The Observer. Over 110 puzzles, full solutions. 150 illustrations, viii -4- 225 pp.
5% X 8. T474 Paperbound $1.25

MATHEMATICAL PUZZLES FOR BEGINNERS AND ENTHUSIASTS, G. Mott-Smith. 188 puzzles to

test mental agility. Inference, interpretation, algebra, dissection of plane figures, geometry,
properties of numbers, decimation, permutations, probability, all are in these delightful

problems. Includes the Odic Force, How to Draw an Ellipse, Spider’s Cousin, more than 180
others. Detailed solutions. Appendix with square roots, triangular numbers, primes, etc.

135 illustrations. 2nd revised edition. 248pp. 5^8 x 8. T198 Paperbound $1.00

MATHEMATICAL RECREATIONS, M. Kraitchik. Some 250 puzzles, problems, demonstrations of

recreation mathematics on relatively advanced level. Unusual historical problems from
Greek, Medieval, Arabic, Hindu sources; modern problems on “mathematics without num-
bers,” geometry, topology, arithmetic, etc. Pastimes derived from figurative, Mersenne,
Fermat numbers: fairy chess; latruncles: reversi; etc. Full solutions. Excellent insights

into special fields of math. “Strongly recommended to all who are interested in the

lighter side of mathematics,” Mathematical Gaz. 181 illustrations. 330pp. 5^'b x 8.

T163 Paperbound $1.75

FICTION

FLATLAND, E. A. Abbott. A perennially popular science-fiction classic about life in a 2-

dimensional world, and the impingement of higher dimensions. Political, satiric, humorous,
moral overtones. This land where women are straight lines and the lowest and most dan-

gerous classes are isosceles triangles with 3^ vertices conveys brilliantly a feeling for

many concepts of modern science. 7th edition. New introduction by Banesh Hoffmann. 128pp.
5% X 8. T1 Paperbound $1.00
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CATALOGUE OF
SEVEN SCIENCE FICTION NOVELS OF H. G. WELLS. Complete texts, unabridged, of seven of

Wells’ greatest novels: The War of the Worlds, The Invisible Man, The Island of Dr. Moreau,
The Food of the Gods, First Men in the Moon, In the Days of the Comet, The Time Machine.
Still considered by many experts to be the best science-fiction ever written, they will offer
amusements and instruction to the scientific minded reader. “The great master,” Sky and
Telescope. 1051pp. 5^ x 8. T264 Clothbound S3-95

28 SCIENCE FICTION STORIES OF H. G. WELLS. Unabridged! This enormous omnibus contains
2 full length novels—Men Like Gods, Star Begotten—plus 26 short stories of space, time,
invention, biology, etc. The Crystal Egg, The Country of the Blind, Empire of the Ants,
The Man Who Could Work Miracles, Aepyornis Island, A Story of the Days to Come, and
20 others “A master ... not surpassed by . . . writers of today,” The English Journal.

915pp. 5% X 8. T265 Clothbound S3.95

FIVE ADVENTURE NOVELS OF H. RIDER HAGGARD. All the mystery and adventure of darkest
Africa captured accurately by a man who lived among Zulus for years, who knew African
ethnology, folkways as did few of his contemporaries. They have been regarded as examples
of the very best high adventure by such critics as Orwell, Andrew Lang, Kipling. Contents.-

She, King Solomon’s Mines, Allan Quatermain, Allan’s Wife, Maiwa’s Revenge. “Could spin
a yarn so full of suspense and color that you couldn’t put the story down,” Sat. Review.
821pp. 5% X 8. T108 Clothbound $3.95

CHESS AND CHECKERS

LEARN CHESS FROM THE MASTERS, Fred Reinfeld. Easiest, most instructive way to im-

prove your game—play 10 games against such masters as Marshall, Znosko-Borovsky, Bron-
stein, Najdorf, etc., with each move graded by easy system. Includes ratings for alternate
moves possible. Games selected for interest, clarity, easily isolated principles. Covers
Ruy Lopez. Dutch Defense, Vienna Game openings; subtle, intricate middle game variations;

all-important end game. Full annotations. Formerly “Chess by Yourself.” 91 diagrams, viii

-f 144pp. 5% X 8. T362 Paperbound $1.00

REINFELD ON THE END GAME IN CHESS. Fred Reinfeld. Analyzes 62 end games by Alekhine,
Flohr, Tarrasch, Morphy, Capablanca, Rubinstein, Lasker, Reshevsky, other masters. Only
1st rate book with extensive coverage of error— tell exactly what is wrong with each move
you might have made. Centers around transitions from middle play to end play. King and
pawn, minor pieces, queen endings; blockage, weak, passed pawns, etc. “Excellent ... a

boon,” Chess Life. Formerly “Practical End Play.” 62 figures. vi + 177pp. 53/8 x 8.

T417 Paperbound $1.25

HYPERMOOERN CHESS as developed In the games of its greatest exponent, ARON NIMZO-
VICH, edited by Fred Reinfeld. An intensely original player, analyst, Nimzovich’s approaches
startled, often angered the chess world. This volume, designed for the average player,

shows how his iconoclastic methods won him victories over Alekhine, Lasker, Marshall,
Rubinstein, Spielmann, others, and infused new life into the game. Use his methods to

startle opponents, invigorate play. "Annotations and introductions to each game . . . are
excellent,” Times (London). 180 diagrams, viii + 220pp. 5% x 8. T448 Paperbound $1.35

THE ADVENTURE OF CHESS, Edward Lasker. Lively reader, by one of America’s finest chess
masters, including: history of chess, from ancient Indian 4-handed game of Chaturanga
to great players of today; such delights and oddities as Maelzel’s chess-playing automaton
that beat Napoleon 3 times; etc. One of most valuable features is author’s personal recollec-
tions of men he has played against—Nimzovich, Emanuel Lasker, Capablanca, Alekhine,
etc. Discussion of chess-playing machines (newly revised). 5 page chess primer. 11 illus-

trations. 53 diagrams. 296pp. SVs x 8. S510 Paperbound $1.45

THE ART OF CHESS, James Mason. Unabridged reprinting of latest revised edition of most
famous general study ever written. Mason, early 20th century master, teaches beginning,
intermediate player over 90 openings; middle game, end game, to see more moves ahead,
to plan purposefully, attack, sacrifice, defend, exchange, govern general strategy. “Classic
. . . one of the clearest and best developed studies,” Publishers Weekly. Also included, a
complete supplement by F. Reinfeld, “How Do You Play Chess?”, invaluable to beginners
for its lively question-and-answer method. 448 diagrams. 1947 Reinfeld-Bernstein text.

Bibliography, xvi -4- 340pp. 5% x 8. T463 Paperbound $1.85

MORPHY’S GAMES OF CHESS, edited by P. W. Sergeant. Put boldness into your game by
flowing brilliant, forceful moves of the greatest chess player of all time. 300 of Morphy’s
best games, carefully annotated to reveal principles. 54 classics against masters like

Anderssen, Harrwitz, Bird, Paulsen, and others. 52 games at odds; 54 blindfold games; plus
over 100 others. Follow his interpretation of Dutch Defense, Evans Gambit, Giuoco Piano,
Ruy Lopez, many more. Unabridged reissue of latest revised edition. New introduction by
F. Reinfeld. Annotations, introduction by Sergeant. 235 diagrams, x 4- 352pp. 54ii x 8.

T386 Paperbound $1.75
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DOVER SCIENCE BOOKS
WIN AT CHECKERS, M. Hopper. (Formerly "Checkers.") Former World's Unrestricted Checker
Champion discusses principles of game, expert's shots, traps, problems for beginner, stand-
ard openings, locating best move, end game, opening "blitzkrieg" moves to draw when
behind, etc. Over 100 detailed questions, answers anticipate problems. Appendix. 75 prob-
lems with solutions, diagrams. 79 figures, xi + 107pp. SYe x 8. T363 Paperbound $ 1.00

HOW TO FORCE CHECKMATE, Fred Reinfeld. If you have trouble finishing off your opponent,
here is a collection of lightning strokes and combinations from actual tournament play.
Starts with 1-move checkmates, works up to 3-move mates. Develops ability to lock ahead,
gam new insights into combinations, complex or deceptive positions; ways to estimate weak-
nesses, strengths of you and your opponent. "A good deal of amusement and instruction,"
Times, (London). 300 diagrams. Solutions to all positions. Formerly "Challenge to Chess
Players." 111pp. SVb x 8. T417 Paperbound $1.25

A TREASURY OF CHESS LORE, edited by Fred Reinfeld. Delightful collection of anecdotes,
short stories, aphorisms by, about masters; poems, accounts of games, tournaments, photo-
graphs; hundreds of humorous, pithy, satirical, wise, historical episodes, comments, word
portraits. Fascinating "must" for chess players,* revealing and perhaps seductive to those
who wonder what their friends see in game. 49 photographs (14 full page plates). 12
diagrams, xi -f 306pp. 5% x 8. T458 Paperbound $1.75

WIN AT CHESS, Fred Reinfeld. 300 practical chess situations, to sharpen your eye, test skill

against masters. Start with simple examples, progress at own pace to complexities. This
selected series of crucial moments in chess will stimulate imagination, develop stronger,
more versatile game. Simple grading system enables you to judge progress. "Extensive use
of diagrams is a great attraction," Chess. 300 diagrams. Notes, solutions to every situation.
Formerly "Chess Quiz." vi + 120pp. 5% x 8. T433 Paperbound $ 1.00

MATHEMATICS

:

ELEMENTARY TO INTERMEDIATE

HOW TO CALCULATE OUICKLY, H. Sticker. Tried and true method to help mathematics of
everyday life. Awakens "number sense”—ability to see relationships between numbers as
whole quantities. A serious course of over 9000 problems and their sblutions through
techniques not taught in schools: left-to-right multiplications, new fast division, etc. 10
minutes a day will double or triple calculation speed. Excellent for scientist at home in

higher math, but dissatisfied with speed and accuracy in lower math. 256pp. 5 x 7Va.
Paperbound $ 1.00

FAMOUS PROBLEMS OF ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY. Felix Klein. Expanded version of 1894
Easter lectures at Gottingen. 3 problems of classical geometry: squaring the circle, trisect-

ing angle, doubling cube, considered with full modern implications: transcendental num-
bers, pi, etc. "A modern classic ... no knowledge of higher mathematics is required,"
Scientia. Notes by R. Archibald. 16 figures, xi + 92pp. 5% x 8. T298 Paperbound $ 1.00

HIGHER MATHEMATICS FOR STUDENTS OF CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS, J. W. Mellor. Practical,

not abstract, building problems out of familiar laboratory material. Covers differential cal-

culus, coordinate, analytical geometry, functions, integral calculus, infinite series, numerical
equations, differential equations, Fourier’s theorem probability, theory of errors, calculus
of variations, determinants. "If the reader is not familiar with this book, it will repay
him to examine it," Chem. and Engineering News. 800 problems. 189 figures, xxi -f 641pp.
5% X 8. S193 Paperbound $2.25

TRIGONOMETRY REFRESHER FOR TECHNICAL MEN, A. A. Klaf. 913 detailed questions, answers
cover most important aspects of plane, spherical trigonometry—particularly useful in clearing
up difficulties in special areas. Part h plane trig, angles, quadrants, functions, graphical repre-
sentation. interpolation, equations, logs, solution of triangle, use of slide rule, etc. Next
188 pages discuss applications to navigation, surveying, elasticity, architecture, other
special fields. Part 3: spherical trig, applications to terrestrial, astronomical problems.
Methods of time-saving, simplification of principal angles, make book most useful. 913
questions answered. 1738 problems, answers to odd numbers. 494 figures. 24 pages of for-

mulas, functions, x + 629pp. 5% x 8. 1371 Paperbound $2.00

CALCULUS REFRESHER FOR TECHNICAL MEN, A. A. Klaf. 756 questions examine most im-
portant aspects of integral, differential calculus. Part I: simple differential calculus, con-
stants, variables, functions, increments, logs, curves, etc. Part 2: fundamental ideas of

integrations, inspection, substitution, areas, volumes, mean value, double, triple integration,

etc. Practical aspects stressed. 50 pages illustrate applications to specific problems of civil,

nautical engineering, electricity, stress, strain, elasticity, similar fields. 756 questions
answered. 566 problems, mostly answered. 36pp. of useful constants, formulas, v -F 431pp.
5% X 8 . T370 Paperbound $2.00
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CATALOGUE OF
MONOGRAPHS ON TOPICS OF MOOERN MATHEMATICS, edited by J. W. A. Youny. Advanced
mathematics for persons who have forgotten, or not gone beyond, high school algebra.
9 monographs on foundation of geometry, modern pure geometry, non-Euclidean geometry,
fundamental propositions of algebra, algebraic equations, functions, calculus, theory of
numbers, etc. Each monograph gives proofs of important results, and descriptions of lead-
ing methods, to provide wide coverage. “Of high merit,” Scientific American. New intro-

duction by Prof. M. Kline, N.Y. Univ. 100 diagrams, xvi + 416pp. SVe x 9V4.
S289 Paperbound ^2.00

MATHEMATICS IN ACTION, 0. G. Sutton. Excellent middle level application of mathematics
to study of universe, demonstrates how math is applied to ballistics, theory of computing
machines, waves, wave-like phenomena, theory of fluid flow, meteorological problems,
statistics, flight, similar phenomena. No knowledge of advanced math required. Differential

equations, Fourier senes, group concepts. Eigenfunctions, Planck's constant, airfoil theory,
and similar topics explained so clearly in everyday language that almost anyone can derive
benefit from reading this even if much of high-school math is forgotten. 2nd edition. 88
figures, viii + 236pp. 5% x 8. T450 Clothbound $3.50

ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS FROM AN ADVANCED STANDPDINT, Felix Klein. Classic text,

an outgrowth of Klein’s famous integration and survey course at Gottingen. Using one field

to interpret, adjust another, it covers basic topics in each area, with extensive analysts.
Especially valuable in areas of modern mathematics. “A great mathematician, inspiring
teacher, . . . deep insight, ’’ Bui., Amer. Math Soc.

Vol. I. ARITHMETIC. ALGEBRA. ANALYSIS, introduces concept of function immediately, en-
livens discussion with graphical, geometric methods. Partial contents: natural numbers,
special properties, complex numbers. Real equations with real unknowns, complex quan-
tities. Logarithmic, exponential functions, infinitesimal calculus. Transcendence of e and pi,

theory of assemblages. Index. 125 figures, ix -4- 274pp. 5% x 8. S151 Paperbound $1.75

Vol. II. GEOMETRY. Comprehensive view, accompanies space perception inherent in geom-
etry with analytic formulas which facilitate precise formulation. Partial contents: Simplest
geometric manifold; line segments, Grassman determinant principles, classication of con-
figurations of space. Geometric transformations: affine, projective, higher point transforma-
tions, theory of the imaginary. Systematic discussion of geometry and its foundations. 141
illustrations, ix -4- 214pp. 5^ x 8. S151 Paperbound $1.75

A TREATISE ON PLANE AND ADVANCED TRIGONOMETRY, E. W. Hobson. Extraordinarily wide
coverage, going beyond usual college level, one of few works covering advanced trig in

full detail. By a great expositor with unerring anticipation of potentially difficult points.
Includes circular functions; expansion of functions of multiple angle; trig tables; relations
between sides, angles of triangles; complex numbers; etc. Many problems fully solved.

“The best work on the subject,” Nature. Formerly entitled “A Treatise on Plane Trigonom-
etry.” 689 examples. 66 figures, xvi + 383pp. 5% x 8. S353 Paperbound $1.95

NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY, Roberto Bonota. The standard coverage of non-Euciidean geom-
etry. Examines from both a historical and mathematical point of view geometries which
have arisen from a study of Euclid’s 5th postulate on parallel lines. Also included are
complete texts, translated, of Bolyai’s “Theory of Absolute Space,” Lobachevsky’s "Theory
of Parallels.” 180 diagrams. 431pp. 5^ x 8. S27 Paperbound $1.95

GEOMETRY OF FOUR DIMENSIONS, H. P. Manning. Unique in English as a clear, concise intro-

duction. Treatment is synthetic, mostly Euclidean, though in hyperplanes and hyperspheres
at infinity, non-Euclidean geometry is used. Historical introduction. Foundations of 4-dimen-
sional geometry. Perpendicularity, simple angles. Angles of planes, higher order. Symmetry,
order, motion; hyperpyramids, hypercones, hyperspneres; figures with parallel elements;
volume, hypervolume in space; regular polyhedroids. Glossary. 78 figures, ix -i- 348pp.

x 8. S182 Paperbound $1.95

MATHEMATICS: INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

GEOMETRY (EUCLIDEAN AND NON-EUCLIDEAN)

THE GEOMETRY OF REn£ DESCARTES. With this book, Descartes founded analytical geometry.
Original French text, with Descartes’s own diagrams, and excellent Smith-Latham transla-
tion. Contains: Problems the Construction of Which Requires only Straight Lines and Circles;
On the Nature of Curved Lines; On the Construction of Solid or Supersolid Problems. Dia-
grams. 258pp. 5% X 8. S68 Paperbound $1.50
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DOVER SCIENCE BOOKS
THE WORKS OF ARCHIMEDES, edited by T. L. Heatb. Ail the known works of the great Greek
mathematician, including the recently discovered Method of Archimedes. Contains; On
Sphere and Cylinder, Measurement of a Circle, Spirals, Conoids, Spheroids, etc. Definitive
edition of greatest mathematical intellect of ancient world. 186 page study by Heath dis*
cusses Archimedes and history of Greek mathematics. 563pp. 5% x 8. S9 Paperbound $2.00

COLLECTED WORKS OF BERNARD RIEMANN. Important sourcebook, first to contain complete
text of 1892 “Werke” and the 1902 supplement, unabridged. 31 monographs, 3 complete
lecture courses, 15 miscellaneous papers which have been of enormous importance in

relativity, topology, theory of complex variables, other areas of mathematics. Edited by
R. Dedekind, H. Weber, M. Noether, W. Wirtinger. German text; English introduction by
Hans Lewy. 690pp. 5% x 8. S226 Paperbound $2.85

THE THIRTEEN BOOKS OF EUCLID'S ELEMENTS, edited by Sir Thomas Heath. Definitive edition
of one of very greatest classics of Western world. Complete translation of Heiberg text,

plus spurious Book XIV. 150 page introduction on Greek, Medieval mathematics, Euclid,
texts, commentators, etc. Elaborate critical apparatus parallels text, analyzing each defini-

tion, postulate, proposition, covering textual matters, refutations, supports, extrapolations,

etc. This IS the full Euclid. Unabridged reproduction of Cambridge U. 2nd edition. 3 vol-

umes. 995 figures. 1426pp. 5% x 8. S88, 89, 90, 3 volume set, paperbound $6.00

AN INTRODUCTION TO GEOMETRY OF N DIMENSIONS. D. M. Y. Sommerville. Presupposes no
previous knowledge of field. Only book in English devoted exclusively to higher dimensional
geometry. Discusses fundamental ideas of incidence, parallelism, perpendicularity, angles
between linear space, enumerative geometry, analytical geometry from projective and metric
views, polytopes, elementary ideas in analysis situs, content of hyperspacial figures. 60
diagrams. 196pp. 5^ x 8. $494 Paperbound $1.50

ELEMENTS OF NON-EUCLIOEAN GEOMETRY, 0. M. Y. Sommerville. Unique in proceeding step-
by-step. Requires only good knowledge of high-school geometry and algebra, to grasp ele-

mentary hyperbolic, elliptic, analytic non-Euclidean Geometries; space curvature and its

implications; radical axes; homopethic centres and systems of circles; parataxy and parallel-
ism; Gauss’ proof of defect area theorem-, much more, with exceptional clarity. 126 prob-
lems at chapter ends. 133 figures, xvi -f 274pp. 5% x 8. $460 Paperbound $1.50

THE FOUNDATIONS OF EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY, H. G. Forder. First connected, rigorous ac-
count in light of modern analysis, establishing propositions without recourse to empiricism,
without multiplying hypotheses. Based on tools of 19th and 20th century mathematicians,
who made it possible to remedy gaps and complexities, recognize problems not earlier
discerned. Begins with important relationship of number systems in geometrical figures.
Considers classes, relations, linear order, natural numbers, axioms for magnitudes, groups,
quasi-fields, fields, non-Archimedian systems, the axiom system (at length), particular axioms
(two chapters on the Parallel Axioms), constructions, congruence, similarity, etc. Lists:

axioms employed, constructions, symbols in frequent use. 295pp. 5H x 8.

$481 Paperbound $2.00

CALCULUS, FUNCTION THEORY (REAL AND COMPLEX),

FOURIER THEORY

FIVE VOLUME "THEORY OF FUNCTIONS" SET BY KONRAD KNOPP. Provides complete, readily

followed account of theory of functions. Proofs given concisely, yet without sacrifice of

completeness or rigor. These volumes used as texts by such universities as M.I.T., Chicago,
N Y. City College, many others. "Excellent introduction . . . remarkably readable, concise,
clear, rigorous," J. of the American Statistical Association.

ELEMENTS OF THE THEORY OF FUNCTIONS, Konrad Knopp. Provides background for further

volumes in this set, or texts on similar level. Partial contents: Foundations, system of com-
plex numbers and Gaussian plane of numbers, Riemann sphere of numbers, mapping by
linear functions, normal forms, the logarithm, cyclometnc functions, binomial series. "Not
only for the young student, but also for the student who knows all about what is in it,"

Mathematical Journal. 140pp. 5% x 8. $154 Paperbound $1.35

THEORY OF FUNCTIONS, PART I, Konrad Knopp. With volume II. provides coverage of basic

concepts and theorems. Partial contents: numbers and points, functions of a complex
variable, integral of a continuous function, Cauchy's intergral theorem. Cauchy’s integral

formulae, series with variable terms, expansion and analytic function in a power series,

analytic continuation and complete definition of analytic * *nctions, Laurent expansion, types
of singularities, vii -4- 146pp. 5% x 8. S156 Paperbound $1.35

THEORY OF FUNCTIONS, PART II, Konrad Knopp. Application and further development of

general theory, special topics. Single valued functions, entire, Weierstrass. Meromorphic
functions: Mittag-Leffler. Periodic functions. Multiple valued functions. Riemann surfaces.

Algebraic functions. Analytical configurations, Riemann surface, x 4- 150pp. 5H x 8.

$157 Paperbound $1.35
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CATALOGUE OF
PROBLEM BOOK IN THE THEORY OF FUNCTIONS, VOLUME I, Konrad Knopp. Problems in ele
mentary theory, for use with Knopp’s "Theory of Functions," or any other text. Arpngec
according to increasing difficulty. Fundamental concepts, sequences of numbers and mfinitc
series, complex variable, integral theorems, development in series, conformal mapping
Answers, viii + 126pp. 5^ x 8. S 158 Paperbound $1.3!

PROBLEM BOOK IN THE THEORY OF FUNCTIONS, VOLUME II, Konrad Knopp. Advanced theory
of functions, to be used with Knopp’s "Theory of Functions," or comparable text. Singular-
ities, entire and meromorphic functions, periodic, analytic, continuation, multiple-valued
functions, Riemann surfaces, conformal mapping. Includes section of elementary problems.
"The difficult task of selecting . . . problems just within the reach of the beginner is

here masterfully accomplished," AM. MATH. SOC. Answers. 138pp. 5% x 8.

S159 Paperbound $1.35

ADVANCED CALCULUS, E. B. Wilson. Still recognized as one of most comprehensive, useful
texts. Immense amount of well-represented, fundamental material, including chapters on
vector functions, ordinary differential equations, special functions, calculus of variations,
etc., which are excellent introductions to these areas. Requires only one year of calculus.
Over 1300 exercises cover both pure math and applications to engineering and physical
problems. Ideal reference, refresher. 54 page Introductory review, ix -f 566pp. 53/8 x 8.

S504 Paperbound $2.45

LECTURES ON THE THEORY OF ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS. H. Hancock. Reissue of only book in

English with so extensive a coverage, especially of Abel, Jacobi, Legendre, Weierstrass,
Hermite, Liouville, and Riemann. Unusual fullness of treatment, plus applications as well as
theory in discussing universe of elliptic integrals, originating in works of Abel and
Jacobi. Use is made of Riemann to provide most general theory. 40-page table of formulas.
76 figures, xxiii -I- 498pp. 5^18 x 8. ‘ S483 Paperbound $2.55

THEORY OF FUNCTIONALS AND OF INTEGRAL AND INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. Vito
Voiterra. Unabridged republication of only English translation. General theory of functions
depending on continuous set of values of another function. Based on author’s concept of
transition from finite number of variables to a continually infinite number. Includes much
material on calculus of variations. Begins with fundamentals, examines generalization of

analytic functions, functional derivative equations, applications, other directions of theory,
etc. New introduction by G. C. Evans. Biography, criticism of Volterra’s work by E. Whit-
taker. xxxx + 226pp. 5% X 8. S502 Paperbound $1.75

AN INTRODUCTION TO FOURIER METHODS AND THE LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION, Philip
Franklin. Concentrates on essentials, gives broad view, suitable for most applications. Re-
quires only knowledge of calculus. Covers complex qualities with methods of computing ele-

mentary functions for complex values of argument and finding approximations by charts;
Fourier series; harmonic anaylsis; much more. Methods are related to physical problems
of heat flow, vibrations, electrical transmission, electromagnetic radiation, etc. 828 prob-
lems, answers. Formerly entitled "Fourier Methods." x -+- 289pp. 53/8 x 8.

S452 Paperbound $1.75

THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF HEAT, Joseph Fourier. This book, which revolutionized mathe-
matical physics, has been used by generations of mathematicians and physicists interested
in heat or application of Fourier integral. Covers cause and reflection of rays of heat,
radiant heating, heating of closed spaces, use of trigonometric series in theory of heat,
Fourier integral, etc. Translated by Alexander Freeman. 20 figures, xxii + 466pp. 5^8 x 8.

$93 Paperbound $2.00

ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS, H. Hancock. Invaluable in work involving differential equations with
cubics, quatrics under root sign, where elementary calculus methods are inadequate. Prac-
tical solutions to problems in mathematics, engineering, physics; differential equations re-

quiring integration of Lamp’s, Briot's, or Bouquet’s equations-, determination of arc of
ellipse, hyperbola, lemiscate-. solutions of problems in elastics; motion of a projectile under
resistance varying as the cube of the velocity; pendulums; more. Exposition in accordance
with Legendre-Jacobi theory. Rigorous discussion of Legendre transformations. 20 figures.

5 place table. 104pp. 5% x 8. 3484 Paperbound $1.25

THE TAYLOR SERIES. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF FUNCTIONS OF A COMPLEX
VARIABLE, P. Dienes. Uses Taylor series to approach theory of functions, using ordinary
calculus only, except m last 2 chapters. Starts with Introduction to real variable and com-
plex algebra, derives properties of infinite series, complex differentiation, integration, etc.

Covers b:uniform mapping, overconvergence and gap theorems, Taylor series on its circle

of convergence, etc. Unabridged corrected reissue of first edition. 186 examples, many
fully worked out. 67 figures, xii -f 555pp. 53/8 x 8. 3391 Paperbound $2.75

LINEAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS, W. V. Lovitt. Systematic survey of general theory, with some
application to differential equations, calculus of variations, problems of math, physics.
Includes: integral equation of 2nd kind by successive substitutions; Fredholm’s equation
as ratio of 2 integral senes in lambda, applications of the Fredholm theory, Hilbert-Schmidt
theory of symmetric kernels, application, etc. Neumann, Dirichlet, vibratory problems.
IX -f 253pp, 5% x 8. 3175 Clothbound $3.5D

3176 Paperbound $1.60
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DOVER SCIENCE BOOKS
DICTIONARY OF CONFORMAL REPRESENTATIONS. H. Kober. Developed by British Admiralty to
solve Laplace’s equation in 2 dimensions. Scores of geometrical forms and transformations
for electrical engineers, Joukowski aerofoil for aerodynamics, Schwartz-Chrlstoffel trans-
formations for hydro-dynamics, transcendental functions. Contents classified according to
analytical functions describing transformations with corresponding regions. Glossary. Topo-
logical index. 447 diagrams. GVa x 9V4. 5160 Paperbound $2.00

ELEMENTS OF THE THEORY OF REAL FUNCTIONS. J. E. Littlewood. Based on lectures at
Trinity College, Cambridge, this book has proved extremely successful in introducing graduate
students to modern theory of functions. Offers full and concise coverage of classes and
cardinal numbers, well ordered series, other types of series, and elements of the theory
of sets of points. 3rd revised edition, vii -f 71pp. S^/a x 8. S171 Clothbound $2.85

S172 Paperbound $1.25

INFINITE SEQUENCES AND SERIES, Konrad Knopp. 1st publication in any language. Excellent
introduction to 2 topics of modern mathematics, designed to give student background to

penetrate further alone. Sequences and sets, real and complex numbers, etc. Functions of

a real and complex variable. Sequences and series. Infinite series. Convergent power series.

Expansion of elementary functions. Numerical evaluation of series, v +• 186pp. 5% x 8.

5152 Clothbound $3.50
5153 Paperbound $1.75

THE THEORY AND FUNCTIONS OF A REAL VARIABLE AND THE THEORY OF FOURIER’S SERIES.
E. W .Hobson. One of the best introductions to set theory and various aspects of functions
and Fourier’s senes. Requires only a good background in calculus. Exhaustive jcoverage of:

metric and descriptive properties of sets of points; transfinite numbers and order types-,

functions of a real variable; the Riemann and Lebesgue integrals,- sequences and series
of numbers; power-series; functions representable by series sequences of continuous func-
tions; trigonometrical series; representation of functions by Fourier’s senes; and much
more “The best possible guide,’’ Nature. Vol. I; 88 detailed examples, 10 figures. Index.
XV + 736pp. Vol. II: 117 detailed examples, 13 figures, x + 780pp. OVs x 9V4,

Vol. I; S387 Paperbound $3.00
Vol. II: S388 Paperbound $3.00

ALMOST PERIODIC FUNCTIONS, A. S. Besicovitch. Unique and important summary by a well

known mathematician covers in detail the two stages of development in Bohr’s theory
of almost periodic functions: (1) as a generalization of pure periodicity, with results and
proofs; (2) the work done by Stepanof, Wiener, Weyl, and Bohr in generalizing the theory,

xl 4- 180pp. 5% x 8. S18 Paperbound $1.75

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF FOURIER'S SERIES AND INTEGRALS. H. S. Carslaw. 3rd
revised edition, an outgrowth of author’s courses at Cambridge. Historical introduction,
rational, irrational numbers, infinite sequences and series, functions of a single variable,
definite integral, Fourier series, and similar topics. Appendices discuss practical harmonic
analysis, periodogram analysis, Lebesgue’s theory. 84 examples, xtii -f 368pp. SVa x 8.

S48 Paperbound $2.00

SYMBOLIC LOGIC

THE ELEMENTS OF MATHEMATICAL LOGIC. Paul Rosenbloom. First publication in any lan-

guage. For mathematically mature readers with no training in symbolic logic. Development
of lectures given at Lund Univ., Sweden, 1948. Partial contents; Logic of classes, funda-
mental theorems. Boolean algebra, logic of propositions, of propositional functions, expres-
sive languages, combinatory logics, development of math within an object language, para-
doxes, theorems of Post, Goedel, Church, and similar topics, iv -f 214pp. 5% x 8.

S227 Paperbound $1.45

INTRODUCTION TO SYMBOLIC LOGIC AND ITS APPLICATION, R. Carnap. Clear, comprehensive,
rigorous, by perhaps greatest living master. Symbolic languages analyzed, one constructed.
Applications to math (axiom systems for set theory, real, natural numbers), topology
(Oedekind, Cantor continuity explanations), physics (general analysis of determination, cau-
sality, space-time topology), biology (axiom system for basic concepts). “A masterpiece,”
Zentralblatt fur Mathematik und Ihre Grenzgebiete. Over 300 exercises. 5 figures, xvi -4-

241pp. 5% X 8. S453 Paperbound $1.85

AN INTRODUCTION TO SYMBOLIC LOGIC, Susanne K. Langer. Probably clearest book for the
philosopher, scientist, layman— no special knowledge of math required. Starts with simplest
symbols, goes on to give remarkable grasp of Boole-Schroeder, Russell-Whitehead systems,
clearly, quickly. Partial Contents: Forms, Generalization, Classes, Deductive System of

Classes, Algebra of Logic, Assumptions of Principia Mathematica, Logistics, Proofs of

Theorems, etc. “Clearest . . . simplest introduction . . . the intelligent non-mathematician
should have no difficulty,” MATHEMATICS GAZETTE. Revised, expanded 2nd edition. Truth-

value tables. 368pp. 5% 8. S164 Paperbound $1.75
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CATALOGUE OF
TRI60N0METRICAL SERIES, Antoni Zygmund. On modern advanced level. Contains carefully
organized analyses of trigonometric, orthogonal. Fourier systems of functions, with clear
adequate descriptions of summability of Fourier series, proximation theory, conjugate series,
convergence, divergence of Fourier series. Especially valuable for Russian, Eastern Euro-
pean coverage. 329pp. 5% x 8. S290 Paperbound SI.50

THE LAWS OF THOUGHT, George Boole. This book founded symbolic logic some 100 years
ago. it is the 1st significant attempt to apply logic to all aspects of human endeavour.
Partial contents: derivation of laws, signs and laws, interpretations, eliminations, condi-
tions of a perfect method, analysis, Aristotelian logic, probability, and similar topics,
xvii -P 424pp, 5% x 8. S28 Paperbound S2.00

SYMBOLIC LOGIC, C. I. Lewis, C. H. Langford. 2nd revised edition of probably most cited
book in symbolic logic. Wide coverage of entire field; one of fullest treatments of paradoxes;
plus much material not available elsewhere. Basic to volume is distinction between logic
of extensions and intensions. Considerable emphasis on converse substitution, while matrix
system presents supposition of variety of non-Aristotelian logics. Especially valuable sec-
tions on strict limitations, existence theorems. Partial contents: Boole-Schroeder algebra;
truth value systems, the matrix method; implication and deductibility; general theory of
propositions; etc. ''Most valuable,” Times, London. 506pp. 5^ x 8. S170 Paperbound $2.00

GROUP THEORY AND LINEAR ALGEBRA, SETS, ETC.

LECTURES ON THE ICOSAHEDRON AND THE SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS OF THE FIFTH DEGREE,
Felix Klein. Solution of qumtics in terms of rotations of regular icosahedron around its

axes of symmetry, A classic, indispensable source for those interested in higher algebra,
geometry, crystallography. Considerable explanatory material included. 230 footnotes, mostly
bibliography. “Classical monograph . . . detailed, readable book,” Math. Gazette. 2nd edi-
tion. xvi 4- 289pp. 5% X 8. S314 Paperbound $1.85

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF GROUPS OF FINITE ORDER. R. Carmichael. Examines
fundamental theorems and their applications. Beginning with sets, systems, permutations,
etc., progresses in easy stages through important types of groups-. Abelian, prime power,
permutation, etc. Except 1 chapter where matrices are desirable, no higher math is needed.
783 exercises, problems, xvi -f 447pp. x 8. S299 Clothbound $3.95

S300 Paperbound $2.00

THEORY OF GROUPS OF FINITE ORDER. W. Burnside. First published some 40 years ago.
still one of clearest introductions. Partial contents: permutations, groups independent of

representation, composition series of a group, isomorphism of a group with itself. Abelian
groups, prime power groups, permutation groups, invariants of groups of linear substitu-
tion, graphical representation, etc. “Clear and detailed discussion . . . numerous problems
which are instructive,” Design News, xxiv + 512pp. 5^/8 x 8. S38 Paperbound $2.45

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS OF LINEAR ALGEBRA, V. N. Faddeeva, translated by C. D. Benster.
1st English translation of unique, valuable work, only one in English presenting systematic
exposition of most important methods of linear algebra— classical, contemporary. Details
of deriving numerical solutions of problems in mathematical physics. Theory and practice.
Includes survey of necessary background, most important methods of solution, for exact,
iterative groups. One of most valuable features is 23 tables, triple checked for accuracy,
unavailable elsewhere. Translator’s note, x + 252pp. 5 Vs x 8. S424 Paperbound $1.95

THE CONTINUUM AND OTHER TYPES OF SERIAL ORDER, E. V. Huntington. This famous book
gives a systematic elementary account of the modern theory of the continuum as a type
of serial order. Based on the Cantor-Oedekmd ordinal theory, which requires no technical
knowledge of higher mathematics, it offers an easily followed analysis of ordered classes,

discrete and dense series, continuous series, Cantor’s tra'nsfinite numbers. “Admirable
introduction to the rigorous theory of the continuum . . . reading easy,” Science Progress.

2nd edition, viii -H 82pp. 54% x 8. S129 Clothbound $2.75
S130 Paperbound $1.00

THEORY OF SETS, E. Kamke. Clearest, amplest introduction in English, well suited for inde-

pendent study. Subdivisions of main theory, such as theory of sets of points, are discussed,
but emphasis is on general theory. Partial contents; rudiments of set theory, arbitrary sets,

their cardinal numbers, ordered sets, their order types, well-ordered sets, their cardinal

numbers, vii -f 144pp. 54% x 8. S141 Paperbound $1.35

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FOUNDING OF THE THEORY OF TRANSFINITE NUMBERS, Georg Cantor.
These papers founded a new branch of mathematics. The famous articles of 1895-7 are
translated, with an 82-page introduction by P. E. 6. Jourdain dealing with Cantor, the
background of his discoveries, their results, future possibilities, ix -4 211pp. 54% x 8.

S45 Paperbound $1.25
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NUMERICAL AND GRAPHICAL METHODS, TABLES

JACOBIAN ELLIPTIC FUNCTION TABLES, L. M. Milne-Thomson. Easy-to-foilow, practical, not
only useful numerical tables, but complete elementary sketch of application of elliptic

functions. Covers description of principle properties; complete elliptic Integrals; Fourier
series, expansions; periods, zeros, poles, residues, formulas for special values of argument;
cubic, quartic polynomials; pendulum problem; etc. Tables, graphs form body of book:
Graph, 5 figure table of elliptic function sn (u m); cn (u m); dn (u m). 8 figure table of

complete elliptic integrals K, K% E, E% nome q. 7 figure table of Jacobian zeta*function

Z(u). 3 figures, xi + 123pp. 5% x 8. S194 Paperbound $1.35

TABLES OF FUNCTIONS WITH FORMULAE AND CURVES, E. Jahnke, F. Emde. Most comprehensive
I'Volume English text collection of tables, formulae, curves of transcendent function dlyth
corrected edition, new 76*page section giving tables, formulae for elementary functioi^Aot
in other English editions. Partial contents: sine, cosine, logarithmic integral; error inv»al;
elliptic integrals; theta functions; Legendre, Bessel, RIemann, Mathieu, hypergeonrctrlc

functions; etc. “Out-of-the-way functions for which we know no other source.” Scientific

Computing Service, Ltd. 212 figures. 400pp. 5Vb x 8Vb. S133 Paperbound $2.00

MATHEMATICAL TABLES, H. B. Dwight. Covers in one volume almost every function of im-

portance in applied mathematics, engineering, physical sciences. Three extremely fine

tables of the three trig functions, inverses, to 1000th of radian; natural, common logs;

squares, cubes; hyperbolic functions, inverses; (a^ + b-) exp. Vza; complete elliptical In-

tegrals of 1st. 2nd kind; sine, cosine integrals; exponential integrals; Ei(x) and Ei( — x);

binomial coefficients; factorials to 250; surface zonal harmonics, first derivatives; Bernoulli,

Euler numbers, their logs to base of 10; Gamma function; normal probability integral; over

60pp. Bessel functions; Riemann zeta function. Each table with formulae generally used,

sources of more extensive tables, interpolation data, etc. Over half have columns of

differences, to facilitate interpolation, viii -f 231pp. 5% x 8. S445 Paperbound $1.75

PRACTICAL ANALYSIS. GRAPHICAL AND NUMERICAL METHODS. F. A. Willers. Immensely prac-
tical hand-book for engineers. How to interpolate, use various methods of numerical differ-

entiation and integration, determine roots of a single algebraic equation, system of linear
equations, use empirical formulas, integrate differential equations, etc. Hundreds of short-
cuts for arriving at numerical solutions. Special section on American calculating machines,
by T. W. Simpson, Translation by R. T. Beyer. 132 illustrations. 422pp. 5% x 8.

S273 Paperbound $2.00

NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, H. Levy, E. A. Baggott. Comprehensive
collection of methods for solving ordinary differential equations of first and higher order.
2 requirements: practical, easy to grasp; more rapid than school methods. Partial contents:
graphical integration of differential equations, graphical methods for detailed solution.
Numerical solution. Simultaneous equations and equations of 2nd and higher orders.
“Should be in the hands of all in research and applied mathematics, teaching,” Nature.
21 figure*, viii + 238pp. SVa x 8. S168 Paperbound $1.75

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, Bennet, Milne, Bateman. Unabridged
republication of original prepared for National Research Council. New methods of integration

by 3 leading mathematicians: “The Interpolational Polynomial,” “Successive Approximation,”
A. A. Bennett, “Step-by-step Methods of Integration,” W. W. Milne. “Methods for Partial

Differential Equations,” H. Bateman. Methods for partial differential equations, solution

of differential equations to non-integral values of a parameter will interest mathematicians,
physicists. 288 footnotes, mostly bibliographical. 235 item classified bibliography. 108pp.
5^ X 8. S305 Paperbound $1.35
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